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/ TheBC ews 
Briefs 
Let the sunshine in: 
Wednesday, mostly sunny. 
High near 90. Light and var- 
iable winds. Wednesday 
night, becoming partly 
cloudy. Low in the mid-60s. 
Thursday, partly cloudy. 
High in the upper 80s. 
When do we have to be 
in our dorm rooms?: 
Find out the history of the 
University, back when stu- 
dents actually had curfews 
and walking on the grass 
warranted a fine. 
J See page six. 
University student works 
to switch candidates: 
Senior James Walters is 
attempting to draft Gov. 
George Voinovich to run for 
the U.S. Senate instead of 
seeking another term as 
governor, and wants Senate 
candidate Mike DeWine to 
seek the governorship in- 
stead. He said his arrange- 
ment would give the Repub- 
licans a better chance of 
winning both offices. 
□ See page nine. 
Convicted murderer eli- 
gible for parole: 
Brian Keith Thompson, 
convicted in the 1980 mur- 
der of University student 
Steve Bowers, will be eligi- 
ble for parole Sept. 20, ac- 
cording to Alan Mayberry, 
Wood County prosecutor. 
Thompson acted with four 
other youths in the murder, 
which took place behind 
Downtown Sports Bar, 162 
S. Main St. He is currently 
serving a sentence of 15 
years to life. 
Bowers, an ID checker at 
the bar, had escorted the 
youthsoutofthe bar. They 
returned through a rear en- 
trance, then began throwing 
bottles and rocks at the 
manager and Bowers. When 
Bowers got close to them, 
they dragged him into the al- 
ley behind the bar, beat him 
and stabbed him. 
Mayberry advises any in- 
terested party to write the 
Ohio Parole Board Adult 
Parole Authority, 1050 
Freeway Drive North, 
Columbus. OH 43229. 
Make my day, Fido: 
COVTNGTON, Ky. - Two 
women were arrested for al- 
legedly robbing a man at 
dog-point - threatening him 
with two large dogs - as 
they took his jogging suit 
and $40. 
The women said Grant 
O'Neal had willingly given 
up the suit, with no money in 
it, as compensation for a 
phony drug ftecl. 
Joy Manning, 23, and 
Sherry Sams, 19, both of Co- 
vington, were charged with 
robbery. They pleaded inno- 
cent Monday and were 
ordered held under $7,500 
cash bond each until a pre- 
liminary hearing next week. 
O'Neal told police the rob- 
bery occurred at the wom- 
en's home, where Manning 
held him at bay with her two 
boxers, while Sams took the 
jogging suit and money. 
Sams said that about 10 
days ago she acted as a go- 
between for a friend who 
wanted to buy crack co- 
caine. She said she gave O'- 
Neal $20, and he gave her 
what appeared to be the 
drug. 
Sams said O'Neal came to 
the house Friday. When con- 
fronted about the fake drug, 
he offered his jogging suit to 
square things, Sams said. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Olscamp: union debate not over 
by Courtney Gangeml 
administration reporter 
The BG Newi/T«rti» Thonui 
Speaking to several faculty members. President Paul Olscamp de-1 Lenhart Ballroom. During his speech, Olscamp said collective bar- 
livers his annual state of University address Monday morning in] ganlng will become an Issue for Fall of 1993. 
University President 
Paul Olscamp said Monday 
in his annual opening day 
address that collective bar- 
gaining will again be an is- 
sue this fall. 
Olscamp welcomed the 
faculty and administration 
to the 1993-94 academic 
year during his address in 
the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room. He said there is still a 
possibility the collective 
bargaining issue will not 
come to a vote this fall. 
"The issue is whether the 
faculty wishes to be repre- 
sented by a union," Ols- 
camp said. 
He said the administra- 
tion cannot vote but they 
will do everything in its 
power to ensure the debate 
remains impersonal, cour- 
teous, non-accusatory and 
thorough. 
"I'm not confident in pre- 
dicting [the outcome of] the 
election," Olscamp said. 
"Just remember, the morn- 
ing after we will all still be 
here working together, re- 
gardless of the outcome." 
The election may be de- 
layed until spring semester, 
he said because briefs will 
not be submitted until next 
week. Following that, the 
State Employment Re- 
See Speech, page icven. 
Arrowsmith resigns post Former student 
Administrator leaves after 21 years at University   pleOClS CJUJIty 
to sex charges 
Arrowsmith 
by Julie Tagllaferro 
campus editor 
Robert Arrowsmith, Interim 
Vice President for Student Af- 
fairs, is resigning his position 
after 21 years 
at the Universi- 
ty, leaving a 
vacancy that 
needs to be 
filled. 
Arrowsmith 
is retiring from 
his administra- 
tive job Sept. 1 
to take some 
time off and 
rest, he said. 
"I have been in this business 
for 35 years," he said. "When the 
heart and mind tell you to go on 
to other things, you follow the 
heart and mind." 
He has worked in the student 
affairs office since he came to 
the University in 1972 and be- 
came the interim vice president 
of student affairs in 1992 when 
then-Vice President Mary Ed- 
monds accepted a position at 
Stanford. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp said a second interim vice 
president needs to be appointed 
by early September. The interim 
vice president should be 
someone   from   the   University 
who will not be a candidate for 
the permanent vice president po- 
sition, he said. 
"I am inviting nominations 
from the general University 
community for people qualified 
to fill this position," he said. 
Olscamp. Because he wants a 
national search to find the right 
person, Olscamp said he does not 
have a specific timeline for when 
the permanent position must be 
filled. 
"\ have been in this 
business for 35 years. 
When the heart and 
mind tell you to go on to 
other things, you follow 
the heart and mind." 
Robert Arrowsmith, 
interim vice president for 
academic affairs 
Nominations for the interim 
position should be sent to Lester 
Barber, Olscamp's executive as- 
sistant, he said. 
A national search for a perma- 
nent vice president to replace 
Edmonds will be conducted by a 
committee of adminstrators, 
faculty, staff and students, Ols- 
camp said. 
The interim vice president will 
serve until the permanent admin- 
istrator  is  hired,  according  to 
The vice president should have 
experience in student affairs and 
university management, should 
be a good listener and work well 
with students ~ qualities Ols- 
camp said Arrowsmith possessed 
during his lime in office. 
"He handled sensitive issues 
and the students benefitted from 
him," Olscamp said. 
Arrowsmith said he has en- 
joyed his time at the University 
and his prior work in a similar 
position at Indiana University, 
but is looking forward to new ad- 
ventures including volunteering 
at a local hospital or other organ- 
ization. 
He said his most rewarding 
experience was working directly 
with the students during the pro- 
cess to allocate portions of the 
general fee to the various stu- 
dent-run organizations. 
"It has been a marvelous 21 
years and a great experience at 
what I believe is an excellent 
university," Arrowsmith said. 
by Snarl L.Veleba 
courts reporter 
A former Falcon football player pleaded guilty Aug. 11 to lesser 
charges in two separate sexual assault cases and a burglary charge. 
Akili Hutchinson, 21, 1515 E. Wooster St., Apt. 18. was indicted in 
April on a charge he raped a woman in an alley outside a local bar. He 
had been indicted only days earlier on burglary and sexual imposition 
charges he allegedly entered a female student's residence hall room 
and fondled her as she slept. 
In exchange for guilty pleas, the county prosecutor's office re- 
duced the charge of rape to sexual battery. It also eliminated the 
specifications on the other charge that stated Hutchinson caused 
physical harm to the student. 
Hutchinson could be sentenced to up to four years in prison, less 
time than if he had been found guilty of the original rape charge. A 
rape conviction could have brought him a possible 10 to 25 years in 
prison. 
Hutchinson waived his right to jury trial and entered an "Alford 
plea" to all three charges. Kathleen Culkowski, Hutchinson's lawyer, 
said by entering this type of plea, she and Hutchinson admit the court 
has enough evidence to prove his guilt in both cases but they still 
maintain his innocence. 
"Essentially, I am telling the judge I have an innocent client but 
we're pleading guilty," she said. "The system is not perfect bu' the 
law provides for this plea." 
The "Alford plea" differs from a plea of "no contest" because it 
gives the defendant the opportunity to plead guilty to a lesser charge, 
said Scott Coon, assistant prosecuting attorney. 
"What the defendant is saying is, 'I'm not going to admit to what the 
state says I did,' " Coon said. "He doesn't want to risk facing the pen- 
alty of the more serious charge." 
Judge Charles Kurfess will sentence Hutchinson Sept. 23. 
Collective bargaining vote to be delayed 
by Michael Zawackl 
faculty reporter 
The election to bring collective 
bargaining to the University will 
be delayed until early next year 
so that those to be included in the 
bargaining unit can be defined. 
The State Employment Re- 
lations Board is responsible for 
defining who will be involved in 
the process. According to Ron 
Stoner, chairman of the BGSU- 
Faculty Association, the further 
delay will not hurt the BGSU- 
FA's goal of adopting collective 
bargaining at the University. 
"Once you've postponed it six 
months it doesn't help or hurt 
anyone," Stoner said. 
Stoner said he does believe the 
delay has minimized the excite- 
ment of bringing unionization to 
the University. 
Stoner said he also believes the 
University administration is 
taking advantage of the law by 
insisting on a hearing over the 
composition of a bargaining unit 
"The only real effect of the 
hearing is to put off the election," 
Stoner said. 
Both the BGSU-FA and the 
administration have had to pay a 
high price in legal fees, time and 
personnel because of the delays 
and hearing, Stoner said. 
Milt Hakel, chairman of the 
Advocates for Academic Inde- 
pendence, said the delay 
defeated all hopes for an election 
any time soon. 
"The faculty is ready to decide 
[on collective bargaining] one 
way or another and get on with 
what we are really here for," 
Hakel said. 
Lester Barber, executive assis- 
tant to President Olscamp, said it 
is important to define the nature 
of a bargaining unit. 
"The law requires the adminis- 
tration to take a stand in what 
they believe is the appropriate 
composition of a bargaining 
unit," Barber said. 
The hearing officer who over- 
heard the arguments in July of 
both the BGSU-FA and the ad- 
ministration has 90 days to issue 
a report of their findings to 
SERB. SERB, in turn, can take as 
much time as they believe they 
need make their ruling. 
"Collective bargaining is a de- 
cision the faculty have to make 
for themselves," Barber said. 
"That's the law, that's the way it 
should be." 
Stoner said during the waiting 
period the BGSU-FA will be con- 
centrating on strengthening its 
membership. 
"Sixty percent of the faculty 
support us, but we don't have the 
majority in membership," Stoner 
said. 
"Right now what we can do is 
wait and build our strength," he 
added. 
. 
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Students, know 
your place... 
School daze. 
They, like the 95-degree late August tempera- 
tures, return every year. And there's nothing you can 
do about it (except drop out, which could annoy those 
of you whose parents have pledged their morgtage 
money to the the University's swelling coffers). 
Regardless, the BGSU student body is divided into 
four   very   diverse   groups.   Here's   a   welcome 
back/remember-your-role guideline for all under- 
grade, from the frail, wide-eyed frosh to the confi- 
dent, veteran seniors. Read... and learn. 
Freshmen: First off, remember that you are the 
dregs of humanity. 
That said, you can take solace in the fact that you 
won't be treated as dregs nearly as much as you were 
as a freshmen in high school. Back then, you were 
probably six to ten inches shorter than the upper- 
classmen, so you were stricken with a physical infer- 
iority complex. Here at the University, everybody's 
pretty much the same height (incidentally, this was 
BGSU'S slogan for a brief time). 
You, the low folks on the collegiate totem pole, 
should make sure to tend to the normal problems, 
namely: trying to decode one's schedule, which is 
written in a strange dialect of abbreviations and da- 
shes. A few of the more difficult to understand are: 
EPPN, EPPS - Eppler North and South 
BA - Business Administration (not to be confused 
with BAA-the new addition to the BA building.) 
Shat - Shatzel Hall 
Mont - Monty Hall 
H20 - Hall and Oates 
Ahh, you've found your class. Now, all you have to 
do is go every day, get good grades, graduate and 
find jobs with fair pension plans. Good luck! 
Sophomores: You, unfortunately, are the invisible 
sect - the Generation X of the BGSU student body. 
No longer rookies, the microscope is removed. 
On the other hand, you still havn't been around 
long enough to earn veteran honors. You're without 
identity. Freshmen are freshmen. Juniors and 
seniors are upperclassmen. Sophomores are ... well, 
you're sophomores. You have enough experience, 
though, to handle the local bookstores. 
Navigating the bookstore aisles may prove a diffi- 
cult task to first year students. You should show 
them the way. As a sophomore, you're now intel- 
ligent enough to a) buy used books, not the marked- 
up-10,000-percent new books (if possible); and b) sell 
them (once finished) to the highest bidder, prefera- 
bly another student, not the bookstore, who'll happily 
give you .0008 percent of what you paid. 
Your responsibility is thrift. Go to it. 
Juniors and seniors: You are the tops, the prov- 
erbial Towers of Pisa. You seniors will probably only 
concern yourselves with sliding by to graduation 
(the infamous senioritis), and juniors can take plea- 
sure in the fact that soon you'll be the number one 
top-notch rank at this fine school. Ready to take 
charge. To forge a new path. To flourish. 
Be nice to the freshmen. 
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Asia offers business prospects 
On recent trip back to Ohio, I 
was inundated with requests 
from the Ohio business commu- 
nity for market information on 
the Pacific Rim. This is not 
surprising considering the cur- 
rent worldwide economic picture 
- except for the Pacific Rim. 
Even the Japanese, usually the 
strongest Asian point of refer- 
ence for Ohio companies, are ex- 
periencing unprecedented eco- 
nomic adjustments. 
Along with interest in entering 
or expanding in these growing 
Asian markets, there seemed 
also to be a sense of apprehen- 
sion about regional, political, and 
economic developments. I heard 
comments about the size of the 
Pacific Rim markets (about one- 
fifth of the world's population), 
as well as the diversity within the 
region and the overall "foreig- 
ness" of Asian cultures to most 
Americans. 
I want to encourage Ohio com- 
panies to take advantage of these 
trade opportunities and offer my 
suggestions to Ohio companies 
that are considering entering this 
growing market: 
1. Do your homework and tar- 
get specific markets: 
Like Europe, Asia is comprised 
of different countries and 
different markets. We generally 
know the difference between the 
French and the English markets, 
i.e. they speak different lan- 
guages, have different taste in 
food, they drive on different 
sides of the streets, ect. The 
same holds true for Malaysia and 
Taiwan. 
Due to limited resources, Ohio 
companies usually do not target 
Europe as an entire market. 
Under normal circumstances, 
you work with the market with 
which you are most comfortable 
or best know. The same strategy 
applies for Asia. Suggested Asian 
markets are Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Malaysia and maybe 
even Thailand. These countries 
are more experienced in working 
with American companies and 
language is usually not a prob- 
Guest Column 
Manning Marable 
lem. China, Indonesia and the 
Philippines are more difficult, 
but in some infrastructure re- 
lated industries you may want to 
consider the extra effort because 
the pay-off can be substantial. 
2. Concentrate on your objec- 
tive and get rid of your fears: 
Focus on what you are trying to 
accomplish rather than worrying 
about the differences in culture, 
language and the long distance. 
In time you will find those dif- 
ness leaders now in Malaysia 
were educated at Ohio Universi- 
ty. 
3. Come and see the market for 
yourself: 
Do your homework first and 
then come and see for yourself 
what's happening in your in- 
dustry. To export to Asia, there 
may be extra considerations for 
your company, but they can be 
overcome. The cost of a business 
trip to Asia Is worth it when you 
There is no doubt the 1990s will be the decade of 
Asia. With the economic growth rate ranging from 
7 to 14 percent annually, Asia is no longer the 
poor relation of the world economy. Even the 
economic slow down in North America, Europe 
and Japan has not greatly effected Asia. 
CUT OFF, THESE LINES 
ferences do not detract from the 
working relationship and in 
many Instances they add to it. 
Work ethic, the value of family, 
the importance of the re- 
lationship and the trust in busi- 
ness are ideals Asians and Amer- 
icans have in common. In many 
sectors, it is usually easier to do 
business with these Pacific Rim 
countries than with the Japanese. 
As for the fear of communica- 
tion, most Asian business people 
speak English and are educated 
in the United States. Do you know 
the Malaysia has the largest Ohio 
University alumni chapter out- 
side of the United States? Many 
of the top government and busl- 
consider the potential benefits. If 
travel costs are prohibitive, talk 
to companies in your area who 
are exporting to Asia. Armchair 
exporting is a short term solution 
to a long-term opportunity. 
4. Export has to be continuous 
and you must commit to the mar- 
ket: 
The number one complaint 
from Asian companies when 
dealing        with American 
companies is that once the do- 
mestic economy or the economy 
of their traditional export mar- 
kets pick up, the American com- 
panies either drop their interest 
or put the Asian inquiries on low 
priority. 
In order to succeed in Asia, the 
strategy of treating Asia as the 
low man on the totem pole will no 
longer work. Asians can easily 
trade among themselves and 
next time the economy slows 
down and you want to re-enter 
the Asian market, it will be a lot 
harder or next to impossible to 
penetrate. Businesses who have 
made the commitment to Asia 
will have replaced you. 
There is no doubt the 1990s will 
be the decade of Asia With the 
economic growth rate ranging 
from seven to fourteen percent 
annually, Asia is no longer the 
poor relation of the world econ- 
omy. Even the economic slow 
down in North America, Europe 
and Japan has not greatly effect- 
ed Asia. Japan, the engine that 
drove Asia in the past with its in- 
vestments and loans, is now re- 
placed by members of the "Four 
Tigers" (Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Korea, and Singapore). In fact, 
the recently announced econom- 
ic austerity plans in China will 
have more of an increased econ- 
imc presence in Asia has eased 
Hong Kong's fear of eminent re- 
turn to China in 1997. China's re- 
cent development has also en- 
couraged Taiwa, its political op- 
posite, to invest heavily in Chin- 
a's economy. 
The worldwide economic slow 
down and the strength of the U.S. 
dollar have created a more level 
playing field than ever before. 
Ohio businesses cannot afford to 
overlook being in this market be- 
cause the rest of the world is 
here. It is now of vital impor- 
tance to the existence of the 
Asian economy as well. Many of 
the Ohio companies that I have 
dealt with, credit their interna- 
tional efforts for sustaining them 
and keeping them from major 
domestic layoffs during this 
period of slow or no growth. The 
U.S. is still the number one econ- 
omy in the world. In order to 
maintain that leadership posi- 
tion, our companies have to think 
global and specifically think 
Asia. 
BOWLING GREEN 43403 
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Smoking infringes 
on others' rights 
The BG News: 
Currently, non-smokers rights 
are clouded with smoke. The 
time has come to clear the air 
and restrict smoking in all public 
places. Much emphasis has been 
placed on the rights of smokers, 
while non-smokers freedoms 
have been stifled. 
The moment you light up and 
start puffing a cigarette, you 
have exercised your right to 
smoke. When I am near you, I be- 
come a passive smoker. My right 
not to smoke has been violated. 
As a concerned non-smoker 
who wants to breathe clean fresh 
air I encourage you to support 
the Wood County Board of 
Health. The Board of Health en- 
courages businesses to take re- 
sponsibility for adopting and en- 
forcing smoking regulations. Not 
only is it essential for businesses 
to follow the rules, but individu- 
als as well. 
It is your obligation to let oth- 
ers enjoy a smoke-free environ- 
ment. I only ask something 
simple, to respect my rights as I 
do yours. 
Sarah M. Wright 
Freshman 
CHAOS by Brian Shuster 
My friend and I meet on the 
corner and fall amiably into our 
usual, laced-up, speed-walking 
pace. This morning, however, I 
notice that my fellow traveler is 
wearing a pinched look. 
We haven't gone a mile when 
she begins to complain, arms 
pumping and words flying. These 
are the phrases that I inhale in 
great aerobic gulps: "President 
bashing ... media bias ... making 
mountains out of molehills... give 
the guy a break." 
At a red light, my companion 
finally stops and says into the 
city air, "I cannot believe that I 
am becoming one of those people 
who complain about the media I 
cannot believe that I am becom- 
ing one of those people who yell 
at the television set." 
I have logged many miles with 
this woman as so it doesn't take 
me long to diagnose the reason 
for her discomfort. This is the 
source of her sudden pain: 
The shoe is on the other foot. 
For 12 years, my friend was de- 
lighted every time Reagan or 
Bush stumbled. For four months, 
she has been appalled every time 
Clinton stubbed his toe. 
When Nancy Reagan bought 
her high budget china and found 
the teacups on page one, she 
pounced on the first lady's be- 
havior. When Bill Clinton got his 
Beverly Hills blow-dry, she de- 
nounced the stories as trivial. 
Last year, when George Bush 
was shown throwing up at a 
Japanese banquet, she thought 
•he act was symbolic. This year 
Guest Column 
Ellen Goodman 
when Clinton's travel agency 
woes hung the headlines, she 
pronounced the fuss as silly. 
This co-walker is not the only 
sufferer from shoe-on-the-other- 
foot syndrome. All around the 
country, the same people who 
once praised Congress for beat- 
ing back Republican legislation 
are now yelling "gridlock." The 
people who once enjoyed the 
skeptical tag lines by reporters 
on the Bush White House beat, 
are now calling snide. 
Even Linda Bloodworth-Tho- 
mason, a maligned FOB, has dis- 
covered some sympathy for Belv: 
Rebozo, a disparaged FON 
(Friend of Nixon). And every- 
where Democrats are walking 
and talking about how the coun- 
try is being distracted from "the 
real issues." 
I suppose that any chiropractor 
could have warned us that a 
change at the head of the body 
politic is likely to be felt in the 
feet. Nor is everyone un- 
comfortable in their new gear. 
Robert Dole has fit into his role 
as happily as if it were a pair of 
old slippers. Ross Perot has re- 
emerged from under the hood to 
pronounce Clinton incompetent 
with "a learning curve that's like 
a cliff." And Mary Matalin, the 
Bush campaign managi.-r, has 
now gleefully declared that the 
democrats are "in a perpetual 
state of snakebite." 
More to the point, walking a 
mile in the other guy's shoes is 
probably good for the mind if not 
the arches. After 12 years with 
one party in the White House, we 
get another, more bipartisan feel 
for rocky road. 
Maybe we are learning that 
gridlock isn't just caused by 
having one party in Congress and 
another in the White House. It 
may by paralysis built into the 
system. 
Maybe we're learning that the 
media isn't just attacking one 
leader and one set of insiders. We 
may now agree that there is too 
much entertainment and too little 
information. 
When the shoe is on the other 
foot, we also learn, painfully, how 
much easier it is to be a critic 
than a decision maker. We learn 
which troubles come form un- 
derwhelming leadership and 
which come from overwhelming 
problems. 
It's the prospect that our prob- 
lems are overwhelming and don't 
change with elections that pin- 
ches the ideological toes. The 
people suffering the most dis- 
comfort are, after all, those who 
believed in, voted for, took a 
chance on, change. That's what is 
at stake. 
There's an uneasy feeling 
shared this morning by my co- 
walker that nobody gets enough 
time or a chance to make a dif- 
ference. A feeling that the whole 
country is short-fused and short- 
sighted. That every change agent 
gets nibbled to death in the capi- 
tal, on the tube or on a tarmac in 
California. 
These are the opening miles, 
the warm-up, break-in time. But 
if the new group is brought low 
fast, the people who voted fro 
change aren't going to try on an- 
other pair of footgear whether 
it's labeled Republican or Inde- 
pendent. They'll put their feet up 
on the chairs and join the alien- 
ated and the cynical. 
That would be more than a 
little bit uncomfortable. For a 
country, that's crippling. 
Ellen Goodman is a writer for 
The Boston Globe. 
Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted? 
1 FRIENDS DON'I lEl FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK 1 
"I know it's a long shot, but heck, he already has a 
pair of horses." 
Kathy's wishes the best of luck 
to you in the upcoming 93-94 
school year. 
Jg> YARNS <*u 
** % 
Knitting classes starting in 
September. 
131 S. Main 
Phone 353-1061  
AD CORRECTION 
The BEN FRANKLIN Ad in The Downtown BG 
tabloid has a few incorrect prices. Please note 
the correct prices: 
3 - Ring Vinyl Binder  97C 
Gooseneck Desk Lamp        $5.97 
Magnetic Photo Album        $3.97 
Full Length Door Mirror     $6.99 
Alarm Clock  $3.97 
The Coupon for FREE Film or Processing 
expires Sept. 12. 1993. 
Due to the error of The BG New the Correct 
date for the Merchants Fair is 
Tuesday August 31, 1993 
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What you want is what you get. Guaranteed 
MARCH ON OVER TO McDONALD'S 
AFTER CLASS FOR A 
"BURGER OF THE MONTH"... 
QUARTER POUNDER CLUB 
THIS MONTH ONLY! 
ALSO FEATURED IN AN EXTRA 
VALUE MEAL WITH 
LARGE FRIES AND MEQ'UM DRINK! 
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r t"6, 
YOUR FRIENDS AT McDONALD'S 
1470 EAST WOOSTER ST. 
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ESL classes defeat Diabetes awareness needed 
language barrier by Leah Barnum environment reporter 
by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
Sometimes the English language may seem a bit foreign to people -- 
especially when taking literature or English composition courses. 
However, imagine how difficult it must be to University students 
who are not from an English-speaking country. 
For this reason, the University offers English as a Second Lan- 
guage classes. 
ESL classes are for those "who need to polish their English skills," 
according to Shirley Ostler, assistant professor of English. 
Virginia Martin, interim coordinator of ESL testing and placement, 
said between SO and 80 students take ESL classes each semester. The 
classes introduce forms of standard English and writing which help 
them to compete better in their other classes, she added. 
"Students get support in different language areas that they may not 
yet be strong in," she said. "They can get attention to certain 
strengths and weaknesses from instructors who are aware of the 
special areas of difficulty they might have." 
"We try very hard to meet the students' individual requirements," 
Ostler said. 
She said there are eight ESL classes divided into various levels of 
difficulty depending on the different skills of the students. There are 
six available classes for graduate students and two available to un- 
dergraduates. 
Ostler said there are students at the University from all around the 
world, including the Phillipines, Russia, Yugoslavia, Korea, Japan 
and China. 
She said in addition to teaching foreign students English, the ESL 
classes also teach them about American holidays and other customs. 
"We help them make their transition into this culture in many, 
many ways," Ostler said. 
She added that ESL students are fascinated by American birthday 
parties, weddings and churches. Activities and events which Ameri- 
cans take for granted are baffling for international students, Ostler 
said. Some of these include grocery shopping and visiting the library. 
"I feel bad we don't have more connection between international 
and national students on campus," Ostler said. "They really truly 
want to get to know Americans and Americans don't know how to talk 
to them." 
One solution Ostler offered to this problem is for national students 
to make contact with international students by calling the Interna- 
tional Programs office because there is a list of international stu- 
dents who are interested in getting to know American students and 
their customs. 
"I think that the opportunity to get to know students from another 
culture gives you a gift you can't get any other way," Ostler said. "It 
just adds richness and color to the educational experience." 
Diabetes is a serious problem in Ohio - 
- one that people need to be aware of. And 
this problem Is on which Jerry Lee, chair- 
man of the Ohio affiliate of the American 
Diabetes Association, plans to alleviate. 
Nine thousand people die each year in 
Ohio from diabetes. Lee, recently elected to 
a second term as the association's chairman, 
plans to educate people about the disease. 
Through his Ohio Consumers and Commu- 
nity Education Program, Lee plans to reduce 
diabetes mortality in Ohio. 
"That's a major goal of the Ohio affiliate in 
general because our state hasn't ranked 
quite as well as others," said Tim Schaffer, 
vice president of communications of the 
Ohio affiliate of the American Diabetes As- 
sociation. 
The Ohio Consumers and Community Ed- 
ucation Program consists of four facets de- 
signed to reach all people, regardless of 
social class or race, Schaffer said. 
O The Ohio Diabetes Mobile Outreach Unit 
is an RV converted into a classroom and 
examining room which travels to shopping 
mall parking lots and other public areas in 
small towns to educate people about the 
disease. 
O The Diabetes Update Series, which is a 
series of three classes specifically for peo- 
ple already diagnosed with diabetes, he said. 
O The Consumer Education Program Four 
is a one-day seminar during which experts 
from around the state focus on specific prob- 
lems surrounding diabetes. 
O The "Ohio DIAL"is a hotline which 
stands for Ohio Diabetes Information and 
Action Line. By calling the hotline, people 
are able to receive answers to any questions 
they may have about the disease. 
Although Ohio has one of the highest 
diabetes mortality rates in the country, 
Wood County has one of the lowest counts of 
diabetes-related deaths in the state. 
"Wood County has a significantly low 
problem with mortality diabetes," Schaffer 
said, adding that from 1986 to 1990, Wood 
County had an average of only 16 deaths per 
year that were diabetes related. 
Although the diabetes death rate is low in 
Wood County, Schaffer said more deaths 
occur locally from diabetes each year than 
from automobile accidents. 
An average of 14 vehicular deaths occur 
annually, he said. In addition, there are 
about 16 deaths related to breast cancer 
each year - the same average as diabetes- 
related deaths. 
The University Health Service diagnoses 
more cases every year, according to Glenna 
Rufo, a nurse at the health service. 
"We do find probably two or three cases 
every year," she said. "And students should 
be aware of the symptoms." 
Some symptoms include frequent urina- 
tion, increased thirst, dry skin, itchiness, 
weight loss with increased appetite, severe 
headaches and loss of energy, Rufo said. 
Most adult-onset cases of diabetes occur in 
adults age 45 and older, said Janet Delong, 
supervisor of nursing at the University 
Health Department. 
Diabetes is the sixth leading cause of 
death in people 45 years or older, she said. 
"The type [of diabetes] that younger peo- 
ple get is due to shut-down of the pancreas, 
therefore, they need insulin," Delong said. 
"The adult-onset can be somewhat con- 
trolled with proper diet and excercise." 
Search for A&S dean continues 
by Michael Zawackl 
faculty reporter 
An internal search has begun 
for a new dean for the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
The University administration 
is accepting nominations for 
candidates among faculty within 
the college, according to Eloise 
Clark, vice president for aca- 
demic affairs. 
Former interim dean Ralph 
Townsend will return to the de- 
partment of mathematics and 
statistics and plans to retire after 
the upcoming academic year. 
A projected appointment for a 
permanent dean will not be made 
until the end of September or 
early October, Clark said. 
Clark   said   Reginald   Noble, 
former chairman of the biology 
department, has been named as 
the new interim dean until the 
appointment of a permament 
dean is made. 
Nobel said the experience he 
has obtained from serving as 
chairman of the biology depart- 
ment for 12 years has made him 
quite familiar with the workings 
of the college. 
He said it was too early in the 
academic year for their to be any 
special agenda for the college but 
Nobel added the issues of budget 
and personnel are always impor- 
tant 
"I dont anticipate that this fall 
will be any different than pre- 
vious ones," Nobel said. 
Clark said there are a number 
of faculty members within the 
college who would make excel- 
"The current climate 
about budgets, 
continuity of leadership 
and other factors made 
it difficult to persuade 
the finalists to make a 
career change in the 
light of those 
uncertainties." 
Eloise Clark, vice 
president for academic 
affairs 
lent candidates. A national 
search was also made, but the 
two leading candidates each de- 
clined the job. 
The first choice candidate de- 
cided it was best for him and his 
family not to make the move to 
the University, Clark said. She 
said the second choice candidate 
withdrew for unknown reasons. 
In a memorandum to the facul- 
ty of the College of Arts and Sci- 
ences, Clark stated, "The current 
climate about budgets, continuity 
of leadership and other factors 
made it difficult to persuade the 
finalists to make a career change 
in the light of those uncertain- 
ties." 
"It's difficult to weigh one fac- 
tor against another," Clark said. 
There are also a lot of personal 
choices which a candidate must 
make prior to accepting the posi- 
tion of dean, Clark added. 
Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention! Attention! Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  Attention! 
For more information about all 
UAO events, call our office at 
372-2343, or our Info Line at 372- 
7164, or stop by our office at 330 
University Union! 
F               ^ Sun    Hon    Tun   V«d   Thur    Fri       Sit 
WELCOME BACK BASH!! 
August 27, 1993 
9:00 pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom (Union) 
Come listen to the alternative 
sounds of the live band 
"PIE" 
Don't Miss Out!! 
Join in the fun! 
We Need You! 
Dare to make a difference 
at BGSU! 
Join one of our 14 committees 
For more information and a 
GREAT time join us for 
our organizational meeting 
at 8:00 pm on September 1 st 
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
MARK YOUR CALENDAR 
Plant Sale: September 1-3 
Print Sale: September 13-17 
Tigers vs. Indians game: 
September 18 
Chow& Challenge: September 19 
Bouncy Boxing: September 21 
Homecoming Events: Sept. 27 - Oct. 2 
Rose Sale: October 13-15 
Rodney Watts: October 21 
BooAo: October 29 
feme ftin 
His lunll 
Films coming this week! 
FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! 
Looney Tunes Festival 
8:00 pm& 10:00 pm 
Heavy Metal 
midnight 
210 Math Science 
Enjoy classic and feature 
filnris every Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday. 
SKSQ2 
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GSS encourages 
graduate students 
to work for change 
by Larissa Hritsko 
student government reporter 
The Graduate Student Senate, 
the government body for gradu- 
ate students, is preparing for the 
upcoming year by increasing 
their membership, accomplish- 
ing their semester goals and 
sponsoring campus events. 
One of the primary goals of 
GSS is to expand membership 
and offer opportunities for grad- 
uate students to get involved 
with the organization and other 
graduate activities, according to 
GSS President Anupam Trivedi. 
Graduate students can become 
involved with GSS by contacting 
the GSS office, located in McFall 
Center, or ask their department 
adviser about the organization, 
Trivedi said. 
"Many positions in GSS are ap- 
pointed positions, such as a pro- 
gramming coordinator, so it is 
easy to get involved," Trivedi 
said. "Other [positions], 
however, are through an election 
process." 
One of the goals GSS tries to 
accomplish is improving the 
University's graduate programs 
by passing legislation and then 
requesting approval by the Uni- 
versity administration, Trivedi 
said. 
"GSS is a good way to get out of 
your department, because in this 
day and age specialization is im- 
portant, but overspecialization is 
destructive," said Ted Eaton, the 
GSS representative at-large. 
"GSS is an opportunity to make 
an impact on campus and change 
what is around you," Trivedi 
added. 
Other goals for the organiza- 
tion include implementing a day 
care system, changing the Uni- 
versity's policy restricting out- 
side employment during their 
apprenticeship, improving grad- 
uate student housing and de- 
veloping a program in which 
teaching assistants are trained in 
teaching practicals. 
OSA rallies student power 
by Larissa Hritsko 
student government reporter 
The Ohio Student Associa- 
tion met earlier this month to 
define its goals to include more 
student involvement in the de- 
cision process for the upcom- 
ing school year. 
OSA serves to unite govern- 
ments of the state universities 
in Ohio to work collectively for 
causes. The organization 
planned four main goals for the 
year including a ten year facul- 
ty review board that would fea- 
ture students evaluating facul- 
ty, according to Jason Jackson, 
Undergraduate Student 
Government president. 
This is important, Jackson 
said, since student participa- 
tion is null and void. 
"[This goal] is part of the 
Ohio government and is an is- 
sue that can only be changed 
by changing the law," Jackson 
said. 
The organization also wants 
to add voting privileges for the 
University Board of Trustees' 
two student representatives. 
Currently, they can only con- 
tribute to discussions, unlike 
the nine regular members who 
are allowed to vote on every is- 
sue. 
Planning a student advisory 
board to interpret the decisions 
of the Ohio Board of Regents is 
another goal of OSA. The 
OBOR is the governing board 
of higher education and the or- 
ganization that finances the 
University and provides edu- 
cational funding. 
"Students are the consumers 
and products of a university so 
it's only natural that we want to 
know more about the allocation 
of funds," Jackson said. 
Jackson said the final goal of 
OSA is for the association to 
regain the powerful position it 
held a year and a half ago. At 
that time, the OSA organized a 
march on the state house in 
Columbus to protest further 
cuts in the higher education 
budget. 
Tuition increases five percent 
Administration confident $140 rise will not hurt enrollment 
by Courtney Gangeml 
administration reporter 
BG honors music 
of Tchiakowsky 
by Leah Barnum 
environment reporter 
Check your bursar bills. Tuition has in- 
creased for the 1993-94 school year. 
According to Vice President of Academic 
Affairs Eloise Clark,tuition has increased 
five percent. This translates to an increase 
of $140 a year. 
"It's a pretty modest increase," Clark said. 
"This day and age a small increase can hurt, 
but we hope it will be manageable for most 
students." 
Five percent was the threshhold of toler- 
ance within the legislature. Gov. George 
Voinovich had wanted an increase of only 
four percent. 
According to Philip Mason, vice president 
for University relations, the University lob- 
bied hard and ended up being successful. 
Clark said she did not see the increase as 
having a major impact on students. She add- 
ed that enrollment is right on target for the 
freshman class. 
Mason said he believes "it will not nega- 
tively impact the students' decision to attend 
Bowling Green." 
According to Mason, the administration 
did not want the increase, but because of the 
level of state support, tuition had to be in- 
creased. He said the only other choice would 
have been to reduce the budget. 
Mason said he did not envy the members 
of the general assembly and the decisions 
they had to make. 
"They had a tough job and did the best 
they could do," he said. 
The budget was introduced last January 
and has passed through the house and senate 
and conference committee. The university 
relations office worked the whole time on 
the budget. 
Mason said he is confident in the increase. 
"Bowling Green has the best buy in the 
state of Ohio," he said. "The high quality of 
education and low cost enables us to be com- 
petetive." 
The Russians are coming to the University this fall to commemor- 
ate the death of native composer Peter Ilyitch Tchiakowsky. 
Tchiakowsky, who has been deceased for 100 years, was a well-k- 
nown composer of sonates and full arrangements for symphonies. He 
also wrote operas, including "Pique Dame" (Queen of Spades), which 
will be performed on campus Nov. 5 and 6. 
"We're celebrating the 100th anniversary of Tchiakowsky's death," 
said Edieann Biesbrock-Didham, associate professor and director of 
marketing promotions. "In honor of that we're doing a series of pro- 
grams." 
Bowling Green artist-in-residence Jerome Rose formulated the 
idea for the program and approached colleagues with it. 
With the cooperation of various University departments along with 
the financial support of several private sources, the program will 
take place at the University this fall, according to Teri Sharp, direc- 
tor of new services. The program will begin in September and will 
continue for three months, she added. 
The series of events opens on Sept. 18 with the Russian Balalaika 
Virtuoso, a concert featuring world-renowned balalaika player Gen- 
nady Zut and his wife TatianaZut. 
Other highlights of the program include a Russian film festival and 
artist-in-residence Rose, who will be performing the Works of Tchai- 
kowsky, Rachmaninoff and Prokofiev, Sharp said. 
"One of the most distinguished speakers will be W. Bruce Lincoln," 
Biesbrock-Didham said, adding that he is one of the leading experts 
on Russian culture. 
There are events for everyone, she said. 
"Tchaikowsky was well-known for embracing Russian culture," 
she said. "We will try to touch upon much of the cultural influences 
[experienced by Tchaikowsky] and that is why we've included so 
many things," she said. 
Voice mail available to faculty 
Ku Rlnnor Phillloc " by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
The University stepped for- 
ward in communication technol- 
ogy with a new computerized 
voice mail system to help faculty 
communicate more effectively. 
Richard Conrad, director of 
computer services, said voice 
mail is primarily a computer 
system which allows three main 
features - a voice mailbox, au- 
tomatic call routing and response 
byname. 
Voice mailbox also helps users 
avoid phone tag. 
"I can call you and tell you 
what I want through voice mail 
and you can call me back and 
leave your response," Conrad 
said about the voice mail box. 
A second feature is automatic 
call routing. Somewhat like the 
Star System, this allows the user 
to push a number for a specific 
function, Conrad said. Another 
feature is response by name, 
which allows the user to type in 
the last name of the person he or 
she wants to contact without 
having to know the person's 
phone number. The system will 
automatically forward the user 
to that person's phone, Conrad 
said. 
Voice mail was installed at the 
University on a trial basis in 1992 
so the faculty and administration 
could learn more about the 
system and its benefits. The col- 
lege of technology, computer 
services and a few other depart- 
ments tried the voice mail "as an 
experiment," Conrad said. 
"We installed two systems," he 
said. "The first system was in- 
stalled in May 1992 and the sec- 
ond system was installed in July 
1992," he said. 
He said the first system was 
VMX and the second was AT&T. 
"We knew very little about 
voice mail," he said. "The [two 
companies]loaned it to us at no 
cost." 
"In November 1992 we went 
out with the bid and AT&T was 
the low bidder," Conrad said. 
"We installed the new system on 
spring break." 
Since that time, voice mail con- 
tinues to expand throughout the 
University. Presently there are 
1,300 voice mail accounts, which 
are departments and individuals 
who use the system. 
"We've made it free to any 
University department," he 
said."There's a total of 20 
minutes of free storage available 
[per account]. We're not here to 
charge people. We're here to 
provide the service." 
Conrad said the cost of the 
system totalled about $105,000, 
inexpensive when Its five to eight 
year life span is considered. 
Barry Piersol, assistant dean of 
the college of technology, said he 
has been using the system since 
day one. 
"It cuts down on phone tag 
immensely. It's enabled people to 
get back to me after hours," he 
said. "I'm glad the University fi- 
nally made this commitment. I 
can't say enough good things 
about it." 
"I hope every student gets it 
and everyone on campus gets it," 
Piersol said. 
At this time voice mail is not 
available to students, but Conrad 
said he plans to make a proposal 
which would make it available, 
sometime this fall. 
"I think the probability of them 
accepting it is very low," he said, 
because the service to students 
would be costly. 
If the system was made availa- 
ble to every student, the cost of 
room and board would have to 
rise about an additional ten dol- 
lars a semester, Conrad said. 
Additional labor would have to 
be hired to handle this work, he 
said, if that availability were to 
happen. 
While he said he doesn't forsee 
voice mail being made available 
to students this year, Conrad said 
he is confident it will happen in 
the future. 
"Technology is becoming 
cheaper all the time," he said. 
WELCOME   BACK   STUDENTS 
Your Kind of Bank 
Mid flm 
University Banking Center 
1480 E. Wooster Street 
352-6506 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS! 
Spacious 
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AUGUST 27 4 28 AT 8 P.M. 
KOBACKER HALL, MOORE CENTER, BGSU 
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call (419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224 
A University/Community Production presented by the College of Musical Arts 
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19 & Over 
Welcome Back! 
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Pool, Video Games, Outdoor Patio 
Big Screen T.V. 
153 E. Wooster    352-1395 
,\     And This Is Only 
The Beginning! 
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Come see us at the Merchants Fain 
CLASSES STARTING SOON! 
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Thank God it's now the nineties 
Stricter fines, rules 
kept students in line 
by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
Students starting their first 
day of college today may be 
amazed at the size of the campus, 
the lenient rules of living in a 
residence hall and the variety of 
social activity available to them. 
It might never cross one"s 
mind that the University started 
off as a small teachers college 
with strict rules and regulations. 
The University first opened in 
1914 as the Bowling Green State 
Normal School, under the leader- 
ship of Homer B. Williams. 
At the time, the college served 
primarily to train teachers, ac- 
cording to Stuart Givens, a Uni- 
versity history professor. 
During the earlier part of the 
century, a legislative act passed 
that enabled the University to 
receive state funds and in 1914, 
classes officially began. 
At first, the campus consisted 
of University Hall - which 
served as the classroom building, 
and Williams Hall - the women's 
residence hall. 
Male students had little selec- 
tion of housing in Bowling Green, 
as there were no residence halls 
for men until 1930. 
Rules in the residence halls 
were very strict by today's stan- 
dards, with study hours from 8 
am. to 11 am., 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. Lights had 
to be out at 11 p.m. on the week- 
days and 11:30 p.m. on Saturday 
night, whether one liked it or not. 
Freshmen had to be in their 
rooms by 8 p.m. on weekdays and 
all students needed special per- 
mission to leave campus - even 
to visit their parents. 
"The University was in the 
place of the parents; they had a 
responsibility to watch over and 
protect the students as if their 
parents were doing it," said Ann 
Bowers, University archivist, 
adding that this was especially 
true for women students. 
Students nowadays may think 
some of the University's policies 
on quiet hours and visitation 
hours are too structured. 
However, in the early 1900s Uni- 
versity students were not even 
permitted to tack, nail, tape or 
paste posters on the walls of their 
rooms. Nor were they able to talk 
on the phone longer then five 
minutes, attend public dances or 
dance in the hallways. 
Other complaints students now 
have are about the lack of park- 
ing spaces and receiving parking 
tickets. Even before the days 
when automobiles were common. 
University students had to deal 
with transportation conflicts. 
"People were given tickets for 
walking on the grass - dollar 
fines if I recall," Givens said. 
"You were discouraged from 
walking on the grass until the 
1960s." 
There were some issues in the 
past, however, that today's stu- 
dents may have enjoyed, includ- 
ing the cost of college. In 1920, 
the registration fee was $10 a 
semester, the activity fee was 
$2.50 a semester, room and board 
was $4.75 a week. 
Although the University now 
has a large ratio of women to 
men, this was not always the 
case. In the late 1940s and early 
1950s, young soldiers were re- 
turning from war and heading to 
college at the University. Ac- 
cording to Bowers, in 1951 there 
were 41 percent more men then 
women attending the University. 
"I know there was a huge in- 
flux   of   male   students   after 
Some female University students (circa 1940-something) lounge in 
their spaciously appointed dormitory room. Years ago, female stu- 
Photo courtesy tt Ihe Unlvcrilly archive! 
dents were required to wear skirts and also had much stricter cur- 
fews and rules than their male counterparts. 
WWII," she said, explaining that 
after serving in the military, 
many men were then able to af- 
ford a college education. 
Social activities of the past did 
not include the bar hopping that 
many of today's students enjoy. 
Instead   pep   rallies,   sporting 
events and dances w\re popular, 
and according to Bowers, the old 
University Union, which was 
similar to a log cabin, was then a 
central place of congregation 
among students. 
"Social  activities were  more 
geared to being on campus," she 
said. "They had a lot of little res- 
taurants and soda places around 
campus and that is where people 
would hang out." 
Through the years many 
changes have taken place, includ- 
ing a change in the school mas- 
cot. 
In the days before Freddy and 
Frieda Falcon, Williard Wankle- 
man was the one students 
cheered for. Wankleman was an 
electric clock operator who 
worked at the football games, 
and when introduced at the 
games always brought a thun- 
derous cheer from the crowds. 
Photo courlciy ot Ike Unlvcrilly archive! 
The University has changed greatly since It was established as Bowling Green Normal College In 1910 
Many of the trees In this photograph have given way to buildings as the University became a state- 
funded school and enrollment grew. 
Photo courteiy ot Ihe Unlverilly archlvei 
Students and some faculty work together In 1935 to spell "BC" Why? Because they were too lazy to 
spell out Bowling Green (and also enrollment was not high enough). 
College renters: Let the buyer beware 
College Press Service 
While off-campus housing 
may offer students more free- 
dom and independence than liv- 
ing in dorms, rental agree- 
ments for apartments or 
houses are frantic with legal 
landmir- .;, housing officials 
and attorneys warn. 
The initial adrenalin rush 
when students rent their first 
apartments can dissipate 
quickly when plumbing falls 
apart, deposits are withheld or 
a roommate abruptly departs 
leaving other renters in the 
lurch. 
College officials say moving 
into off-campus housing, espe- 
cially during the junior and 
senior years, has almost be- 
come a rite of passage. But 
many students don't know what 
questions to ask landlords and 
can end up with much larger 
headaches than having finals 
and papers due at the same 
time. 
"The first time students rent 
they aren't savvy consumers," 
said Mark Karon, an attorney 
with student legal services at 
the University of Minnesota. 
"They're excited. They're away 
from home. Mom and dad 
aren't there. This is great. No- 
body is going to be here to tell 
them when to go to bed or any- 
thing else." 
Karon, who is president of 
the National Legal Aid and De- 
fense Lawyers Association, 
said about 343 college and uni- 
versities have some form of 
student legal services on cam- 
pus. When students get caught 
in a problem with a landlord or 
a roommate, they can get a free 
representation and try to solve 
the problem through negotia- 
tion or arbitration. 
He said the majority of cases 
that his office deals with are 
landlord-tenant issues. 
"The biggest reason is that 
students are transients who are 
targeted by landlords," Karon 
said. "At the end of the school 
year they keep someone's de- 
posit, and students aren't going 
to take the time necessary to 
make claims." 
Roane Akchurin, manager of 
the community housing office 
at the University of California- 
Santa Barbara, said her office 
mediated about 600 cases last 
year between students and 
landlords, and about 40 percent 
of those involved deposit dis- 
putes. 
Officials found that landlords 
were holding deposits due to 
claims of damage - real or not 
- to apartments and houses in 
Isla  Vista. 
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Moving Spree 
Tht BC Nctri/KIm Navarre 
Trying to unload a packed car, Ruthann Smetbkamp from St. Mary's, Ohio helps her son move into the 
newly remodeled Founders. The residence hall hold 672 students this Fall. 
Speech 
Orientation introduces 
new first-year students 
to college life, campus 
by Kelly Duquln 
student life reporter 
If you are new to the University system, don't 
panic. There are 4,000 other students just like you, 
going through the same thing. 
The University orientation program tries to 
make first-year students comfortable with the 
campus by planning activities and tours to help 
them with their adjustment to college life. 
Transfer students and freshmen who attended 
orientation followed a schedule of events which in- 
cluded workshops on how to deal with having a 
roommate; how to budget money; and how to 
get involved in the various organizations, accord- 
ing to Greg MacVarish, director of orientation. 
Ih addition, students were taught how to use 
Microsoft Works and were also given essential tips 
needed to survive the first time away from home. 
"The new students were encouraged to think 
about what's different in college life that they may 
not have experienced or thought about in high 
school," MacVarish said. 
New programs implemented this year included 
Playfair at the Field House, which gave the Uni- 
versity an opportunity to showcase the new facility 
to the new students. 
Also, other events were organized around the 
campus to show what the University has to offer. 
Another new program this year included a pre- 
sentation that surveyed students about what they 
believe a good downtown should include. The 
underlying goal is to give students a larger voice in 
the community. 
The success of the University orientation activi- 
ties was largely due to the 110 group leaders, IS 
orientation hosts and their board. 
"Our basic function as a board was to train the 
leaders throughout last year, organize the orienta- 
tion itself and assist the leaders if they had ques- 
tions," said orientation board member Tracy 
Flower. 
"More than 2,500 freshman attended the convo- 
cation with 400 that showed up on their own," said 
MacVarish. 
The current figures show a substantial increase 
of participation from last year. 
"About half of our group managed to show up, 
which ranged from 20 to almost 40 members," said 
group leader Jen Gagel. 
Freshman Michelle Johnson, of Loudenville, said 
some of the activities were unexpected, but still a 
lot of fun. 
"We had to go to the Rec and dance with strang- 
ers," Johnson said. "It was a little awkward but we 
still had a good time." 
Continued from page one. 
lations Board hearing officer has 
90 days to submit her report 
after the Aug. 31 deadline. 
Olscamp said due to these fac- 
tors, he is not sure when the elec- 
tion will occur, only that it will 
happen. 
In addition to collective bar- 
gaining, he said the University 
may be affected by the proposals 
made last year by the Managing 
for the Future Task Force. 
At Gov. George Voinovich's 
request, the Ohio Board of Re- 
gents appointed the task force to 
make recommendations to im- 
prove higher education with the 
amount of funding allowed. 
Although most of these sugges- 
tions were positive, Olscamp said 
some of them affected the Uni- 
versity and other state universi- 
ties and they need to be reviewed 
before becoming law. 
"I ask all of you to read [the 
task force report] again," he said. 
"The long-range implications 
need to be carefully analyzed by 
all of us. "Although the economic 
state of the University and 
higher education in Ohio is more 
stable than last year, [the Uni- 
versity's] financial base from the 
state is significantly less than 
three years ago." 
"The University [seems] to be 
in a less-threatened position to- 
day than it was on opening day 
last year," he said. "No imme- 
diate budget cuts are known to be 
on the horizon." 
In 1990-91, the amount of 
money allocated from the state to 
the University was nearly $62 
million. This figure dropped to 
$57 million for the 1992-93 school 
year. It is projected the budget 
for the upcoming year will be 
about $1 million more than last 
year. 
Although no serious reductions 
are expected, Olscamp said he 
wanted the University to "have 
the fullest understanding of [the] 
non-academic resources after 
the serious reductions they have 
already absorbed." 
As a result, Olscamp had ap- 
pointed a Non-Academic Func- 
tions Committee in late May to 
study every position in the Uni- 
versity other than faculty posi- 
tions. 
The committee, lead by Tom 
Erekson, will determine whether 
the functions of the various posi- 
tions are essential, whether they 
can be combined with other func- 
tions, dropped as attrition per- 
mits, expanded or altered in 
other ways. 
Salary positions have im- 
proved for full-time faculty since 
fall 1992 with an 8.83 percent in- 
crease for professors, Olscamp 
said. 
Day care to be high priority 
Faculty Senate plans on working to gain children's facility 
by Michael Zawackl 
faculty reporter 
The establishment of day care 
facilities at the University will be 
a priority for the Faculty Senate 
this year, said the group's chair- 
man, Benjamin Muego. 
He spoke to the University 
faculty Monday and outlined the 
senate's agenda for the upcoming 
academic year as part of the 
opening day festivities in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
"The proposal has been en- 
dorsed by all of the University's 
constituency groups and will 
benefit a sizable number of aca- 
demic and non-academic person- 
nel, as well as students," Muego 
said. 
He said he also hopes to end 
the long debated charter 
amendment which will define 
exactly who is an administrator 
and who is a faculty member. 
Muego said the senate will also 
make recommendations on the 
revision of the current policy 
concerning travel reimburse- 
ment, the completion of a charter 
amendment to define faculty 
participation in the evaluation of 
administrators and the revision 
of grievance procedures. 
Former Senate Chairman Allen 
White said he was very pleased 
with the remarks made by his 
successor. 
"He will be addressing issues 
[last year's senate] didn't reach 
closure on," White said. 
In his opening remarks, Muego 
acknowledged the University 
faculty and his fellow senators as 
well as thanking the central ad- 
ministration for their active part 
in changing the landscape of the 
University in the short span of 11 
years. 
Muego said he hoped the cen- 
tral administration's next course 
of action would be to bring about 
economic stability to the Univer- 
sity faculty. 
"The adoption by the Universi- 
ty's Board of Trustees of a reso- 
lution affirming the University's 
commitment to the upgrading of 
faculty and staff salaries is a 
welcome step in the right direc- 
tion and is deeply appreciated by 
most if not all of the faculty and 
staff," Muego said. 
Muego also credited the Uni- 
versity administration for creat- 
ing a minority hiring pool in re- 
cent years to recruit more minor- 
ity faculty. 
"The central administration's 
accomplishments in the area of 
race relations and minority hir- 
ing have been glossed over, if not 
totally overlooked, over the 
years," he said. 
Trustees acquire new members 
by Julie Taqllaferro 
campus editor 
The University Trustees welcomed three 
new faces to the board in June with the ap- 
pointment of Kermlt Stroh and two student 
trustees, Jodi Chappell and 
Alvin Heard. 
Each trustee serves a 
nine-year term. Stroh re- 
placed Virginia Platt 
whose term ended in May. 
His term will end In 2002. 
He was appointed to the 
position by Gov. George ( 
Volnovich after being rec-.| 
ommended by others affi- 
liated with the University. Stroh 
Stroh is the founder and chief executive 
officer of Moulton Gas Service, Inc. in Wa- 
pakoneta, Ohio. 
Although, Stroh was not a University 
graduate, he has b^en involved with Univer- 
sity activities for several years in many 
different informal ways, said Lester Barber, 
executive assistant to University President 
Paul Olscamp. 
"He is a nice, pleasant man who is gen- 
uinely interested in the welfare of the Uni- 
versity," Barber said. "My impression is he 
is a friend of the University who will be an 
interested and involved trustee." 
Stroh is an active member of the the Fal- 
con Club, the Gold University Circle, and a 
member of the Charles E. Perry organiza- 
tion, according to Gail Hanson, of the Uni- 
versity Relations office. 
Like Stroh, Heard and Chappell were also 
appointed to their seats by Volnovich 
The seats are for two year terms. Heard, a 
graduate student, replaced Tony Fluellen, 
former trustee and past Graduate Student 
Senate president. There is one year left to 
the term, Barber said. 
Chappell, an undergraduate student, be- 
gan a new two-year term in June and will 
serve until 1995.     | 
In an attempt to have both an undergradu- 
ate and graduate student serve as trustees, 
both the Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment and GSS solicit applications for the po- 
sitions. 
The two bodies then recommend some of 
the applicants to the central administration 
to endorse. Barber said Olscamp then en- 
dorses the applicants -- picking at least one 
graduate and one undergraduate student. 
"The ideal is to have one graduate and one 
undergraduate however the final appoint- 
ment is Gov. Voinovich's decision," Barber 
said. 
Barber said both Heard and Chappell have 
been active in University activities and will 
be good representatives. 
Chappell is a junior majoring in political 
science and Asian studies. She has been ac- 
tive in USG, College Republicans, Circle K 
and is currently a volunteer tour guide. 
Heard is a graduate fellow in industrial 
and organizational psychology. 
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Thank God it's now the nineties 
Stricter fines, rules 
kept students in line 
by Ginger Phillips 
human diversity reporter 
Students starting their first 
day of college today may be 
amazed at the size of the campus, 
the lenient rules of living in a 
residence hall and the variety of 
social activity available to them. 
It might never cross one's 
mind that the University started 
off as a small teachers college 
with strict rules and regulations. 
The University first opened in 
1914 as the Bowling Green State 
Normal School, under the leader- 
ship of Homer B. Williams. 
At the time, the college served 
primarily to train teachers, ac- 
cording to Stuart Givens, a Uni- 
versity history professor. 
During the earlier part of the 
century, a legislative act passed 
that enabled the University to 
receive state funds and in 1914, 
classes officially began. 
At first, the campus consisted 
of University Hall - which 
served as the classroom building, 
and Williams Hall ~ the women's 
residence hall. 
Male students had little selec- 
tion of housing in Bowling Green, 
as there were no residence halls 
for men until 1930. 
Rules in the residence halls 
were very strict by today's stan- 
dards, with study hours from 8 
a. ni to 11 am., 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. Lights had 
to be out at 11 p.m. on the week- 
days and 11:30 p.m. on Saturday 
night, whether one liked it or not. 
Freshmen had to be in their 
rooms by 8 p.m. on weekdays and 
all students needed special per- 
mission to leave campus - even 
to visit their parents. 
"The University was in the 
place of the parents; they had a 
responsibility to watch over and 
protect the students as if their 
parents were doing it," said Ann 
Bowers, University archivist, 
adding that this was especially 
true for women students. 
Students nowadays may think 
some of the University's policies 
on quiet hours and visitation 
hours are too structured. 
However, in the early 1900s Uni- 
versity students were not even 
permitted to tack, nail, tape or 
paste posters on the walls of their 
rooms. Nor were they able to talk 
on the phone longer then five 
minutes, attend public dances or 
dance in the hallways. 
Other complaints students now 
have are about the lack of park- 
ing spaces and receiving parking 
tickets. Even before the days 
when automobiles were common. 
University students had to deal 
with transportation conflicts. 
"People were given tickets for 
walking on the grass - dollar 
fines if I recall," Givens said. 
"You were discouraged from 
walking on the grass until the 
1960s." 
There were some issues in the 
past, however, that today's stu- 
dents may have enjoyed, includ- 
ing the cost of college. In 1920, 
the registration fee was $10 a 
semester, the activity fee was 
$2.50 a semester, room and board 
was $4.75 a week. 
Although the University now 
has a large ratio of women to 
men, this was not always the 
case. In the late 1940s and early 
1950s, young soldiers were re- 
turning from war and heading to 
college at the University. Ac- 
cording to Bowers, in 1951 there 
were 41 percent more men then 
women attending the University. 
"I know there was a huge in- 
flux   of   male   students   after 
Some female University students (circa 1940-sometblng) lounge in 
their spaciously appointed dormitory room. Years ago, female stu- 
Pholo courtesy or the Unlvenlly archives 
dents were required to wear skirts and also had much stricter cur- 
fews and rules than their male counterparts. 
WWII," she said, explaining that 
after serving in the military, 
many men were then able to af- 
ford a college education. 
Social activities of the past did 
not include the bar hopping that 
many of today's students enjoy. 
Instead   pep    rallies,   sporting 
events and dances w\re popular, 
and according to Bowers, the old 
University Union, which was 
similar to a log cabin, was then a 
central place of congregation 
among students. 
"Social  activities were  more 
geared to being on campus," she 
said. "They had a lot of little res- 
taurants and soda places around 
campus and that is where people 
would hang out." 
Through the years many 
changes have taken place, includ- 
ing a change in the school mas- 
cot. 
In the days before Freddy and 
Frieda Falcon, Williard Wankle- 
man was the one students 
cheered for. Wankleman was an 
electric clock operator who 
worked at the football games, 
and when introduced at the 
games always brought a thun- 
derous cheer from the crowds. 
Photo courtciy of I he University archives 
The University has changed greatly since it was established as Bowling Green Normal College in 1910 
Many of the trees In this photograph have given way to buildings as the University became a state- 
funded school and enrollment grew. 
Photo courtesy of the University archives 
Students and some faculty work together in 1935 to spell "BG." Why? Because they were too lazy to 
spell out Bowling Green (and also enrollment was not high enough). 
College renters: Let the buyer beware 
College Press Service 
While off-campus housing 
may offer students more free- 
dom and independence than liv- 
ing in dorms, rental agree- 
ments for apartments or 
houses are frantic with legal 
landmines, housing officials 
and attorneys warn. 
The initial adrenalin rush 
when students rent their first 
apartments can dissipate 
quickly when plumbing falls 
apart, deposits are withheld or 
a roommate abruptly departs 
leaving other renters in the 
lurch. 
College officials say moving 
into off-campus housing, espe- 
cially during the junior and 
senior years, has almost be- 
come a rite of passage. But 
many students don't know what 
questions to ask landlords and 
can end up with much larger 
headaches than having finals 
and papers due at the same 
time. 
"The first time students rent 
they aren't savvy consumers," 
said Mark Karon, an attorney 
with student legal services at 
the University of Minnesota. 
"They're excited. They're away 
from home. Mom and dad 
aren't there. This is great. No- 
body Is going to be here to tell 
them when to go to bed or any- 
thing else." 
Karon, who is president of 
the National Legal Aid and De- 
fense Lawyers Association, 
said about 343 college and uni- 
versities have some form of 
student legal services on cam- 
pus. When students get caught 
in a problem with a landlord or 
a roommate, they can get a free 
representation and try to solve 
the problem through negotia- 
tion or arbitration. 
He said the majority of cases 
that his office deals with are 
landlord-tenant issues. 
"The biggest reason is that 
students are transients who are 
targeted by landlords," Karon 
said. "At the end of the school 
year they keep someone's de- 
posit, and students aren't going 
to take the time necessary to 
make claims." 
Roane Akchurin, manager of 
the community housing office 
at the University of California- 
Santa Barbara, said her office 
mediated about 600 cases last 
year between students and 
landlords, and about 40 percent 
of those involved deposit dis- 
putes. 
Officials found that landlords 
were holding deposits due to 
claims of damage - real or not 
- to apartments and houses in 
Isla Vista. 
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Moving Spree 
The Bt; Newi/Kim Navarre 
Trying to unload a packed car, Ruthann Smetbkamp from St. Mary's, Ohio helps her son move into the 
newly remodeled Founders. The residence hall hold 672 students this Fall. 
Speech 
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Orientation introduces 
new first-year students 
to college life, campus 
by Kelly Duquln .        . „.   „ ,  
student life reporter 
If you are new to the University system, don't 
panic. There are 4,000 other students just like you, 
going through the same thing. 
The University orientation program tries to 
make first-year students comfortable with the 
campus by planning activities and tours to help 
them with their adjustment to college life. 
Transfer students and freshmen who attended 
orientation followed a schedule of events which in- 
cluded workshops on how to deal with having a 
roommate; how to budget money, and how to 
get involved in the various organizations, accord- 
ing to Greg MacVarish, director of orientation. 
In addition, students were taught how to use 
Microsoft Works and were also given essential tips 
needed to survive the first time away from home. 
"The new students were encouraged to think 
about what's different in college life that they may 
not have experienced or thought about in high 
school," MacVarish said. 
New programs implemented this year included 
Play fair at the Field House, which gave the Uni- 
versity an opportunity to showcase the new facility 
to the new students. 
Also, other events were organized around the 
campus to show what the University has to offer. 
Another new program this year included a pre- 
sentation that surveyed students about what they 
believe a good downtown should include. The 
underlying goal is to give students a larger voice in 
the community. 
The success of the University orientation activi- 
ties was largely due to the 110 group leaders, IS 
orientation hosts and their board. 
"Our basic function as a board was to train the 
leaders throughout last year, organize the orienta- 
tion itself and assist the leaders if they had ques- 
tions," said orientation board member Tracy 
Flower. 
"More than 2,500 freshman attended the convo- 
cation with 400 that showed up on their own," said 
MacVarish. 
The current figures show a substantial increase 
of participation from last year. 
"About half of our group managed to show up, 
which ranged from 20 to almost 40 members," said 
group leader Jen Gagel. 
Freshman Michelle Johnson, of Loudenville, said 
some of the activities were unexpected, but still a 
lot of fun. 
"We had to go to the Rec and dance with strang- 
ers," Johnson said. "It was a little awkward but we 
still had a good time." 
Continued from page one. 
lations Board hearing officer has 
90 days to submit her report 
after the Aug. 31 deadline. 
Olscamp said due to these fac- 
tors, he is not sure when the elec- 
tion will occur, only that it will 
happen. 
In addition to collective bar- 
gaining, he said the University 
may be affected by the proposals 
made last year by the Managing 
for the Future Task Force. 
At Gov. George Voinovich's 
request, the Ohio Board of Re- 
gents appointed the task force to 
make recommendations to im- 
prove higher education with the 
amount of funding allowed. 
Although most of these sugges- 
tions were positive, Olscamp said 
some of them affected the Uni- 
versity and other state universi- 
ties and they need to be reviewed 
before becoming law. 
"I ask all of you to read [the 
task force report] again," he said. 
"The long-range implications 
need to be carefully analyzed by 
all of us. "Although the economic 
state of the University and 
higher education in Ohio is more 
stable than last year, [the Uni- 
versity's] financial base from the 
state is significantly less than 
three years ago." 
"The University [seems] to be 
in a less-threatened position to- 
day than it was on opening day 
last year," he said. "No imme- 
diate budget cuts are known to be 
on the horizon." 
In 1990-91, the amount of 
money allocated from the state to 
the University was nearly $62 
million. This figure dropped to 
$57 million for the 1992-93 school 
year. It is projected the budget 
for the upcoming year will be 
about $1 million more than last 
year. 
Although no serious reductions 
are expected, Olscamp said he 
wanted the University to "have 
the fullest understanding of [the] 
non-academic resources after 
the serious reductions they have 
already absorbed." 
As a result, Olscamp had ap- 
pointed a Non-Academic Func- 
tions Committee in late May to 
study every position in the Uni- 
versity other than faculty posi- 
tions. 
The committee, lead by Tom 
Erekson, will determine whether 
the functions of the various posi- 
tions are essential, whether they 
can be combined with other func- 
tions, dropped as attrition per- 
mits, expanded or altered in 
other ways. 
Salary positions have im- 
proved for full-time faculty since 
fall 1992 with an 8.83 percent in- 
crease for professors, Olscamp 
said. 
Day care to be high priority 
Faculty Senate plans on working to gain children's facility 
by Michael Zawackl 
faculty reporter 
The establishment of day care 
facilities at the University will be 
a priority for the Faculty Senate 
this year, said the group's chair- 
man, Benjamin Muego. 
He spoke to the University 
faculty Monday and outlined the 
senate's agenda for the upcoming 
academic year as part of the 
opening day festivities in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
"The proposal has been en- 
dorsed by all of the University's 
constituency groups and will 
benefit a sizable number of aca- 
demic and non-academic person- 
nel, as well as students," Muego 
said. 
He said he also hopes to end 
the long debated charter 
amendment which will define 
exactly who is an administrator 
and who is a faculty member. 
Muego said the senate will also 
make recommendations on the 
revision of the current policy 
concerning travel reimburse- 
ment, the completion of a charter 
amendment to define faculty 
participation in the evaluation of 
administrators and the revision 
of grievance procedures. 
Former Senate Chairman Allen 
White said he was very pleased 
with the remarks made by his 
successor. 
"He will be addressing issues 
[last year's senate] didn't reach 
closure on," White said. 
In his opening remarks, Muego 
acknowledged the University 
faculty and his fellow senators as 
well as thanking the central ad- 
ministration for their active part 
in changing the landscape of the 
University in the short span of 11 
years. 
Muego said he hoped the cen- 
tral administration's next course 
of action would be to bring about 
economic stability to the Univer- 
sity faculty. 
"The adoption by the Universi- 
ty's Board of Trustees of a reso- 
lution affirming the University's 
commitment to the upgrading of 
faculty and staff salaries is a 
welcome step in the right direc- 
tion and is deeply appreciated by 
most if not all of the faculty and 
staff," Muego said. 
Muego also credited the Uni- 
versity administration for creat- 
ing a minority hiring pool In re- 
cent years to recruit more minor- 
ity faculty. 
"The central administration's 
accomplishments in the area of 
race relations and minority hir- 
ing have been glossed over, if not 
totally overlooked, over the 
years," he said. 
Trustees acquire new members 
by Julie Tagllaferro 
campus editor 
The University Trustees welcomed three 
new faces to the board in June with the ap- 
pointment of Kermit Stroh and two student 
trustees, Jodi Chappell and 
Alvin Heard. 
Each trustee serves a 
nine-year term. Stroh re- 
placed Virginia Platt 
whose term ended in May. 
His term will end in 2002. 
He was appointed to the 
position by Gov. George i 
Voinovich after being rec-,| 
ommended by others affi- 
liated with the University. Stroh 
Stroh is the founder and chief executive 
officer of Moulton Gas Service, Inc. in Wa- 
pakoneta, Ohio. 
Although, Stroh was not a University 
graduate, he has b^en involved with Univer- 
sity activities for several years in many 
different informal ways, said Lester Barber, 
executive assistant to University President 
Paul Olscamp. 
"He is a nice, pleasant man who is gen- 
uinely interested in the welfare of the Uni- 
versity," Barber said. "My impression is he 
is a friend of the University who will be an 
interested and involved trustee." 
Stroh is an active member of the the Fal- 
con Club, the Gold University Circle, and a 
member of the Charles E. Perry organiza- 
tion, according to Gail Hanson, of the Uni- 
versity Relations office. 
Like Stroh, Heard and Chappell were also 
appointed to their seats by Voinovich. 
The seats are for two year terms. Heard, a 
graduate student, replaced Tony Fluellen, 
former trustee and past Graduate Student 
Senate president. There is one year left to 
the term. Barber said. 
Chappell, an undergraduate student, be- 
gan a new two-year term in June and will 
serve until 1995.      , 
In an attempt to have both an undergradu- 
ate and graduate student serve as trustees, 
both the Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment and GSS solicit applications for the po- 
sitions. 
The two bodies then recommend some of 
the applicants to the central administration 
to endorse. Barber said Olscamp then en- 
dorses the applicants - picking at least one 
graduate and one undergraduate student. 
"The ideal is to have one graduate and one 
undergraduate however the final appoint- 
ment is Gov. Voinovich's decision," Barber 
said. 
Barber said both Heard and Chappell have 
been active in University activities and will 
be good representatives. 
Chappell is a junior majoring in political 
science and Asian studies. She has been ac- 
tive In USG, College Republicans, Circle K 
and is currently a volunteer tour guide. 
Heard is a graduate fellow in industrial 
and organizational psychology. 
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Building offers 
high technology 
by Courtney Gangeml 
administration reporter 
A wave of the latest technology has hit Bowling Green with 
the new classroom building -- located on Ridge Street - nearing 
completion. 
Robert Martin, vice president for operations, said the building 
will include all of the new "high-tech" innovations in the tech- 
nology of teaching aids. 
All classrooms are tiered and have the latest technology with 
lighting, and built-in projection systems. Computer images can 
be projected, along with other electronic teaching aids incor- 
porated into each room. 
Three classrooms are set up as studios where the University 
can originate classes and broadcast them nationally through 
satellites. Martin said this is an example of "distance learning." 
Each room is pre-wired for the ability to downlink and bring 
television broadcasts into the classroom. 
"The new building is designed for a lot of flexibilty in class 
size," Martin said. 
The classrooms vary from seminar rooms holding 12 to 14 
people to lecture halls seating 600 students. Martin said he be- 
lieves the largest room - the educational conference center - 
I will seat roughly 600 students. 
The entire building seats a total of about 2,000 students. 
University President Paul Olscamp, said he believes the stu- 
dents are going to love the new building. 
"It's fantastic," he said. "I can't wait for it to be in shape so we 
can take tours." 
According to Roland Engler, University Archhitect in charge 
of the new building, construction will be completed by March of 
1994. Engler said he believes the building will be open in time 
for classes next summer session. 
"Because of training instructors on the new technology it will 
II take about a month before we can use the building," Engler 
said. 
Construction began in September 1992 and the projected cost 
of the building is $13.5 million dollars. 
Floods damage universities 
by Karen Neustadt 
College Press Service 
Midwest colleges and universi- 
ties are mopping up after two 
months of exhausting summer 
floods that swept through 12 
states and left some schools with 
damages in the millions of dol- 
lars and others unscathed. 
Schools that were built on 
higher ground in the states 
hardest hit report little water 
damage, while others were 
forced to close due to the lack of 
water supply or damages as the 
muddy Mississippi and other 
rivers spilled over their banks. 
"It has been horrendous," said 
University of Kansas spokesman 
Tom Hutton, who summed up the 
summer for most Midwester- 
ners. 
The sounds of pumping water 
and construction were every- 
where on the Iowa State Univer- 
sity campus in Ames as workers 
scrambled to repair buildings in 
time for fall classes. Some struc- 
tures, including the Hilton Co- 
liseum that was submerged in 14 
feet of water, were badly dam- 
aged by the mid-July flood that 
transformed two-thirds of the 
campus into a huge lake. 
University spokesman Steve 
Sullivan, who estimated damages 
at $7.7 million, said he expected 
the campus to be prepared to ac- 
commodate the incoming fall 
students in spite of the extensive 
flood damage. 
Sullivan and other school offi- 
cials viewed the coliseum with 
horror before workers spent 
days pumping water out of the 
huge facility. 
"You could not see the basket- 
ball hoops, nor the first row of 
seating," he said. "It was like a 
big, dirty swimming pool. The 
water just picked up equipment 
and moved it around. It flooded 
electronic equipment and made 
everything smelly and dirty." 
While the university does not 
have flood insurance, Sullivan 
said, much of the damage was 
caused by high winds and was 
covered by other insurance poli- 
cies. "The possibility of obtain- 
ing flood insurance is being re- 
viewed," he said. 
Eight inches of water forced 
residents of ISU's University 
Village, which is comprised of 40 
apartments for married students, 
to evacuate to other parts of the 
campus. University officials 
closed the campus for one day 
due to dangerous road condi- 
tions. 
At the University of Iowa in 
Iowa City, spokeswoman Joanne 
Fritz reported that administra- 
tors assigned to flood duty, which 
meant continuous viewing of the 
local weather channel, were get- 
ting "a bit cranky" after weeks of 
gray skies and swollen rivers. 
"But the students have been 
very patient. Many have been 
sandbagging," Fritz said. "Many 
have been dislocated, and that's 
difficult." 
While summer commencement 
was scrapped and buildings 
boarded shut, officials say they 
Hotline tries to eliminate hazing 
by Karen Neustadt 
College Press Service 
Ron Binder is about the last person a par- 
ty-hearty University of Georgia fraternity 
brother wants to see standing on the front 
steps of the fraternity house at three in the 
morning. 
Nightmare City. For bleary-eyed frater- 
nity men, the appearance of the hastily- 
dressed Binder can only mean one thing: 
someone called the Hazing Hotline. 
Binder, the university's adviser to the 
fraternities, has to be one of the most re- 
spected - yet most feared - officials among 
the 2,000 fraternity brothers on campus. 
An anonymous phone call to his 24-hour 
hotline, which played a key role in cracking 
two major hazing incidents this past spring, 
can make or break a fraternity. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon received a five-year 
suspension from the campus when an 
underage pledge almost died from guzzling 
nearly a fifth of whiskey. Kappa Alpha Psi 
was also suspended after an investigator 
from its national headquarters discovered 
that a pledge needed surgery from severely 
inflamed buttocks resulting from a paddling 
incident. 
The hotline, which is nothing more than a 
phoneline to Binder at his Greek Life office 
and to his home In the evenings, has caught 
the attention of other university officials 
throughout the country who want to use it as 
a model. 
"I know Auburn has one, and Florida, Flor- 
ida State and Indiana University are serious- 
ly thinking about it," Binder said. 
Binder doesn't mind being roused from a 
sound sleep by worried brothers, parents 
and girlfriends, he said. His wife is not thril- 
led about the phone calls, he says, but for 
him, it's all part of the job. If he can inter- 
rupt a hazing incident, or any other kind of 
misconduct, he doesn't mind the lack of 
sleep. 
The success of the Hazing Hotline - he's 
received as many as 10 calls in one pledge 
period - is because Binder promises ano- 
nymity to callers, he said. He investigates as 
many as six incidents a month. 
"We tell them we don't need names. We 
ask, 'what is the behavior? and give us the 
chapter name.' We try to make it as easy as 
possible," Binder said, noting that unless in- 
formation is corroborated, it can be a strug- 
gle for the university to take measures to 
intervene. 
"I really got the idea from my mother," 
said Binder. "She had a friend whose son 
was joining a fraternity elsewhere in the 
country, and he called my mom about some 
things he was worried about. She advised 
him to call the dean's office at his school. But 
they told him that he had to identify him- 
self." 
Binder said that very few of the hotline 
calls are bogus; however, some callers don't 
take the time to stay on the phone and give 
him enough information to follow up with 
the fraternity. 
The calls that Binder receives usually 
come in after an incident. However, Binder 
has received calls about incidents about to 
happen, and that's when he makes an ap- 
pearance at the fraternity house. 
"We try to make certain the complaint is 
credible. Then we document the phone call 
before we say anything to the fraternity," he 
said. 
Mark Sconce, president of Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity, called Binder's hotline a "double- 
edged sword," and though most fraternity 
men on the campus support it, it can leave 
fraternities vulnerable to false charges. 
"It has really helped to stop hazing at the 
university, but you can get phony calls," 
Scobee said. "They don't ask your name, you 
know. But I think Ron has a good feel for 
what he should believe and what he 
shouldn't." 
Scobee said fraternity presidents at the 
university are strongly opposed to hazing, 
and "it has been heading that way for a 
while." 
The Hazing Hotline telephone number is 
widely published throughout the university. 
It Is sent to residential assistants, faculty, 
and is even distributed to residential homes 
and businesses that are situated within a 
block of the University of Georgia fraternity 
house. Information is also sent to parents. 
"It lets people know there is a policy," 
Binder said. 
Binder noted that there has been an evolu- 
tion in people's thinking about hazing, and 
that only a few years ago what was con- 
sidered tolerable behavior, including cruel 
or destructive acts, is now known as hazing 
and has become increasingly less acceptable 
among fraternity members. 
"Now doing all this stuff does not guar- 
antee that we will get rid of hazing. It does 
increase the odds, however, of reducing the 
number of incidents and the severity of inci- 
dents," Binder said. 
A hazing hotline only works as a supple- 
ment to a strong educational program, he 
said, and a very clear hazing policy. He cited 
the university's policy of banning 14 specific 
behaviors that are spelled out to "take the 
guesswork out of hazing." 
Fraternity members on the Georgia cam- 
pus must attend alcohol abuse, date rape and 
liability seminars every year and fraternity 
presidents have to sign hazing contracts that 
hold the organization accountable for almost 
all misconduct within the fraternity house. 
"There are two kinds of hazing: It's either 
on the organizational level where a chapter 
has a traditional activity that's against the 
policy, and then there are individuals," Bin- 
der said. "These are the ones who try to mold 
the pledges. 
"I tell presidents: 'Make a list of the top 10 
that don't pay their dues, don't show up for 
formal events, don't go to rush, don't keep up 
their grades. These are the 10 people who 
probably are hazing, and the chapters can do 
without these people." 
Binder said the hotline could have legal 
ramifications if it is not handled very care- 
fully. Individuals could hold the university 
responsible if they prove they reported be- 
havior that resulted in injury or harm to 
someone and nothing was done about it. 
"Some people are hiding behind their 
fraternity, and unfortunately, the officers 
have to be accountable for these jerks. The 
presidents are great. They take a stand and 
say, 'Look, we will not put up with any of this 
crap,' and these guys say, 'I'll do It anyway. I 
just won't tell anyone,'" Binder said. 
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were surprised but pleased that 
school did not close during the 
catastrophe. The torrent of 
water, which left $3.5 million in 
damages in its wake, swept away 
footbridges, flooded Softball 
fields and left buildings that 
housed university art studios and 
music and theatre departments 
flooded. 
"We were teetering. We were 
on the verge of losing our city 
water supply, and if that had 
happened, we would have had to 
divert our supply to the hospi- 
tal," Fritz said, noting that the 
Iowa River appeared to be reced- 
ing slightly. 
Workers were furiously pump- 
ing water out of a lobby that 
turned into a swimming pool in 
one of the school's dorms, leav- 
ing officials pondering where to 
put the students assigned there 
in the fall. 
"People are going to have to 
double and triple up this fall until 
we can get that building opera- 
tional," Fritz said. 
While floodwaters did not 
reach Drake University in Des 
Moines, Iowa, the school was 
forced to close several days in 
July when the city lost its water 
supply. 
"It was scary wondering if 
there would be any water, but 
they were very liberal about get- 
ting you what you need," said 
Lisa Lacher, Drake's director of 
media relations. 
At Dakota State University in 
Madison, S.D., the student center 
was   closed,   books   were   des- 
troyed in the university book- 
store and the library was flooded. 
The school reported that power 
was out for three days after 
water flooded tunnels. 
The Kansas River, or Kaw 
River as the natives call it, 
stayed five feet below the flood 
level in Lawrence, Kan., home of 
the University of Kansas. 
School officials were optimis- 
tic because the school is located 
on a bluff. 
"We had only four days without 
rain," said Tom Hutton, universi- 
ty spokesman. 
Missouri was one of the last 
states to be saturated by the 
summer floods when the Mis- 
souri and Kansas rivers flowed 
together near Kansas City, Kan. 
to create a surge of record 
crests. 
Forty people who were forced 
from their homes found refuge in 
the fine arts building at Missouri 
Western State College in St. 
Joseph, Mo., and the Air National 
Guard set up emergency head- 
quarters In the student union. 
When the city's water supply 
ran out, the university, which is 
situated a distance from the 
river, closed for a day, but no 
buildings suffered water dam- 
age. 
Students joined town residents 
to stack sandbags in an attempt 
to stop the relentless water. 
The staff, weary of portable 
toilets and bottled water, re- 
joiced when skies cleared and the 
weather forecast improved. 
Rec Center closing 
upsets some users 
by Larlssa Hrlisko 
student government reporter 
Students and faculty are upset over the closing of the Student 
Recreation Center for the two week vacation between the sum- 
mer and fall semesters. 
However, according to SRC officials, the closing was routine 
to prepare for the fall semester. 
"The rec center closed during this time because of low usage," 
said Greg Jordan, director of the student recreation center. 
By closing the center for the two week period, Jordan said the 
University's budget could be balanced and adequate time could 
be allotted for routine maintenance jobs to be completed. 
The maintenance jobs included draining and refilling the pool, 
stripping and resurfacing the sports center, the game room and 
raquetball courts as well as cleaning the locker rooms. 
"(The rec center) closes because there are things that cannot 
be done with patrons using the machines," said Lauren Mangili, 
program director of recreational sports. "It is a necessity to 
close so things can be maintained and functional when the 
majority of students return." 
"In past years we have kept the rec open during resurfacing 
and stripping and have had people complain of headaches from 
the fumes of the water soluble materials used," said Ron Zwier- 
lein, director of recreational sports. 
Jordan said one reason students complained was because they 
were unsure of the times the center was open when classes were 
not in session. 
" The Student Recreation Center realizes that students are in- 
convienienced, but the numbers of people who walk into the rec 
on those days did not justify staying opening," Jordan said. 
Jordan also said students should not feel cheated by the SRC 
closing for two weeks because the time period is not actually 
part of any semester. Therefore, students are not actually losing 
out on the use of their general fee, as it is not being used during 
this time. 
"Everyday there is class, the rec is open,"Jordan said. 
According to Zwierleln, the SRC Is open between 315 and 320 
days a year. The field house stayed open for one of the two 
weeks the SRC was closed to accomodate students and faculty 
with a track and other facilities. 
However, most complaints were not from students. The 
majority were from faculty and staff who wanted to enjoy time 
at the center during their break, Jordan said. 
"I'd rather upset a handful of faculty rather than 17,500 stu- 
dents who pay for the rec as part of their general fee," Zwierlein 
said. "The Rec Center was built in honor and service to Univer- 
sity students. That's why it is called the Student Recreational 
Center. 
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Student drafting new candidates 
Republican wants Voinovich in Senate race, DeWine for governor 
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by Jennifer Willis 
local government reporter 
If one University student has 
his way, George Voinovich will 
be running for the U.S. Senate in 
1994 instead of Michael DeWine. 
Senior James Walters, a Re- 
publican, Is or- 
ganlzlng a 
draft effort to 
convince Gov. 
Voinovich to 
run   for   the       * j 
Senate and Lt. 
Gov. DeWine to 
run for Ohio 
governor. uj sj 
Currently,      " , 
DeWine has J«me. Walter. 
announced his candidacy for the 
Senate while Voinovich is ex- 
pected to seek a second term in 
the governor's office. 
"It's important to elect a Re- 
publican Senator for Ohio," Wal- 
ters said. "We need to put up our 
strongest candidate." 
Walters has sent letters to both 
Voinovich and DeWine regarding 
his efforts and has sent copies to 
news organizations statewide. 
"The intent is not to divide the 
Republican Party," he said. "I'm 
merely suggesting a change of 
priorities for the betterment of 
the state and the country." 
Scott Ziance, chairman of the 
Bowling Green Republicans, said 
he would like to see Voinovich in 
the Senate, but only after four 
more years as governor. 
"[The effort] is well inten- 
tioned, but I disagree with it," 
Ziance said. "I guess what [Wal- 
ters] is doing is reflective of the 
enthusiasm young people have 
for Gov. Voinovich." 
Walters said he has received no 
response from either Voinovich 
or DeWine regarding his draft 
effort, but he said he is not dis- 
couraged. 
"It just tells me I've got my 
work cut out for me." he said. 
Voinovich spokeswoman Jenny 
Camper said there is no chance 
Voinovich will run for the Senate 
in 1994. 
"The Governor wants to com- 
plete the job he started," Camper 
said. "He wants to continue to 
focus on economic development, 
improving the effectiveness in 
state government and improving 
the effectiveness of schools." 
Camper said Voinovich has 
already endorsed DeWine for 
senator. 
But Walters said he believes 
Voinovich would have a better 
chance than DeWine in a race 
against Joel Hyatt, the owner of a 
chain of legal firms who Walters 
believes will be the Democratic 
nominee for the Senate. 
Walters said in his letter to 
Voinovich he believes Hyatt's 
television commercials for his 
firm have given the lawyer an 
edge over DeWine in name rec- 
ognition. He said people's famil- 
iarity with Voinovich makes the 
governor a better Republican 
candidate. 
"George Voinovich can match 
Hyatt in name recognition, fund- 
ing and there's no questions 
about    his   qualifications,"said 
Walters. "I'm simply trying to 
get more Republicans elected." 
Barry Bennett, press secretary 
for the DeWine for Senate cam- 
paign, said he believes DeWine 
does have the name recognition 
to get elected in a race against 
Hyatt. 
He cited a poll that indicates 88 
percent of Ohio residents recog- 
nize DeWine's name and 81 per- 
cent recognize Hyatt's name. 
"Michael DeWine is the first 
representative in over 25 years 
to enter a race for U.S. Senate 
with a lead over the likely Demo- 
cratic candidate," Bennett said. 
"Michael DeWine is the most 
popular Republican in the state." 
Hyatt's office would not com- 
ment on the draft effort, but 
Democratic Party Chairman 
Harry Meshel said he is in- 
different to the movement. 
"It makes not a great deal of 
interest to us no matter who the [ 
Republican] candidate is," Me- 
shel said. "We're going to win 
anyway." 
Court keeps students' rights intact 
bySharlL. veleba 
courts reporter 
The long arm of the University 
law has nabbed you ... what do 
you do? The answer go to stu- 
dent court. 
The student court, a student's 
avenue of appealing disciplinary 
action and traffic tickets 
received on University property, 
should be taken seriously, said 
Derek Dickinson, University di- 
rector of standards and proce- 
dures. 
The court has two divisions: a 
traffic division that makes rec- 
ommendations to the Depart- 
ment of Traffic and Parking Ser- 
vices on whether traffic tickets 
should be upheld, and a Student 
Arbitration Board that advises 
the University Department of 
Standards   and   Procedures   on 
"Be honest, number one. The students who 
operate the court are pretty smart." 
Derek Dickinson, director of standards and 
procedures 
matters involving possible sus- 
pension. 
Both divisions operate under 
the authority of the Undergradu- 
ate Student Government and are 
made up of students who judge 
the appeals brought to them by 
other students. Three to five 
such judges preside during 
cases. 
While some student defendants 
choose to represent themselves, 
others opt to have a student act 
as their defense attorney. 
The traffic division sees the 
most cases, Dickinson said. 
About   240  of  50,188   traffic 
tickets issued last year were ap- 
pealed through the student court 
system. Dickinson, who oversees 
the court, said it is a powerful 
voice for students who appeal. 
"[Judges] have the ultimate 
power to recommend to the park- 
ing division to uphold the ticket 
or dismiss it," he said. 
The court's second division, 
the student arbitration board, 
handles cases that involve disci- 
plinary action: theft, underage 
drinking, assaults and disorderly 
conduct. Rape cases are forwar- 
ded to the county prosecutor's 
office. 
The board passes its recom- 
mendations concerning suspen- 
sions and expulsions to the office 
of standards and procedures, 
which has the final say on those 
matters. 
The board handled 80 cases 
during the 1992-93 academic 
year. 
Dickinson said court is usually 
in session Tuesdays and Thurs- 
days, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. If the 
schedule is full on those days, 
some cases are heard on 
Wednesday evenings. These 
times may change as the new 
semester begins. 
Dickinson offered some advice 
for defendants in student court. 
"Be honest, number one," he 
said. "The students who operate 
the court are pretty smart." 
He said when court officials 
catch students lying, the conse- 
quences are stiff. 
Court blotter 
A Wood County grand jury issued the follow- 
ing indictments on Aug. 18: 
O Ricardo C. Oviedo, 38, Lucas County Jail, 
was indicted on one count of burglary, a second- 
degree felony. 
O Kenneth Palicki, 23, Perrysburg, was indic- 
ted on one count of perjury, a third-degree felo- 
ny. 
O John Bixler, 28, last known address 131 E. 
Merry Ave., was indicted on one count of gross 
sexual imposition, a third-degree felony. 
O Andrew Mcllrath, 21, Troy, Ohio, was indic- 
ted on two counts of trafficking in marijuana, a 
fourth-degree felony. The county prosecutor's 
office charged he sold 9.6 grams of marijuana 
on April 26, and 8.5 grams of marijuana on April 
27. 
O Scott C. Eberflus, 22, Orient Correctional 
Center, was indicted on two counts of forgery, 
both fourth-degree felonies. The prosecutor's 
office charged he forged a check for $385 at So- 
ciety Bank on April 2?. It also charged one day 
later at the same bank, he forged another check 
for $485. 
□ Shane M. I Union, 18, Weston, was indicted 
on one count of failure to comply with order sig- 
nal of a police officer, a fourth-degree felony. 
Bowling Green State University 
FORREST CREASON GOLF COURSE 
Student Fall Passes 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE!! 
East Poe Road 
Bowling Green, OH 
(419) 372-2674 
Phone for Tee Times 
Charge your pass to your 
Bursar Account with Proper 
Identification. 
All the Fall Golf you can play for only $45.00 
WELCOME BACK 
BGSU STUDENTS! 
_ ^^ 
The experience you receive 
today, determines how 
well you succeed tomorrow! 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION 
UPS is an equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v. 
Police begin 
seeking out 
new officers 
by Joe Peltier 
police reporter 
Police are testing applicants 
for 14 new officer positions 
but say it could be 1995 before 
any of them are ready for pa- 
trol. 
Bowling Green Police Capt. 
Thomas Votava said 65 appli- 
cants have taken the exam re- 
quired by the department. 
Nine have passed, but none 
have yet been hired. 
That's because the terms of 
the new city income tax that 
will pay for the new positions 
say the first officer cannot be 
hired until January 1994 - and 
the first state training session 
for the new officers may not 
be until September 1994. 
"It is concievable that we 
won't see them [the new offi- 
cersjuntil the spring of 1995," 
said Bowling Green Police 
Capt. Thomas Votava. 
Votava said the state offers 
its training classes in January 
and September, but the divi- 
sion fears the officers will not 
be hired in time to be enrolled 
in the January 1994 class. Ac- 
cording to Votava, the police 
will try to hire people near the 
time the classes start. 
"We try to hire them rela- 
tively close to classes," Vo- 
tava said. 
Until the classes start, fu- 
ture policemen will spend 
their time becoming oriented 
to the city and police division. 
After the new officers com- 
plete their state training, they 
will receive 12 weeks of field 
training in Bowling Green. 
Jerry Lee, chairman of the 
citizens' committee that rec- 
ommended the levy, said 
training, equipment and uni- 
forms for the new officers will 
be paid by funds raised by the 
tax. "The levy included 
whatever is necessary to put 
them on the streets," Lee said. 
None of the money for the 
14 new positions will be taken 
from the general police bud- 
get, said Bowling Green Police 
Chief Galen Ash. 
"There was a special fund 
set up for those 14 officers," 
he said. "It was set up this way 
so the taxpayers wouldn't get 
screwed." 
Votava said the division 
hopes to use the new officers 
to begin a "community polic- 
ing" program in the city. 
Community policing has been 
started in some medium-size 
cities and involves assigning 
officers to beats that they pa- 
trol on foot. 
Such programs try to create 
goodwill by giving residents 
the feeling they have a 
"neighborhood cop." 
Votava said the process of 
moving the officers into com- 
munity policing beats will be- 
gin as soon as the new officers 
join the division. 
"The Chief has made a 
commitment to do community 
policing when we are fully 
staffed," Votava said. "We will 
be starting this as soon as we 
get the people." 
He said there are no plans to 
use the additional officers to 
patrol bars. 
Votava said the division sent 
announcements about the 
open positions to minority 
groups, but none of the nine 
applicants who have yet 
passed the test are minorities 
or women. 
Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible 
(or federal student aid, job training, and most federal employ- 
ment. So register at the post office within a month of your 18th 
birthday. It only takes five minutes to fill out a simple card. 
-ffSTS 
THE CHINA 
VOTED WOOD COUNTY'S 
BEST ORIENTAL FOOD! 
3 Locations To Serve You 
The China 
(Full Service) 
892 South Main 
Bowling Crecn 
353-1231 
The China 
(Express Service) 
Woodland Mall 
Bowling Crcen 
353-8230 
The China 
(Express Service) 
471 E. Main Cross 
Find lay 
423-8800 
FAST FREE DELIVERY! 
HOT OFF THE WOK! 
Mandarin • Szcrhuan * Hunan Cuisine 
EATING 
RIGHT 
HELP 
REDUCE 
RISK 
CANCER. 
It can also help 
you reduce your weight. 
NEED MORE SPACE IN YOUR ROOM? 
Rent a University approved loft from 
SPACE SAVERS 
and maximize your living space. 
Also renting refrigeraters, sofas, and 
sweater boards 
for details call: 352-5475 
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Man 
spitting 
mad at 
police 
by Joe Peifter 
police reporter 
A Bowling Green man is 
spitting mad - literally - 
- after what began as a 
simple underage drinking 
citation turned into an inci- 
dent in which four charges 
were filed against him. 
Stephen R. Godosky, 18, 
606 Pasteur Ave., allegedly 
began spitting and yelling 
obscenities at police offi- 
cers after they reported to 
a party at his house at about 
2:38 am on Aug. 13. Neigh- 
bors had complained about 
noise at the party. 
Bowling Green Police 
Chief Galen Ash said the 
officers intended to write 
Godosky a citation for 
underage drinking and con- 
fiscate his kegs of beer. 
But after the alleged obs- 
cenities and spitting began, 
Godosky was also charged 
with resisting arrest, as- 
sault and criminal damag- 
ing. Arresting officer Dan- 
iel Adams reported he filed 
the criminal damaging 
charge because Godosky's 
saliva "ruined" his uni- 
form's hat. 
Adams reported during 
the trip to the jail, Godosky 
continued to spit at him. 
"Godosky began spitting 
at me [Adams], all over the 
inside of the car..., and in 
my duty hat," Adams wrote 
in the report. He said he 
was forced to put his jacket 
over the screen in the pa- 
trol car to prevent Godosky 
from spitting on him. 
Godosky claimed he had 
tobacco in his mouth and 
had to spit to avoid swallow- 
ing the tobacco juice. He 
said he tried to get rid of 
tobacco in his mouth before 
getting into the cruiser, but 
the police didn't give him 
time. 
"I was trying to get it 
with my tongue when they 
pushed me in the car," Go- 
dosky said. 
He also said he didn't 
know that Adams' hat was 
on the floor. 
According Adams' re- 
port, when they arrived at 
the Wood County Jail 
Adams wiped his hat off "as 
best he could" with Godos- 
ky's shirt, "which was 
already covered with 
tobacco spit" 
Adams also reported 
after leaving the car, Godo- 
sky charged at him with his 
head down, missed and "ran 
head first into the Sheriff's 
Department Suburban." 
Godosky denied all of the 
charges. 
City red is trie ting battle continues 
by Snarl L. Veleba and Jennifer Willis 
The BG News 
Their hardest work is over, say attor- 
neys on both sides of an Ohio Supreme 
Court action protesting the city's ward 
map. 
Now the waiting begins. 
City Attorney Michael Marsh and Stu- 
dent Legal Services attorney Rodney 
Fleming said they have filed all the 
necessary documents in the case and are 
now waiting for the court to read their 
arguments. 
In a series of five filings during the 
spring and summer, SLS and Marsh re- 
peated for the court the debate between 
students and year-round residents that 
has simmered for the last 1 1/2 years. 
Students say their votes have less ef- 
fect in council elections than other resi- 
dents' because there are almost twice as 
many people in Ward One - which in- 
cludes the campus ~ than in any other 
ward. 
But Marsh and the city council say the 
census figures used by the students are 
inaccurate because most students do not 
live in Bowling Green year-round. 
They believe cities are allowed to de- 
vise their own criteria for determining 
which people are residents for districting 
purposes. In Bowling Green, the council 
decided in 1973 to count only registered 
voters when drawing the ward map. 
Student Legal Services began the ac- 
tion May 3 by filing a nine-page petition 
asking the court to order the city to re- 
district. The petition said because voting 
power is unequal, the ward map violates 
the citizens' right to "one person-one 
vote," guaranteed by the 14th Amend- 
ment. 
"Most people think everyone has a 
vote, so that's one man-one vote," said 
Rodney Fleming, staff attorney for Stu- 
dent Legal Services. "In this case, the 
votes in Ward Three carry more weight 
than they do in Ward One [when electing 
council representatives]." 
Fleming compared the situation to a 
lottery. 
"Would you rather have one lottery 
ticket out of a million, or out of a hun- 
dred?" he said. "With one in a hundred, 
you have a better chance of winning." 
Fleming said the number of residents 
in each ward differs more than the 16 
percent allowed by the court in similar 
cases. 
But in a 115-page response filed May 
11, Marsh said if the number of regis- 
tered voters is used to determine number 
of residents. Ward One is roughly equal 
to the other wards. 
"No discriminatory intent can be 
shown or implied," Marsh stated in the 
brief. "There has been no population dis- 
parity that has resulted because of the 
Plan." 
SLS disputed that in its latest brief, 
filed July IS. Fleming and Managing At- 
torney Gregory Bakies argued even if 
"No discriminatory intent can 
be shown or implied. There 
has been no population 
disparity that has resulted 
because of the Plan." 
City's response to students' 
complaint 
the number of registered voters are used 
instead of census figures. Ward One de- 
viates from an equal division by 28 per- 
cent - 12 percent more than previously 
allowed by the court. 
After filing the original complaint with 
the court, Bakies had said he expected 
the case to be heard within several 
weeks. He had requested permission to 
present oral arguments in the case. 
But Marsh said he has no idea when the 
court will take up the case. 
DUI hotline leads police 
to Ohio's drunken drivers 
by Joe Peltier 
police reporter 
Drivers with cellular phones 
are being asked to dial a new toll- 
free number when they see 
drunken drivers on the road. 
And it ain't 1-800-FLOWERS. 
A call to the State Highway Pa- 
trol's new 1-800-GRAB-DUI 
number will summon the nearest 
law enforcement officer any- 
where in the state and - officials 
hope - send more offenders to 
jail. 
The new program has pro- 
duced arrests on about 85 per- 
cent of calls, according to Lt. 
KT. Woehrmyer, assistant dis- 
trict commander of the state 
highway patrol's Findlay post. 
Woerhmyer said after a motor- 
ist dials the number the call is 
forwarded to a police cruiser that 
locates the suspected drunken 
driver. The officer watches the 
suspect's driving and stops the 
car if he or she believes the 
driver is intoxicated. 
The call on the 1-800 line alone 
does not give a police officer just 
cause to stop a vehicle, Woerh- 
myer said. 
"We must first see if the mo- 
torist is showing signs of intoxi- 
cation before we can make a 
stop," Woehrmyer said. 
The new program is funded 
through a combination of federal 
funds and drunken driving fines, 
said Leo Skinner, chief of public 
information for the department 
of Public safety. 
Fines pay for the tolls from the 
1-800 lines, and a $40,000 federal 
grant pays for promotion of the 
program, Skinner said. 
The grant also covers a news- 
letter that the department puts 
out listing the worst offenders. 
The "Hot Sheet" is released to 
law enforcement agencies, the 
media and various legislators. 
Skinner said some of the 
money from drunken driving 
fines also goes to the arresting 
department. 
"The office that makes the 
arrest actually gets part of the 
fine money back to help fight 
drunk driving," he said. Skinner 
said he does not know how many 
arrests have resulted from 
1-800-GRAB-DUI calls, but 
Woerhmyer said his post 
receives an average of 15 calls a 
month through the program and 
most of them result in arrests. 
"No matter if 100 people or one 
person is arrested we feel that it 
is worth it to take that drunk 
driver off of the road," Woehr- 
myer said. 
In addition to catching drunken 
drivers, Skinner said the pro- 
gram is is also intended to stop 
people from driving who have a 
suspended license due to a DUI 
conviction. 
BG, Toledo police team up 
by Jennifer Willis 
local government reporter 
Beware, law breakers - Bowling Green may 
soon have access to a S.W.A.T. team. 
Bowling Green is updating its Police Mutual Aid 
Pact with Toledo and surrounding cities; and the 
jiew agreement will allow Bowling Green to use 
Toledo's special weapons and tactics team, bomb 
squad and other personnel. 
The pact is based on an Ohio law which allows 
police departments to enter into an agreement 
with surrounding communities to aid each other in 
times of emergency. 
The mutual aid agreement must be updated as 
part of accreditation of the police department. 
William J. Fischer, Second Ward councilman and 
member of the Transportation and Safety commit- 
tee, said the police must have bomb and S.W.A.T. 
team access because the Commission on Accredi- 
tation for Law Enforcement Agencies only accre- 
dits highly prepared law enforcement agencies. 
"[The special services] are an important com- 
ponant of a total response capacity," he said. 
Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash said 
while a S.W.A.T. team was necessary to have 
available, it wasn't practical for Bowling Green to 
spend the money to staff one of its own. 
According to Ash, Bowling Green has only used 
the Mutual Aid Pact once: when former President 
Bush was in town during the elections last year, 
Toledo's bomb squad was put on standby. 
Toledo, however, has used the Bowling Green 
department's drug dog. 
The Bowling Green police also have a mutual 
pact with the University police that allows the 
University police to come off campus and assist 
the city police. 
American Rod Cross 
Best Neighbor to BG Students 
Best Western Falcon Plaza 
Join us for a cup of coffee 
and 
get acquainted with our 
business center for students. 
featuring.... 
• fax and copier services. 
• next day mailing services. 
• packaging and delivery service. 
BEST WESTERN 
Falcon Pla 
IntMpwKMnly owned 4 optraltd" 
1450E. WoosterSt. 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
(419) 352-4671 
fax (419) 352-5351 
Your Best Bet Is A Best Western 
Next to Bee Gee Bookstore 
and 
McDonald's Restaurant 
GRE 
MAXIMIZE YOl'R TEST SCORES 
Enroll in the 32-hour GRE 
Preparation Course 
► Convenient Weekend Hours 
»Deadline to register September 6 
I       CCNTINUING 
£. EDUCATION 
KITtTTmiBIII 
For information or to register: 
Continuing Education, 
International and Summer 
Programs 372-8181 
Police blotter 
n On Aug. 16 police recieved 
a call from a man who drove 
by a North Main Street apart- 
ment. The man reportedy saw 
a dead cat "stuck" in the 
window of the apartment. 
Upon arrival the officer could 
not find the dead cat. 
□ On Aug. 14 a man report- 
edly asked three men if they 
wanted to play pool at a local 
bar. The men allegedly re- 
sponded that they were going 
bowling and when they came 
back they were going to do a 
"mass murder." One of the 
men had a baseball cap with 
"Ford" on it. 
O Early in the morning on 
Aug. IS, police said, someone 
dumped detergent in a fish 
pond located In the back yard 
of a North Summit Street 
home. The detergent allege- 
dly created S inch bubbles and 
killed several fish. 
O On Aug. 15 police were 
called to a local establishment 
to break up a fight. Upon arri- 
val the "assailants" told the 
police they were "having a 
tough man contest and the 
bartenders just got a little ex- 
cited." 
O On Aug. 16 police were 
summoned to East Wooster 
Street to check out "a big 
burly black man selling video 
tapes." The man allegedly 
had no solicitor's permit. 
3 A Bowling Green woman 
told police she was walking on 
Napoleon Avenue Aug. 18 
when a car came towards her 
and almost almost ran over 
her foot. The woman reported 
that the driver "had a shit-eat- 
ing grin on her face." 
□ Police recieved a call Aug. 
18 from someone who report- 
ed a pizza delivery man "ap- 
peared to be intoxicated in 
some manner." The police 
found the pizza man to be 
sober. 
O On Aug. 16 a man com- 
plained to police that when he 
goes over to his girlfriend's 
apartment, a Bowling Green 
woman reportedly "calls him 
names." The police spoke to 
the people involved and told 
them "not to speak to each 
other." 
□ Jabbar A. Fant, 20, Fos- 
toria, and Clarance D. Smith, 
22, Fostoria, were allegedly 
observed   publicly   urinating 
together. They were both cited 
for disorderly conduct. 
O Friday, police recieved a 
call about a white man wear- 
ing a grey baseball cap "laying 
on the curb and playing in the 
dirt." When the police arrived 
on the scene they were told 
that the man is "out there 
every morning and there is no 
problem." 
O Police were told Friday of 
an ongoing problem with 
thieves stealing out of the 
drop off bins at the Salvation 
Army thrift store. The thieves 
allegedly drive a dark blue 
Oldsmobile. 
O Saturday, a "GTE cone" 
was taken from "atop af a 
drunk's head on West Poe 
Road." The cone was returned 
to GTE. 
O Police recieved a call Sat- 
urday from a man on Napoleon 
Road who said a man appeared 
to be hiding outside his 
daughter's window. When the 
police arrived the man 
claimed he was not hiding, but 
simply passed out. He report- 
edly went back to the fair- 
grounds. 
a A man was approached 
early Sunday morning by an- 
other man who claimed "he 
needed a ride out of Bowling 
Green immediately because 
he was involved in an assault 
at the truck and tractor pull." 
The man reportedly also 
claimed he fled from an offi- 
cer in a golf cart. The police 
were unable to locate the man 
either on foot or in a cart. 
O Shane C. Boldt, 22, Ross- 
ford was arrested early Sun- 
day morning for urinating on a 
dumpster. Police said Boldt 
was both polite and coop- 
erative. 
O Sunday, police recieved a 
call from a woman on Park- 
view Road who reported a red 
compact vehicle drove off 
with her "ninja turtle" and 
"boy fishing" lawn ornaments. 
4* 
O* Eat ft*fl^ 
Monday Night 
5:00 - 8:00 pm 
1099 S. Main Street 
Featuring: 
6 Varieties of Pizza 
Cavatini Supreme 
Salad Bar 
Breadsticks 
Cinnamon Breadsticks 
ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!! 
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Character promotes Kent State 
The Associated Press 
KENT - A comic book character named 
"Doc Whiz" helps Kent State University stu- 
dents get a quick introduction to campus and 
the city through a scavenger hunt-style 
search for landmarks. 
The invention of Robert A. Zuckerman, an 
associate professor of special education, the 
sometimes-befuddled Doc Whiz appears in 
100 numbered posters placed around cam- 
pus and town. 
Contestants search for the posters, jotting 
down the location of each one. Along the 
way, they get to visit area businesses and 
key college buildings. 
Orientation for Kent State freshmen be- 
gins Wednesday. Classes start Aug. 30. 
For the first two years of the contest, only 
the 3,000 or so freshmen who come to Kent 
State every fall were eligible to play. Last 
This year, the game is being opened up to 
all 24,000 students and the 26,000 residents 
of Kent. 
But the focus is still on the first-year stu- 
dent, coping with a world of new experi- 
ences. Freshmen compete for one set of 
prizes, while everyone else will compete for 
another. Prizes range from tuition grants to 
computers and a bicycle. 
"What's important is the orientation pro- 
gram for our freshmen," Zuckerman said. 
"And so this is designed to support and rein- 
force the orientation program." 
Doc Whiz is an unfortunate professor who 
- frustrated when his computer crashes on 
the eve of the first day of classes - makes 
the mistake of pushing a keyboard button he 
has never noticed before. 
The professor is drawn into the comput- 
er's electronic innards, where he is digitized, 
synthesized and transformed into Doc Whiz. 
Players must find the posters and jot down 
on an entry blank a highlighted word visible 
at each location. Students could compare 
notes, but self-interest should safeguard 
against cheating, Zuckerman said. 
"If you share your answers, that means it 
becomes a lottery, as opposed to a scavenger 
hunt, where you find the most," he said. 
About 70 area businesses have contributed 
to the game, offering merchandise as prizes 
and buying ads in the 32-page "Doc Whiz" 
comic book that accompanies freshman 
orientation packets. 
The game also helps emphasize the eco- 
nomic links between the university and the 
community, said Zuckerman, who has lived 
in Kent since joining the university in 1975. 
Jim Myers, manager of Thompson's Drug 
Store on Main Street, said his store has spon- 
sored the Doc Whiz program since it began. 
"Getting students off campus and down- 
town to see what the rest of community is 
like is a good thing," Myers said. 
State, 
local 
taxes 
on rise 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Taxpayers 
who blame Uncle Sam for 
dipping into their pay- 
checks may be surprised to 
learn that state and local 
taxes are growing twice as 
fast as the federal levies, a 
report showed Monday. 
State and local taxes in- 
creased 98.5 percent from 
1982 through 1992, accord- 
ing to the report from the 
Ohio Public Expenditure 
Council. Federal taxes went 
up 49.1 percent during the 
same period. 
The figure for state and 
local tax growth does not 
reflect a $420 million an- 
nual tax package approved 
by legislators and Gov. 
George Voinovich in 
December. That's because 
money from higher taxes 
on soft drinks, alcohol, 
tobacco and the wealthy 
was not collected until this 
year. 
The council said Ohioans 
spend almost 10 percent of 
their personal income on 
state and local taxes, ex- 
ceeding the national aver- 
age of 9.1 percent. 
Donald Berno, council 
president, acknowledged 
people tend to pay more at- 
tention to federal taxes. 
Cuyahoga County official 
accused of misusing funds 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Cuyahoga 
County's engineer spent 
thousands of dollars of campaign 
funds on personal travel and 
gifts, a newspaper reported Sun- 
day. 
Engineer Thomas J. Neff's 
campaign records list the ex- 
penses as being related to the du- 
ties of his office, which would be 
legal, The Plain Dealer said. 
Neff, contacted at home Sun- 
day night, denied any wrongdo- 
ing. He said the money was spent 
to go to meetings or have meals 
with other engineers to learn 
more about the industry. 
He called the report libelous 
and vicious. "I cannot fathom 
what's happening here," he said. 
Neff's campaign treasurer said 
he could not explain how the 
spending had anything to do with 
Neff's job, which is maintaining 
county bridges and roads. 
"It's not as if he bought gifts 
for his family and charged his 
campaign for that - I can almost 
assure you of that," James J. 
Flannery told The Plain Dealer. 
Neff failed to show up at a 
scheduled meeting with Plain 
Dealer reporters last week, the 
newspaper said. Neff said he 
canceled the meeting the day be- 
fore because he was going to be 
out of town. 
Neff's expenditures were 
revealed in Visa bills given to the 
county Board of Elections. The 
board demanded the bills after 
The Plain Dealer reported in May 
that Neff used his campaign Visa 
card to spend $16,500 between 
1988 and 1992 with little docu- 
mentation. 
Elections Director Thomas J. 
Hayes said Neff still must ex- 
plain who got some of the many 
gifts he bought over the years, 
and must provide more detail on 
several trips to Ireland and cities 
around the world. 
If a campaign or office-related 
purpose cannot be shown for 
such expenditures, Neff will be 
asked to reimburse his campaign 
account, Hayes said. If he re- 
fuses, the matter will be referred 
to the state Elections Commis- 
sion. 
Flannery said Neff has obeyed 
election spending laws. 
"If he did do something wrong, 
or think he did something wrong, 
he'd be the first to correct it," he 
said. 
Neff hasn't had a campaign op- 
ponent in eight years, but has 
netted $150,000 in campaign con- 
tributions between 1988 and 
1992. Most of the money came 
from his employees. 
Plagiarism policy 
changes at OSU 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS -- Ohio State 
University officials are rede- 
fining the school's policy on 
plagiarism after academic 
misconduct cases involving 
professors. 
Three faculty panels along 
with Edward F. Hayes, vice 
president for research, and 
Provost Richard Sisson are 
rewriting rules and disciplin- 
ary procedures for faculty. 
The new standards could be in 
place by winter, Hayes said. 
"In its more blatant forms, 
plagiarism is well-understood, 
but it frequently occurs in 
less-obvious situations," 
Hayes said in a June memo to 
faculty members. 
Plagiarism is not defined in 
OSU's 1989 guidelines on 
scholarly misconduct, but 
faculty members are expected 
to understand what plagiarism 
is, said OSU spokesman Mal- 
colm Baroway. 
Plagiarism is defined in the 
student code of conduct as co- 
pying another person's work 
verbatim or paraphrasing it 
without attribution. Baroway 
said faculty members can be 
disciplined for doing that. 
In the past three years, two 
faculty members have re- 
signed after being found 
guilty of plagiarism. 
Jeffrey A. C.-ffman, assis- 
tant professor in psychiatry, 
resigned in 1990 when a facul- 
ty investigation concluded 
that some paragraphs from his 
1989 book were "verbatim 
transcriptions" from a 1986 
textbook that others had writ- 
ten. 
Dr. Joseph R. Drago, former 
director of the Division of 
Urology, resigned last 
December after a faculty 
committee concluded that he 
falsified and fabricated 
research data 
Twice in the past 1 1/2 
years, faculty investigations 
panels found chemistry 
professor Leo Paquette guilty 
of plagiarism. In February 
1992, a panel ruled that Paque-- 
tte unintentionally plagiarized! 
several paragraphs from a 
Texas chemist. 
Paquette is appealing an 
OSU ruling that said he took 
information from a grant ap- j 
plication and used it in a- 
research article he submitted. 
to the Journal of the American; 
Chemical Society. 
Harold Shechter, a profes-1 
sor emeritus of chemistry,' 
does not think the article con- 
stitutes plagiarism. The mate- 
rial in question was footnoted, ■ 
and he questioned whether! 
paraphrasing is plagiarism. 
"We teach our students to. 
paraphrase," he said. 
IN BRIEF... 
NEWARK, NJ. - A Continental 
Airlines flight from Newark to 
Cleveland had to return to New- 
ark International Airport Mon- 
day when the air duct pressurtza- 
tion system came loose, an offi- 
cial said. 
The problem was handled as a 
routine air return, said Continen- 
tal spokesman Dave Messing 
There was no Tire on board, as 
originally had been believed, he 
said. 
The night, with 126 people 
aboard, returned to Newark 
around 5:30 p.m. There were no 
injuries reported. 
Radar problems continue at Hopkins 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND - Air traffic con- 
trollers at Cleveland Hopkins In- 
ternational Airport are con- 
cerned about failures of the air- 
port's radar system, said the 
president of the controllers' 
union. 
"It keeps going down," Tom 
Sperellis, president of the 
National Air Traffic Controllers 
Association at Hopkins, said in an 
interview published Tuesday in 
The Plain Dealer. "We didn't 
have this problem until two 
months ago when they installed 
some new-fangled computer data 
link here. That's when we started 
having all our problems." 
Sperellis said the ASR9 radar 
system at Hopkins failed eight to 
10 times in the past two weeks 
and each time resulted in radar 
blackouts that lasted two to three 
minutes. 
"You know the feeling you get 
when you are driving your car 
and a child darts in front of you? 
You hit your brakes as hard as 
you can and just pray," said 
Sperellis. "That's what it feels 
like when the radar goes down. 
We have no confidence in the 
computer system and the FAA 
can't seem to make it work." 
Sperellis could not be reached 
for further comment. He was not 
expected back in his office until 
Thursday, and calls to his home 
were not answered. 
Don Zochert, an FAA spokes- 
man in Chicago, said Tuesday the 
system has broken down at least 
twice at Hopkins, but he did not 
know exactly when the problem 
has occurred. 
"Right now, we have techni- 
cians operating on finding any 
problems and repairing the main 
system," he said. 
Until the system is repaired, 
Hopkins will use a backup 
system the FAA considers very 
safe, Zochert said. 
Airport controllers went to the 
backup system Friday after an 
electrical surge at 2 p.m. caused 
Hopkins' radar system to break 
down. 
The backup system involves 
relaying radar information to 
Hopkins through the Cleveland 
Air Route Traffic Control Center 
in Oberlin, about 30 miles west of 
Cleveland. 
Controllers maintained voice 
contact with the aircraft prepar- 
ing to take off or land and manua- 
lly calculated their locations 
while the link with Oberlin was 
made, Sperellis said. 
Some takeoffs and landings at 
Hopkins have been delayed for 
short periods of time since going 
to the backup system, according 
to Zochert. 
Ned Walker, a spokesman for 
Continental Airlines, said delays 
have ranged from several 
minutes to 25 minutes. 
Zochert said FAA technicians 
have been working on the ASR*) 
radar system since Friday, but he 
did not know when it would be 
back on line. 
The FAA said it started install- 
ing the system at airports in 
1989. Currently 61 airports have 
the system. 
Pat Forrey, president of the 
National Air Traffic Controllers 
Association union at Oberlin, said 
problems have occurred with the 
system all over the country. 
Zochert said he knew nothing 
about problems elsewhere. Mes- 
sages left at the FAA's national 
headquarters were not returned. 
LSAT 
MCAT 
GMAT 
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Former officers convicted 
Two guilty verdicts, one acquittal in Green death 
by Lisa Holewa 
The Associated Press 
DETROIT - People cheered 
Monday at the desolate street 
corner where Malice Green 
died, after two former police 
officers were convicted of 
murdering him in a beating 
outside a crack house. 
Some grumbled when a 
judge acquitted a third police- 
man of assault and allowed the 
two convicted officers to go 
free until they are sentenced 
Oct. 12. They face up to life in 
prison. 
Green's Nov. 5 death had 
raised tensions in Detroit be- 
cause the officers on trial were 
white and Green was black. No 
testimony indicated the beat- 
ing was racially motivated, and 
lawyers and community acti- 
vists played down the racial 
element. 
Mayor Coleman Young said 
justice was done with the sepa- 
rate convictions of former 
officers Larry Nevers, S3, and 
Walter Budzyn, 47, on second- 
degree murder charges. Both 
verdicts were returned by 
juries composed mainly of 
blacks. 
Former officer Robert Less- 
nau, 33, opted to have Record- 
er's Court Judge George W. 
Crockett III decide his fate, 
and he was acquitted of assault 
with intent to do great bodily 
harm. He could have gotten up 
to 10 years. 
All three and Sgt. Freddie 
Douglas were fired after 
Green's death. Douglas, who is 
black, will be tried later. 
At the scene of the beating, 
about 40 people crowded 
around a radio and cheered as 
they heard the guilty verdicts. 
There were scattered grum- 
bles, however, when Crockett 
announced Lessnau's acquittal 
and allowed the other two offi- 
cers to go free. 
"Their imprisonment at this 
point might prove to be dan- 
gerous to them, without special 
APPkrt* 
Former Detroit Police officers Larry Nevers, left, and Walter Budzyn sit in a Detroit courtroom, Mon- 
day, as they listen to their guilty verdicts to second-degree murder in the Nov. S, 1992 beating death of 
Detroit motorist Malice Green. 
arrangements," Crockett said. 
"We are satisfied with the 
verdicts. We are not satisfied 
that these cops are out walking 
around," the Rev. Darnell Tay- 
lor told the crowd. 
"If Michigan had a death 
penalty, they should have been 
executed," said Loretta Wash- 
ington, 37. 
Green was beaten seven 
months after four Los Angeles 
police officers were acquitted 
of most state charges in the 
videotaped beating of Rodney 
King. Those acquittals led to 
three days of deadly rioting in 
Los Angeles. 
"In a matter of five minutes, 
his entire career has gone 
down the tubes," said Nevers' 
attorney, John Goldpaugh. 
Monica Green, the victim's 
sister, said, "I think my 
brother can rest in peace, final- 
ly." 
Green's mother, Patricia 
Green, said she was pleased 
with the guilty verdicts, but, 
"It's not going to bring back 
my son." 
Prosecutors portrayed 
Nevers during the 13-week 
trial as an aging officer who 
was trying to teach Green the 
rules of the neighborhood by 
repeatedly smashing the blood- 
soaked man in the head with a 
flashlight, demanding that he 
obey orders to open his hand. 
An autopsy showed Green 
died of at least 14 blows to the 
head. Part of his scalp was torn 
off. 
Budzyn, the prosecutors 
said, began the confrontation 
by leaping into Green's car and 
hitting him in the hands and 
head until his partner took over 
the beating. 
Budzyn testified that he 
never hit anyone, while Nevers 
said   he   hit   Green   in   self- 
defense. 
Tom Schneider, president of 
the Detroit Police Officers As- 
sociation, complained: "The 
one message that the media 
have failed to promote is that 
these situations simply will not 
occur if the person about to be 
arrested simply complies with 
the orders of the officers in- 
volved." 
The Budzyn jury reached its 
verdict during the eighth day 
of deliberations Saturday. That 
decision and Crockett's were 
sealed until the Nevers jury of 
10 blacks and two whites 
reached its verdict Monday. 
Lawyers for Nevers and 
Budzyn said they would appeal. 
The jurors also had been al- 
lowed to consider lesser man- 
slaughter charges. 
Clinic attacks 
spur new laws 
by Karen Ball 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON -- The latest abortion clinic violence is fueling a 
new drive to get Congress to pass legislation creating new federal 
crimes for threats, violence and blockades against clinics. 
"It shouldn't take another death to prove to members of Congress" 
the bill is needed, said Harriett Woods, president of the National 
Women's Political Caucus. 
The Wichita, Kan. attack was the second clinic shooting this year. 
The doctor was able to return to work the next day. In March, a Flor- 
ida doctor was shot to death at a clinic. 
Though the Florida shooting renewed lobbying for the clinic access 
bill, it became bogged down in the House Judiciary Committee. 
The measure would create new federal crinies for violence, threats 
and blockades at clinics, and would give the Justice Department new 
power to obtain court orders stopping blockades. 
It also would allow distribution of leaflets, picketing and sidewalk 
counseling against abortion, but critics said abortion opponents 
would be unfairly singled out because people protesting other causes 
would face no new criminal penalties. 
Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., said he has been courting these 
middle-of-the-road lawmakers, and is ready for the Judiciary Com- 
mittee to vote on the measure as soon as Congress returns after 
Labor Day. 
•They're the swing votes," Schumer said. "We want to strike the 
right balance." 
Patricia Ireland, president of the National Organization for Wom- 
en, said her group would have to get tougher on lawmakers who cam- 
paign as abortion-rights advocates but have balked on this bill. 
"They don't get to define themselves as pro-choice if they don't 
stand up against this violence," she said. Attorney General Janet 
Reno has lobbied personally for it. 
Marcy Wilder, legal director for the National Abortion Rights Ac- 
tion League, noted that lawmakers have been haggling over how to 
define terms like "interfere." 
"Given the murder and ongoing assaults, death threats, arson, 
bombings, blockades and vandalism ... it is a travesty that Congress 
has not yet passed a strong clinic access law," said Kate Michelman, 
president of NARAL. 
Abortion-rights forces contend that the current climate of protests 
at clinics fuels extremists, and the bill would quell that climate. 
"That's like blaming the courageous civil rights movement for the 
rioting and death that occurred during that era," said Maureen Mal- 
loy, a lobbyist for the National Right to Life Committee. 
Members of her group oppose Schumer's bill because it singles out 
the anti-abortion movement for punishment. They say laws arc 
already in place to combat violence. 
Keith Tucci, director of the anti-abortion group Operation Rescue, 
noted that both shootings occurred after the bill was introduced. 
"Historically, this type of government repression has fueled lone 
rangers to take matters into their own hands," Tucci said. 
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure is the 
course description, and Army ROTC is 
the name. It's the one college elective 
that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadership potential 
and helps you take on the challenges of 
command. 
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ARMY ROTC 
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Federal official 
protests Clinton 
by Barry Schweid 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - A young American foreign service officer aban- 
doned a promising career Monday to protest the Clinton administra- 
tion's Bosnia policy. 
In resigning, Stephen Walker, 30, wrote Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher that U.S. policy accepts genocide and aggression in the 
former Yugoslav republic. 
"Our policies are misguided, vacillating and dangerous," he wrote. 
Walker is the third State Department official to quit this month as 
dissension has spread over a policy that has threatened military ac- 
tion to curb Bosnian Serbs but has relied primarily on diplomacy and 
economic sanctions. 
The exodus is the largest since a handful of National Security 
Council staff members quit the Nixon administration 20 years ago to 
protest U.S. military involvement in Southeast Asia. 
Christopher met with a group of dissidents 10 days ago before go- 
ing on vacation. He has held at least one other such meeting and 
received a steady stream of memos from the ranks complaining that 
U.S. policy is too hesitant. 
"These people are able to get their message to Christopher, but 
Christopher doesn't want to change his views so people are leaving on 
principle," said George Kenney, the first to quit last August. 
"It's a very important statement. It shows that professionals think 
that American foreign policy should be governed by some sense of 
values," Kenney said in an interview. 
Kenney, now a consultant at the Carnegie Endowment, a private 
research group, added: "You cannot use diplomacy as some sort of 
tool to appease aggression." 
Walker has a master's degree in European studies from Columbia 
University and was in his eighth year in the foreign service. He sent 
his letter to Christopher's office and it was being forwarded to him in 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 
"I am leaving, as my letter says, effective at noon today, because I 
can no longer countenance U.S. support for a diplomatic process that 
legitimizes genocide and aggression," Walker wrote. 
He condemned the peace accord brokered by international negotia- 
tors in Geneva. He said it would dismember Bosnia and put a gun to 
the head of the Muslim-dominated government. 
"Should the Bosnians yield to the present ultimatum and agree to a 
settlement that seals their fate, we may be forced to risk American 
lives and the credibility of the United States and the international 
community to implement an agreement that violates our basic prin- 
ciples," Walker wrote. A copy of the letter was obtained by The Asso- 
ciated Press. 
He urged the arming of the Bosnian government, the preservation 
of an undivided democratic state within the country's original bor- 
ders, guarantees for the rights of all people in the region and the pun- 
ishment of war criminals. 
Walker was with the office for East European affairs, the desk offi- 
cer for Croatia and also a member of the Balkans conflict group. That 
is a group of officers specializing in East European affairs and as- 
signed to deal with the crisis in the former Yugoslavia. 
He has served in Moscow and in Mexico, and was with the Bureau 
of Intelligence and Research last year. 
The State Department spokesman, Michael McCurry, said Walker 
had made valuable contributions to U.S. foreign policy and his depar- 
ture was regrettable. 
"This is a frustrating, terrible problem in which answers are not 
easy to come by," McCurry said. "It is just as frustrating for the sec- 
retary as it is for people at the desk officer level who work on the 
problem." 
Two weeks ago, Jon Western, an official investigating war crimes 
accusations against Serbs, resigned, saying U.S. policy was not tough 
enough 
In early August, Marshall Freeman Harris, the desk officer re- 
sponsible for monitoring the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina, quit. And 
last August, Kenney, the deputy officer on the Yugoslavia desk, re- 
signed. 
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JFK papers point at Russians 
by Richard Keil 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON -- The 
government unlocked 30 years 
of secrets Monday in John F. 
Kennedy's assassination from 
CIA theories of Soviet in- 
volvement to a second-hand 
report that Lee Harvey Oswald 
boasted to a Russian friend "I 
will kill the president." 
Hundreds of thousands of 
government documents made 
public for the first time chron- 
icle the effort by the CIA in the 
months after Kennedy was 
killed to determine if there was 
foreign involvement. 
They also detail efforts by 
the Warren Commission, the 
followup Rockefeller Commis- 
sion in 1975, the FBI and others 
to answer persistent questions 
in the decades that followed. 
Fifteen years after the as- 
sassination an FBI agent inter- 
viewed a Russian emigre who 
recalled nearly verbatim a 
conversation with a friend, 
Pavel Golovachev, who had 
spoken with Oswald in 1962 in 
Russia. 
A former Marine, Oswald 
defected to the Soviet Union 
for a period and then returned 
to the United States before 
Kennedy was killed. 
The Sept. 19, 1977, classified 
memo to then-FBI Director 
Clarence Kelley said the emi- 
gre's friend had worked with 
Oswald at a radio factory in 
Minsk and had heard Oswald 
boast "he would have lots of 
money in America." 
'"For example, I will kill the 
president,'" the memo quotes 
the emigre as saying, recount- 
ing Golovachev's recollection 
of Oswald's words. 
"Golovachev, who assumed 
Oswald was joking, also point- 
ed out that he would be ar- 
rested and asked what he ex- 
pected to be paid," the memo 
said. 
"Oswald responded, 'You 
don't know America. If I man- 
age this, my wife will become 
rich' He said this quietly, but 
APRMM 
Pictured Is Kennedy's presidential motorcade taken about one minute before John F. Kennedy wai shot 
In Dallas, Texas, Nov. 22,1963. The National Archives released over 800,000 documents Monday con- 
cerning the assaslnatlon. 
with an angry expression, and 
sounded serious," it added. 
Many of the newly released 
documents detailed similar 
second-hand information or 
speculation by U.S. intel- 
ligence employees trying to 
make sense of the assassina- 
tion. 
A Soviet defector working 
for the CIA speculated in a 
Nov. 27, 1963 memo that the 
murder was instigated by the 
KGB to relieve internal pres- 
sures on Nikita Khrushchev, 
then the leader of the Soviet 
Union. Khrushchev was de- 
posed in October 1964. 
"Our president's death ... ef- 
fectively diverts the Soviets' 
attention from their internal 
problems. It directly affects 
Khrushchev's longevity," 
wrote Peter Deryabin,  in an 
eight-page, single-spaced 
typewritten memo. 
Deryabin was a Soviet KGB 
agent who defected to the West 
in 1954. He served as a consul- 
tant to the U.S. government 
and wrote several books. He 
died about a year ago. 
Deryabin's memo was stam- 
ped "secret" and it offered no 
factual basis for his specula- 
tion that the Soviets were be- 
hind Oswald's shooting of the 
president in Dallas. 
It listed reasons why Kenne- 
dy's assassination would bene- 
fit the Soviets and advanced 
the idea that the KGB, the So- 
viet Union's secret intelligence 
agency, may have instigated 
such an act while Oswald lived 
in the Soviet Union. 
"The very real possibility 
also  exists  that  Oswald  was 
sent here on another mission 
by the KGB and subsequently 
accomplished the deed on his 
own initiative," Deryabin said. 
Other documents detail in- 
formation the government kept 
on Oswald before the assassin- 
ation. 
A CIA station officer in Mex- 
ico told investigators in one re- 
port that Oswald became "a 
person of great interest to us" 
in the fall of 1963 when he went 
to Mexico City seeking a visa 
to return to Russia. 
"We thought at first that Lee 
Harvey Oswald might be a 
dangerous potential defector 
from the USA to the Soviet 
Union ... so we kept a special 
watch on him and his activi- 
ties," recounted the official, 
who was not identified in the 
reported. 
Lefties more accident prone 
by Malcolm Rltter 
The Associated Press 
TORONTO - Left-handed peo- 
ple may be more accident-prone 
than right-handers, says a study, 
which also suggests that south- 
paws have a slightly greater ten- 
dency toward minor mental 
lapses. 
In the study of 2,379 male Navy 
enlisted personnel, people who 
said they had more lapses also 
reported more accidents, and 
southpaws reported having more 
lapses and more accidents than 
right-handers. 
The lapses are "minor mental 
mistakes that any of us would 
make when we're perhaps tired 
or distracted," said study author 
Gerald Larson. They could lead 
to mishaps because "we kind of 
lose track of what we're doing," 
he said. 
Paul Satz, chief of the neurop- 
sychology program at the Neur- 
opsychiatric Institute and Hospi- 
tal at the University of Califor- 
nia, Los Angeles, medical school, 
said he found the work interest- 
ing and provocative. 
But in a telephone Interview he 
cautioned that the conclusions 
should not be accepted without 
more scrutiny, because the study 
has limitations that could have 
biased the results. 
Larson, who is right-handed, 
also stressed that the study was 
not an official Defense Depart- 
ment project and said the find- 
ings cannot be applied to every 
left-hander. 
Bodies in motion. 
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Mississippi opens: 
river barges traffic 
The Associated Press 
ST. LOUIS - The still-flooded 
but slowly receding upper Mis- 
sissippi River reopened to com- 
mercial traffic on Monday. It was 
welcome news for the barge in- 
dustry, which lost millions of dol- 
lars during the idle summer. 
"Ecstatic. That says it," said 
George Foster, president of 
Midway Marine Inc. in St. Louis. 
"This is the busiest time of the 
year for us. It's been devastating 
to our industry." 
Restrictions on the river began 
in late June and it was entirely 
closed beginning July 11 for the 
830 miles between Minneapolis 
and Cairo, 111. 
The decision to reopen came 
after test runs and consultations 
between the U.S. Coast Guard, 
the Army Corps of Engineers and 
representatives of the commer- 
cial towing industry. 
Southbound traffic was al- 
lowed to resume Sunday and 
northbound traffic on Monday. 
Short sections southward from 
Minneapolis, the head of ship- 
ping on the river, had been 
reopened earlier as water 
receded. 
Some restrictions remain, such 
as the number of barges allowed 
per tow, to keep down damage to 
levees and sandbagged areas, 
said Coast Guard Petty Officer 
Frank Dunn. 
Recreational traffic also is be- 
ing allowed on the river, but 
Dunn said officials were advising 
pleasure boaters to use extreme 
caution because the water re- 
mains high and fast. 
"We're still trying to discour- 
age recreational traffic but 
commercial traffic is slowly but 
surely getting on with business 
as usual," he said. 
"They were pretty hungry to 
get going and get back to work." 
The Missouri River was back 
in operation by Saturday and the 
Illinois River was reopened 
Monday. 
The Mississippi remained 
above flood stage from Musca- 
tine, Iowa, to Cairo, 111. Though it 
was falling in most areas, the 
river rose slightly in the Musca- 
tine area on Monday because of 
recent rainfall. At St. Louis, 
where the river crested at a re- 
cord 49.4 feet Aug. 1, the river 
was at 33.7 feet Monday, 3.7 feet 
above flood stage. 
Shippers have estimated that 
5,000 barges, some loaded with 
grain, fertilizer and coal, were id- 
led by the flood, and the barge 
industry lost an estimated $3 mil- 
lion every day. 
"It's been terrible," Foster 
said. "But we're just tickled to 
have it back to normal." 
Foster said about 55 percent of 
his company's workforce was 
laid off during the flood. 
The tow boat Mary Jenny pushes a barge full of gravel and crushed 
rock up the Mississippi River near St. Paul, Minn., early Monday 
afternoon, passing moored barges and the St. Paul airport (back- 
APPk«. 
ground), which was under water during the Mississippi River flood- 
ing. 
Clinton plans to impose Divorce court continues 
AlQSkQ WetlandS rUleS      Gloria Hoftsues husband for billion dollar empire 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON -- The Clinton 
administration is withdrawing a 
proposal left over from the Bush 
era to lift federal protection from 
1.7 million acres of Alaska wet- 
lands, but plans to exempt many 
farmers from new wetlands reg- 
ulations. 
The Alaska provisions are part 
of the administration's broader 
wetlands protection policy to be 
announced Tuesday. The Associ- 
ated Press on Monday obtained a 
copy of the policy. 
The new policy will abandon a 
proposal, advanced by the Bush 
administration but never actual- 
ly implemented, to exempt from 
federal protection 1 percent of 
Alaska's wetlands. The state has 
a total of 170 million acres of 
wetlands, nearly three-fourths of 
the wetland acreage in the coun- 
try. 
Exempting the Alaska wet- 
lands would have opened the 1.7 
million acres for development. 
The new policy also will close 
loopholes used by developers to 
skirt wetland restrictions na- 
tionwide. 
The new policy is raising con- 
cerns among some environmen- 
talists because it grants the 
Agriculture Department greater 
authority over wetlands use. 
These environmentalists are also 
concerned that the policy gives 
developers more avenues to ap- 
peal government decisions re- 
stricting development while not 
affording similar opportunities 
to opponents. 
Some provisions are being tak- 
en administratively and others 
will need congressional action in 
the reauthorization of the Clean 
Water Act. 
A top official of the Environ- 
mental Protection Agency con- 
firmed the adoption of the new 
wetlands policy, calling it an at- 
tempt to balance concerns by de- 
velopers and environmentalists. 
The policy was put together by 
a task force involving several 
agencies    Including   the   EPA, 
Agriculture Department, 
Interior Department, Army 
Corps of Engineers, which tra- 
ditionally have shared jurisdic- 
tion for wetlands, with often con- 
flicting policies. 
The administration took into 
consideration the economic con- 
cerns of farmers and developers 
in devising its plan that is aimed 
at protecting the nation's wet- 
lands, said the EPA official, who 
spoke on condition of anonymity. 
It will exempt from wetlands 
regulations 53 million acres of 
former wetlands that had been 
drained and converted to farm 
uses before 1985. 
The rule resolves a conflict be- 
tween the Clean Water Act and 
farm legislation that denies farm 
program benefits to growers who 
convert wetlands to crop use. 
The plan gives the Agriculture 
Department's Soil Conservation 
Service ultimate responsibility 
for determining what agricul- 
tural land should be classified as 
wetlands. Environmentalists 
complain the service is more 
concerned about farmers than 
environmental protection. 
The plan also closes loopholes 
that allowed development on pil- 
ings in wetlands. It ends the 
practice of allowing dredging 
and filling if the government de- 
termined it was only a small 
amount. 
The task force reasserted the 
Bush administration goal of "no 
net loss of wetlands," meaning 
some wetlands could be filled 
and developed as long as others 
were restored and new ones 
created. 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - A sobbing 
Gloria Haft said Monday she 
stood by her husband when he 
was unfaithful to her and that he 
is trying to deprive her of her 
share of a business empire worth 
up to $1 billion. 
Herbert Haft, the patriarch of 
a family that owns shopping 
centers, book stores and auto 
parts outlets, sat impassively in 
the District of Columbia superior 
court as his wife of 45 years gave 
her version in the bitter property 
dispute. It was his 73rd birthday. 
Mrs. Haft described how Haft 
in recent months had removed 
her from the board of directors 
of the Dart Group, locked her out 
of the office of their real estate 
company and drilled a hole in a 
bank safety deposit box she used. 
She said the contents contained 
a letter from an old girlfriend 
seeking $5.5 million in blackmail 
payments. 
"He had several relations with 
other women over the years that 
were very painful to me," Mrs. 
Haft, 67, testified. 
"I stayed because he was al- 
ways very remorseful," she said. 
"I loved him and I did forgive 
him." 
Mrs. Haft is demanding control 
of at least half the couple's busi- 
ness holdings, valued at between 
$500 million and $1 billion. She is 
seeking a legal separation and an 
injunction rescinding recent 
transactions she says Haft made 
"He had several 
relations with other 
women over the years 
that were very painful 
to me. I stayed because 
he was always very 
remorseful. I loved him 
and I did forgive him." 
Gloria Haft, wife of 
billionai re Herbert Haft 
to drive her from the business. 
Haft's lawyers contended the 
couple had always had an agree- 
ment that he would have control- 
ling interests in the businesses 
while her name went on their 
properties, including a home in 
Washington valued at $5.9 mil- 
lion, art worth $5 million and a 
$2.8 million jet. 
Judge Harriett Taylor rejected 
that argument, saying that there 
was no post-nuptial document 
and that "there's a distinction be- 
tween how property is titled and 
what should be done with it." 
The defense also sought to 
show that Mrs. Haft played a 
minimal role in day-to-day de- 
cisions, emphasizing that she 
rarely met with the executives of 
their companies. 
Mrs. Haft said that ever since 
they managed their first small 
drug store together back in the 
1950s "I always believed I was an 
equal" in their business partner- 
ship. 
She said she was Haft's "confi- 
dante, consultant, very often his 
strength... and his backbone." 
The family dynasty began to 
crumble last spring after the 
oldest of their three children, 
Robert, asked Haft to step down 
so the son could take over as 
chief executive officer of the 
Dart Group, which includes the 
discount book stores Crown 
Books. 
Haft sold his majority share of 
Dart Group voting stock to Ron- 
ald, their youngest son, and has 
joined with Ronald in seeking 
control over Combined Prop- 
erties Limited Partnership, 
which manages a string of shop- 
ping centers nationwide. 
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Peabody guard case begins 
Attorney argues that coal company didn't train employee 
The Associated Press 
BOONVILLE, Ind. - A security guard accused of 
detaining at knifepoint a boy caught trespassing on 
coal mine property during a strike in February had 
never been trained, the guard's lawyer said Mon- 
day. 
An Ohio-based security company had hired Ar- 
nold L. Earl only six days before he was sent to 
Peabody Coal Co.'s Squaw Creek mine near Boon- 
ville, defense attorney John Clouse said in opening 
remarks of Earl's t rial. 
Earl, 45, of Cox Mills, W. Va., was charged with a 
felony count of criminal confinement with a deadly 
weapon and a misdemeanor count of battery. Tes- 
timony was scheduled to begin Tuesday morning 
In Warrick Superior Court. 
He could be sentenced to 10 and one-half years 
in prison and fined up to $11,000 if convicted on 
both counts. 
Warrick County Prosecutor Anthony Long said 
Brandon Russell, IS, drove his motorcycle across 
Peabody property on his way home from a friend's 
house around 8:45 am. on Feb. 7 when Earl con- 
fronted him. 
"The boy had been cautioned by his dad that he 
shouldn't be riding around on mine property dur- 
ing the [United Mine Workers] strike, but he'd rid- 
den on it before and the guards would wave at him 
and let him on by," Long said. 
Long said when the boy stopped Earl kicked his 
motorcycle to the ground and forced Russell to lie 
spread-eagle and face-down on a mine haul road. 
Long said Earl held a knife resembling a small 
straight razor and forced the boy into a truck, hit 
him in the back of the head and drove him to an- 
other area of the mine. Nearly 75 minutes passed 
before the trespassing was reported to police. 
Clouse argued that Earl was the victim of a poor 
economy in West Virginia and took the job with 
Southeast Security of Marietta, Ohio, on Feb. 1 to 
support his family. Without training, he found the 
new job overseeing other guards in a mine strike 
far from home frightening, Clouse said. 
Clouse claimed Peabody had pressured security 
guards to stop and prosecute all trespassers, and 
Earl overreacted. 
Telephone calls to the security company late 
Monday afternoon were not answered. 
Arguments began after Clouse and another de- 
fense lawyer, Charles Martin, asked Judge Ed 
Campbell to prohibit UMW members from wear- 
ing strike camouflage clothing bearing union em- 
blems in the courtroom because jurors might be 
intimidated by it. 
Campbell refused to ban camouflage and argued 
that the point became moot when UMW members 
agreed not to enter the courtroom in strike garb. 
About 50 striking miners gathered outside the 
courthouse during Jury selection, which took three 
hours Monday. 
Michael "Duff McKagao, bassist for the rock band Guns N' Roses, holds documents on the witness 
stand during testimony In Los Angeles Superior Court Monday regarding the band's drummer, Steve 
Adler, who was put on "probation" by other members of (he band. APPhm 
Many schools may Rebuilding of missile site possible 
lose loan eligibility 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - More than 
900 colleges and trade schools 
stand to lose their eligibility to 
participate in the federal student 
loan program because too many 
of their students have defaulted. 
The Education Department 
was releasing figures today 
showing the default rates for 
every school in the United States 
that participate in the Federal 
Family Education Loan program, 
formerly called the Guaranteed 
Student Loan program. 
Most of the schools in danger 
of losing their eligibility are one- 
or two-year, profit-making ca- 
reer schools. They commonly 
have much higher default rates 
than more traditional academic 
institutions. 
The Education Department, 
armed with a 1989 law designed 
to drive down the number of de- 
faults, has been dropping schools 
with default rates of at least 30 
percent for three consecutive 
years from federal aid programs, 
including the Pell Grant pro- 
gram. The cutoff default rate 
drops to 25 percent next year. 
In 1991, taxpayers lost an esti- 
mated $3.6 billion on bad student 
loans. 
The department announced 
last month that overall default 
rates were decreasing because of 
the tougher collection methods. 
The number of defaults de- 
clined from 22.4 percent in the 
1990 fiscal year to 17.5 percent in 
1991, the latest year for which 
figures are available. 
Last year, about 1,000 schools 
were handed suspensions, which 
can last a year or more depend- 
ing on the school's corrective ac- 
tions. 
The government bases a 
school's default rate for a partic- 
ular year on the number of bor- 
rowers scheduled to begin pay- 
ing on their loans who defaulted 
either in that year or the follow- 
ing year. 
Students apply for loans 
through the schools, which verify 
the student's eligibility. Banks 
furnish the money. 
The government pays the in- 
terest on the loan while the stu- 
dent is in school. If the student 
defaults, one of 47 guarantor 
agencies repays the lender and 
then tries to collect. If they are 
unsuccessful, the government 
pays off the loan. 
Schools, faced with the lass of a 
major - sometimes primary - 
d source of revenue, have been 
using collection agencies to go 
after the delinquents. 
Dance  •  Dance  •  Dance 
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The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - TV shots of Patriot mis- 
siles fired at Iraq's crude Scuds during the 
Persian Gulf War had Congress dreaming 
again that future anti-missile rockets, even 
if confined to North Dakota's prairie, could 
offer some protection against a strategic nu- 
clear missile attack. 
Two years later - and more than a decade 
since Ronald Reagan told the world that the 
United States was committed to developing a 
comprehensive defense against nuclear mis- 
siles - that dream is no closer to reality. 
More than $32 billion was spent on Rea- 
gan's "Star Wars" program, without a single 
weapon deployed anywhere to protect 
anyone from a sophisticated long-range nu- 
clear missile. 
And back in the 1970s, $5.7 billion - more 
than $13 billion in today's dollars - was 
spent to build the first, far more limited 
system in North Dakota And it was quickly 
dismantled after the Defense Department 
acknowledged it couldn't hit enough In- 
coming warheads to justify the continued 
expense. 
Now, once again, the prospective price tag 
of redeveloping the North Dakota installa- 
tion - especially in the wake of the Soviet 
Union's demise - has given many budget- 
conscious lawmakers second thoughts. 
The House and Senate armed services 
committees both have voted to slash spend- 
ing for missile defense programs, including 
the proposed, treaty-limited system in North 
Dakota for shooting down long-range ballis- 
tic nuclear missiles that descend upon their 
ground targets at tremendous speeds. 
The Pentagon estimated last year that the 
system would cost $16 billion to $18 billion to 
develop, if limited to the North Dakota site. 
The House panel argued that it's too ex- 
pensive to continue moving toward deploy- 
ing the anti-missile system. If some terrorist 
government does acquire the means to 
threaten the United States with strategic 
missiles, a system could be developed on a 
crash basis, the committee says. 
"In the current fiscal environment ... it is 
unwise to spend $1.2 billion per year and 
seek deployment in the absence of any evi- 
dence that such a threat is likely to emerge 
in the next 10 to 15 years," the panel says in 
a report to the House. 
Plans call for installing 100 interceptors at 
an anti-missile site northwest of Grand 
Forks, N.D., near the virtual ghost town of 
Nekoma. that was  abandoned  during  the 
1970s. That remote location was the only site 
permitted under the 1972 Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Treaty with the former Soviet Union. 
The treaty limited each side to a 
100-rocket battery at one basic location. The 
Soviets chose Moscow and actually built 
their system; the United States chose Ne- 
koma in order to protect its Minuteman stra- 
tegic missile sites in the Midwest, but scut- 
tled the project after acknowledging it 
wouldn't be very effective - and certainly 
not protect the nation's population. 
The Defense Department now claims the 
technology to develop a site that would 
shield a broader region, though critics still 
insist it would afford little protection to the 
populous East and West coasts. 
In the meantime, the deployment date for 
system already has been pushed back from 
1996 to at least 2004, and the Pentagon is 
considering dropping even that goal in a 
pending review of the nation's long-range 
defense needs. 
This fall the House and Senate are expect- 
ed to consider reducing funding for the pro- 
gram even more than the armed services 
committees recommended. 
"Frankly what's going on here is that there 
are very few true believers left," said David 
Lewis, an adviser to Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich. 
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Michael 
Jackson 
accused 
of abuse 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES -- Pop star 
Michael Jackson is the sub- 
ject of a criminal in- 
vestigation, police said 
Monday, and a television 
station reported it involved 
a woman's allegation that 
he abused her child. 
A private investigator 
who works for Jackson said 
the allegation was promp- 
ted after an unsuccessful 
effort to extort money from 
the musician. 
"These people tried to ex- 
tort Michael for a lot of 
money," Anthony Pellicano 
told KNBC-TV. "When we 
would not pay, a phone call 
was made to Child and Fam- 
ily Services, which started 
this investigation." He of- 
fered no further details. 
A report carried later on 
KNBC-TVs New York sis- 
ter station, WNBC, said a 
woman filed a complaint 
accusing Jackson of abus- 
ing her child during a visit 
to Jackson's "Neverland" 
Ranch in Santa Barbara 
County and perhaps at his 
Century City condominium 
as well. 
The woman's name and 
the age and sex of her child 
were not revealed. 
"I can confirm that the 
Los Angeles Police De- 
partment is conducting an 
investigation," police 
Cmdr. David Gascon said. 
Gascon refused to release 
any details about the in- 
vestigation. He would not 
confirm reports by 
KNBC-TV that warrants 
were served Saturday on 
Jackson's condominium 
and ranch. 
Heavy drinking still remains 
serious problem in military 
The Associated Press 
TORONTO - Years of efforts 
to reduce heavy drinking in the 
military have largely failed, and 
alcohol abuse remains a serious 
problem, says a study of Ameri- 
can service personnel. 
The prevalence of heavy drink- 
ing is down to about IS percent 
from 22 percent in 1980. But vir- 
tually all of the drop is due to an 
influx of older, better-educated 
recruits who are more likely to 
be married, said Robert Bray, 
who directed the research 
project for the Pentagon. 
Such people are less prone to 
heavy drinking, he said. Once 
their impact is removed, heavy 
drinking rates stayed almost the 
same since 1980, he said. 
Heavy drinking was defined as 
having five or more drinks on a 
single occasion at least once a 
week during the prior 30 days. 
Bray, of the Research Triangle 
Institute in Research Triangle 
Park, N.C., presented the work 
Monday at the annual meeting of 
the American Psychological As- 
sociation with colleagues from 
the institute and Brandeis Uni- 
versity in Waltham, Mass. 
The data shows the military 
has been unsuccessful in fighting 
heavy drinking, said Cmdr. 
Ralph Bally, senior policy ana- 
lyst for alcoholism and mental 
health isssues in the office of the 
assistant secretary of defense 
for health affairs. 
"Where we're at right now is 
getting military leadership 
aware of this continuing prob- 
lem, so we can then devise more 
specific Intervention programs," 
targeting heavy drinkers, he 
added in an Interview. 
The new study included 16,395 
active duty personnel serving 
around the world who filled out 
anonymous    questionnaires    in 
"Where we're at right 
now is getting military 
leadership aware of this 
continuing problem, so 
we can then devise 
more specific 
intervention programs." 
Cmdr. Ralph Bally, senior 
policy  analyst for alco- 
holism and mental health 
issues 
April and May of 1992. Partici- 
pants were chosen to give a rep- 
resentative sample of personnel 
in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps 
and Air Force. 
Results were compared with 
the outcome of similar studies 
done in 1980,1982,1985 and 1988. 
The new study found 7.6 per- 
cent of personnel had experi- 
enced serious consequences of 
heavy drinking within the prior 
year. These included being court- 
martialed, kept off duty at least a 
week because of illness, hurt in 
an accident or arrested for driv- 
ing while intoxicated. 
The number was down from 
17.3 percent in 1980, said James 
Luckey of the institute. 
In addition, 16.4 percent of 
personnel said their job per- 
formance had suffered because 
of alcohol, down from 26.7 per- 
cent in 1980. 
The military rate of heavy 
drinking could not be compared 
directly with civilian rates be- 
cause of differences in demogra- 
phic makeup between the two 
populations. 
But when statistical analysis 
was done to take that into ac- 
count, heavy drinking by person- 
nel stationed in the United States 
was shown to be substantially 
higher than the corresponding 
figure for civilians, said Mary El- 
len Marsden of Brandeis. 
The overall study also found 
that rates of illicit drug use in the 
military within the preceding 30 
days had fallen to about 3 percent 
from 27 percent in 1980. Smoking 
rates had decreased to around 35 
percent from 51 percent in 1980. 
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The Associated Press 
WICHITA, Kan. - A woman 
accused of shooting a doctor 
outside a clinic where abor- 
tions are performed was 
ordered held on $1 million bail 
Monday by a judge who said 
activists may be using "terror 
as a political tool." 
Rachelle Renae "Shelley" 
Shannon is accused of wound- 
ing Dr. George Tiller in both 
arms Thursday outside his 
Women's Health Care Ser- 
vices clinic. Tiller was treated 
at a local hospital and re- 
turned to work less than 12 
hours later. 
Sedgwick County District 
Judge Paul Clark set bail and 
scheduled Sept. 7 as the tenta- 
tive preliminary hearing date 
for Shannon, 37, of Grants 
Pass, Ore. 
The judge caught reporters 
off guard by moving Monday's 
hearing to another judge's 
courtroom and holding it 
about an hour earlier than 
scheduled. Reporters waiting 
at Clark's courtroom were told 
by a secretary that the hearing 
was already over. 
Clark told KFDI radio he 
was concerned about pretrial 
publicity and wanted to avoid 
large crowds of demonstra- 
tors during the hearing. 
He also said the weekend 
shooting death of an abortion 
doctor in Alabama could make 
the Wichita case more volatile. 
"This is a possible indication 
some of these groups are us- 
ing terror as a political tool," 
the judge said. He refused to 
talk to other reporters. 
Police in Mobile, Ala., said 
they did  not know if Satur- 
day's killing of Dr. George 
Wayne Patterson was con- 
nected to robbery or another 
motive. Patterson was shot to 
death after he confronted a 
man breaking into his car in 
the city's nightclub district. 
Shannon has a connection to 
a man accused of killing an 
abortion doctor in Florida last 
March 
The Pensacola News Jour- 
nal obtained copies of 25 let- 
ters she sent to Michael F. 
Griffin, the abortion opponent 
accused of fatally shooting Dr. 
David Gunn outside a Pensa- 
cola, Fla., clinic on March 10. 
One letter praisod Griffin as a 
"hero of our time" in the fight 
against abortion. 
After Monday's action by 
Clark, District Attorney Nola 
Foulston said she was not 
aware of any threats to the 
safety of Shannon or other 
participants in the case. She 
said she knew of no concern 
about overcrowding in the 
courtroom. 
John Cowles, Tiller's law- 
yer, said the judge shouldn't 
have moved the hearing with- 
out notifying the public. All 
hearings In the case should be 
conducted in public, he said. 
"And that means more than 
having them In a courtroom 
that isn't locked," he added. 
Several abortion opponents 
and pro-choice supporters 
were outside both Wichita 
abortion clinics Monday. No 
police were present and there 
was no violence. 
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Texas, California 
convicts executed 
The Associated Press 
Texas held its fifth execution 
in as many weeks today as a 
ninth-grade droput was put to 
death for murdering a man dur- 
ing a 1984 robbery. Two hours 
later in California, a man who re- 
fused a last-minute appeal of his 
sentence died in the state's gas 
chamber. 
Ruben Cantu, 26, died seven 
minutes after receiving a lethal 
injection in Huntsville, Texas. 
Asked if he had any final state- 
ment, he replied, "No, sir," and 
shook his head. 
The Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals on Friday refused a 
request that Cantu's execution be 
blocked. There were no attempts 
Monday to halt the punishment. 
Cantu maintained that he 
wasn't in San Antonio during the 
Nov. 8, 1984 robbery and shoot- 
ing that killed one man and 
wounded another, who recovered 
from his wounds and identified 
Cantu as the gunman. 
Cantu was 18 when convicted 
in 1985 and at the time was the 
youngest man on death row in 
Texas. 
Cantu became the 67th inmate 
put to death in Texas since the 
Supreme Court in 1976 allowed 
the death penalty to resume. That 
total is by far the nation's 
highest. 
In California, David Mason, 36, 
was executed in the San Quentin 
prison gas chamber this morning 
for the murders of four elderly 
people and a prison cellmate. 
Mason decided earlier this 
year not to appeal his sentence to 
federal courts after it was upheld 
by the California Supreme Court. 
He said he wanted to atone for 
his crimes, avoid a last-minute 
furor and make state justices re- 
sponsible for his death. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals refused Monday to ex- 
tend a court order blocking the 
execution. Appeals were filed 
against Mason's wishes by a law- 
yer he had fired. 
The same court had ruled Fri- 
day that Mason was mentally 
competent to consent to his exe- 
cution. 
He was sentenced to die for the 
1980 robbery-murders of four el- 
derly people and the 1982 stran- 
gling of a fellow jail inmate. 
At one time he admitted to the 
killings, but later said he only 
killed the inmate. He also admit- 
ted to a sixth slaying for which 
he was never tried. 
He was only the second person 
executed in California since the 
1976 Supreme Court ruling. 
Robert Alton Harris was exe- 
cuted in April 1992 for the mur- 
ders of two San Diego teen-agers. 
And in Florida, a federal judge 
late Monday denied a motion to 
stop Wednesday's scheduled 
execution of Michael Durocher, 
33, condemned for the 1983 mur- 
ders of his 6-month-old son, his 
girlfriend and her 5-year-old 
daughter. Durocher faces the 
electric chair and does not sup- 
port appeals of his death sen- 
tence. 
APPfcm 
Death penalty opponents gather outside San Quentin prison Monday 
night in San Quentin, Calif., awaiting the midnight execution In the 
gas chamber of convicted murderer David Mason. 
Demjanjuk named as other guard 
The Associated Press 
JERUSALEM - A lawyer representing Ho- 
locaust survivors said Monday that Nazi 
hunters have located a Sobibor death camp 
survivor who claims she remembers John 
Demjanjuk worked there during World War 
II. 
Such evidence could be critical to at- 
tempts by survivors and Nazi hunters to 
force a retrial of Demjanjuk. 
The Supreme Court acquitted the 73-year- 
old retired autoworker July 29 of being "I- 
van the Terrible," a notorious guard at the 
Treblinka death camp where 850,000 Jews 
perished during World War II. 
Despite the acquittal, the court has de- 
layed Demjanjuk's deportation four times in 
response to appeals to have him tried for 
other war crimes. It is scheduled to consider 
further appeals by Sept. 2. 
Avraham Cassirer, an attorney repre- 
senting Sobibor survivors who want Dem- 
janjuk tried on allegations he was a guard at 
the camp, said the survivor testimony was 
taken by the Los Angeles-based Simon Wie- 
senthal Nazi hunter organization. 
Interviewed by telephone, Cassirer identi- 
fied the potential witness only as a woman 
living in New Jersey who "recognized Ivan 
Demjanjuk from Sobibor." 
She is the first of only 15 Jewish survivors 
still living to identify him there, he said. It 
was not clear why the woman was not 
brought forward earlier to testify. 
Of the 11 Sobibor survivors in Israel, eight 
joined the appeals for a new trial but none 
could recognize him. 
About 250,000 Jews perished in gas cham- 
bers in Sobibor in Nazi-occupied Poland. 
Only a few dozen survived. 
Cassirer said the survivors were from the 
forced labor section of the camp, while the 
Ukrainians were posted mainly around the 
gas chambers In the death camp. Thus, most 
survivors could not identify Demjanjuk, he 
said. 
Prosecutors and judges have cited the lack 
of evidence about Demjanjuk's actions at 
Sobibor as a key reason for not retrying him. 
Cassirer said he did "not know any details 
about this woman." He suggested she may 
have been assigned to a cleaning detail at the 
barracks where Ukrainian guards slept, and 
that was how she remembered him. 
Efralm Zuroff, head of the Israel Wiesen- 
thal Center office, declined to comment. 
One of Cassirer's clients, Sobibor survivor 
Dow Fraiberg, 66, said he remembered a 
survivor named Esther living in the United 
States. He believed she worked in the camp 
laundry. Fraiberg had not heard of her or 
any other Sobibor survivor identifying Dem- 
janjuk. 
The Israeli Justice Ministry also had no 
comment, saying they would have to see 
written testimony. 
Demjanjuk's attorney, Yoram Sheftel, 
could not be reached. A secretary at his of- 
fice said he was abroad. Demjanjuk's rela- 
tives have returned to Ohio pending the next 
court decision. 
Ed Nishnic, Demjanjuk's son-in-law and 
the family spokesman, could not be reached 
for comment at his suburban Cleveland 
home or office. Messages were left on an- 
swering machines at both numbers. 
The Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk has denied 
being at Sobibor or Treblinka. He claims he 
was the victim of mistaken identity, having 
spent most of World War II in two German 
prisoner of war camps. 
But an SS identity card in Demjanjuk's 
name at the Trawniki training camp for 
death camp guards said he was assigned to 
Sobibor in March 1943. A Sobibor guard said 
in a 1979 deposition he recalled a fellow 
guard named Ivan Demjanjuk. 
Demjanjuk's SS identity number on the 
Trawniki card -1393 - appears on the guard 
duty roster of the Flossenburg concentration 
camp where Demjanjuk allegedly was trans- 
ferred in October 1943. 
On his application to enter the United 
States after the war, Demjanjuk wrote Sobi- 
bor as one of the places he spent the war. He 
claimed he picked the Polish town at random 
to hide his Ukrainian birth and avoid repa- 
triation to the Soviet Union. 
He was stripped of U.S. citizenship in 1981 
for lying about his alleged Nazi past on im- 
migration papers and extradited to Israel in 
1986 to stand trial for being "Ivan the Terri- 
ble." 
He was convicted in 1988 and sentence to 
hang, but the Supreme Court last month 
overturned the conviction and sentence, cit- 
ing reasonable doubt. 
Minister removed 
for being anti-gay 
The Associated Press 
SAN FRANCISCO - A Baptist 
minister was removed from the 
city's Human Rights Commission 
on Monday after saying homo- 
sexuals were an abomination and 
noting that the Bible says gay 
men should be stoned to death. 
Mayor Frank Jordan ordered 
the Rev. Eugene Lumpkin of 
Ebenezer Baptist Church off the 
commission. He had asked him to 
resign last week but Lumpkin re- 
fused. 
Weeks ago, Lumpkin told a San 
Francisco Chronicle reporter 
that he agrees with statements in 
the Bible that male homosexuali- 
ty is an abomination against God. 
Jordan refused to remove him 
from the commission, citing re- 
ligious freedom concerns and 
what he said was Lumpkin's pre- 
viously unblemished record on 
the panel. 
On Friday, Lumpkin told a tel- 
evision talk show he believes 
everything in the Bible. When 
asked whether he agreed with a 
Book of Leviticus passage that 
calls for stoning to death men 
who have sex with other men, he 
said, "That's what it says... That's 
what God says... That's what the 
Bible says." 
"Prior to Friday, the mayor 
said he would defend (Rev. 
Lumpkin) up to the Supreme 
Court," said Noah Griffin, a 
spokesman for Jordan. 
The mayor "could not justify 
someone being on the Human 
Rights Commission who justifies 
violence, whether based upon bi- 
blical passages or otherwise," 
Griffin said. 
Lumpkin said his comments 
were taken out of context and 
that he did not call for killing 
homosexuals but only agreed 
with the talk show host that the 
Bible advocates such punish- 
ment. 
Lumpkin's attorney, Brad 
Dacus said the minister's remov- 
al violated his Constitutional 
right to freedom of religion. He 
wouldn't say if Lumpkin planned 
to sue to get his job back. 
The 11-member commission's 
duties include handling reports 
of discrimination and hate 
crimes. 
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More troops go to Somalia 
by Barry Schweld 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The Clinton administra- 
tion is sending at least 400 additional Ameri- 
can soldiers, members of an elite ranger 
unit, into Somalia to reinforce U.S. troops 
there, administration officials say. 
A defense official said late Monday the 
soldiers from the Army's 75th Ranger 
Regiment were being sent to help deal with 
"the level of violence in Mogadishu" after 
three separate attacks on U.S. soldiers this 
month and an attack on a U.S. troop convoy 
Sunday. 
A mine exploded beneath a truck carrying 
American soldiers, but none of the six was 
seriously injured, officials said. 
The troop reinforcement symbolizes the 
dramatic change in the U.S. military's role in 
recent months as fighting between United 
Nations forces and a Somali warlord has 
persisted in the East African nation's capi- 
tal. 
Last week U.N. Secretary General Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali requested 3,000 more troops 
for Somalia and vowed to press military 
operations to disarm fugitive Somali war- 
lord Mohamed Farrah Aidid. 
The Army rangers join a 1,200-member 
U.S. quick-response force that is under U.S. 
command in Somalia. There also are 4,000 
American support troops under U.N. com- 
mand in the country. 
White House press secretary Dee Dee 
Myers, speaking from Clinton's vacation re- 
treat in Martha's Vineyard, Mass., said she 
had no comment on additional troop deploy- 
ments. 
Administration officials, speaking on the 
condition of anonymity, said the additional 
rangers would be sent later this week. 
One official, who spoke on the condition of 
anonymity, denied that the additional troops 
were being deployed as a result of Sunday's 
incident, saying the decision to send the 
troops had been in the works for several 
weeks. 
The decision to send more troops is likely 
to draw Tire from congressional critics of 
President Clinton's policy in Somalia. Senate 
Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., has said 
it may be time to reassess the U.S. role there, 
and Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va, the Appro- 
priations Committee chairman, last month 
called for withdrawal of U.S. troops from 
Somalia 
When thousands of American troops land- 
ed in Somalia last Dec. 9 as part of "Restore 
Hope." it was for humanitarian assistance. 
The Pentagon stressed their job was to se- 
cure relief supplies to feed the starving na- 
tion and get out. Care was taken to avoid mil- 
itary confrontations. 
The U.S. contingent grew to nearly 26,000 
in mid January, but by early May most of the 
Americans had departed and a U.N. force 
took over officially. 
But tensions soon intensified and reached 
a peak on June 5 when 24 Pakistani soldiers 
were ambushed and killed by forces belong- 
ing to warlord Aidid. 
Terrorists may turn selves in 
The Associated Press 
LONDON -- Libyan leader Col. 
Moammar Gadhafi said two Li- 
byans suspected of bombing a 
U.S. airliner may be persuaded to 
surrender if the West restores 
diplomatic links with Libya 
In an interview with Scottish 
Television, Gadhafi said U.N. 
sanctions would never force his 
country to send the two suspects 
for trial in Britain or the United 
States. The interview was to be 
broadcast Monday night. 
The United States, Britain and 
France have pledged to press the 
United Nations for stronger 
sanctions against Libya unless 
the suspects were surrendered 
by Oct. 1. 
U.S. and British officials want 
to try the two Libyans for the 
December 1988 bombing of a Pan 
Am jet over Lockerbie, Scotland, 
which killed 270 people. France 
is demanding Libyan cooperation 
in the investigation of the 1989 
bombing of a UTA airliner over 
Niger, which killed 170 people. 
Gadhafi reiterated that Libya 
had nothing to do with the Lock- 
erbie bombing and said the coun- 
try has been accused for "politi- 
cal reasons." 
Last week, Libya repeated that 
it would surrender the two men 
for trial somewhere other than 
the United States and Britain. 
But in the Scottish Television 
interview, recorded last week, 
Gadhafi raised the possibility the 
two suspects might agree to 
stand trial in the United States or 
Britain if diplomatic ties are 
restored. 
"We have been urging them to 
go and we want them to do that in 
order for America and Britain to 
get exposed, but they're very 
frightened because they say that 
those who have unjustly accused 
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us could unjustly convict us," 
Gadhafi said. 
"When these two people find 
that their country has now estab- 
lished diplomatic relations with 
these countries, this would give 
them more confidence to go," he 
said. 
During the 90-minute inter- 
view, the Libyan leader took a 
conciliatory tone to the U.S. and 
British governments. 
He said there were "big possi- 
bilities" for cooperation between 
Libya and the United States and 
spoke of the courage of "our 
friend," President Clinton. 
He also spoke approvingly of 
British Prime Minister John 
Major. 
Mother Teresa 
recovering 
from malaria 
by Vijay Joshl 
The Associated Press 
NEW DELHI, India -- 
Nuns from Mother Tere- 
sa's order held around-the- 
clock prayer vigils for the 
Nobel laureate, who ap- 
peared to 
be re- 
covering 
Monday 
from a 
bout of 
malaria 
"She is 
stable and 
fine. Her 
condition 
is   better Mother Teresa 
than yesterday," said Bijoy 
Kumar Dash, spokesman of 
the All India Institute of 
Medical Sciences in New 
Delhi, where Mother 
Teresa has been under 
treatment for four days. 
The Roman Catholic nun. 
who will be 83 on Friday, 
was admitted to the hospital 
with malaria, a tropical 
disease transmitted by 
mosquitos. It is character- 
ized by high fever, severe 
chills and enlargement of 
the spleen. 
Dash said Mother Teresa 
had a nap Monday after- 
noon and no longer had a 
fever. 
But given her age, diffi- 
culty in breathing on Sun- 
day and history of heart 
trouble, she was kept under 
observation in the intensive 
cardiac care unit, he said. 
Mother Teresa was fitted 
with a pacemaker after suf- 
fering a second heart attack 
in 1989 that nearly killed 
her. 
At the Missionaries of 
Charity, Mother Teresa's 
order based in the eastern 
Indian city of Calcutta, 
nuns prayed around-the- 
clock for her recovery. 
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Peace plan necessary 
to contain Bosnian war 
by Victoria Graham 
The Associated Press 
UNITED NATIONS - The war 
in Bosnia could intensify and 
spill across borders without a 
negotiated - even if imperfect - 
peace plan, U.N. envoy Thorvald 
Stoltenberg said Monday. 
Stoltenberg declined at a news 
conference to say how or where 
the war would expand. He said 
the focus now must be on imple- 
mentation of a proposed peace 
plan to divide Bosnia- 
Herzegovina into three ethnic 
regions. 
"There is no perfect solution in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina," he 
said. 'The best that can be a- 
chieved is that the parties be 
able to work out freely among 
themselves." 
If the war continues, next win- 
ter "could be an utter nightmare" 
for the people of Bosnia, he said. 
Stoltenberg, who is U.N. Secre- 
tary-General Boutros Bou- 
tros-Ghali's special envoy to 
former Yugoslavia, said in a 
statement  that  if a negotiated 
agreement is not reached soon, 
"the war will not only continue, 
but I fear it will Intensify and 
may even expand, with severe 
consequences." 
Agreement on how to divide 
Bosnia is not yet in sight. The 
three parties to the Geneva talks 
- Bosnian Muslims, Serbs and 
Croats - departed Friday to con- 
sider the latest proposed map di- 
viding Bosnia into three loosely 
joined ethnic republics. 
Bosnian President Allja Izet- 
begovic has said that he could not 
recommend that a special as- 
sembly called to discuss the plan 
approve it. The plan would give 
majority Muslims about 30 per- 
cent of the territory they once 
controlled. 
Stoltenberg said if this latest 
peace effort fails in Bosnia, "it 
will encourage those forces who 
would prefer to make the map on 
the battlefield and not in negotia- 
tions." 
The five nonaligned nations on 
the Security Council were press- 
ing for consideration of a resolu- 
tion that would restate principles 
already endorsed by the council: 
the inviolability of Bosnia's bor- 
ders, its sovereignty and territor- 
ial integrity, and the unaccepta- 
bility of acquiring territory by 
force. 
Diplomats said some Western 
nations were opposed to voting 
on the resolution because it 
would be an embarrassment in 
light of the proposal to divide 
Bosnia. 
"We seem to have forgotten all 
the noble principles this council 
has endorsed time and again," 
Venezuelan Ambassador Diego 
Arria told reporters. 
"The acquisition of territory 
by force runs counter to all U.N. 
principles and we wonder how 
this will be reflected in any 
Geneva peace agreement," he 
said. 
Nonaligned council members 
are Cape Verde, Djibouti, Moro- 
cco, Pakistan and Venezuela 
They were seeking support from 
the United States, China, Japan 
and Brazil. Other council mem- 
bers are Britain, France and 
Russia, Hungary, Spain and New 
Zealand. 
U.N. demands for Iraq 
continues to increase 
by Andrew Katell 
The Associated Press 
UNITED NATIONS - First it was a demand for 
Iraq to scrap its weapons of mass destruction. 
Then it was to reveal its foreign weapons sup- 
pliers. Then it was to accept long-term monitoring 
of its weapons programs. 
The list of U.N. demands has been growing as 
U.N. inspectors nibble at Saddam Hussein's war 
machine, shifting the line in the sand each time. 
Iraqi and U.N. officials are to meet here next 
week to review Baghdad's complaints that it is be- 
ing bullied. 
Iraq accuses U.N. weapons inspectors of trying 
to keep it on the defensive and perhaps bring down 
Saddam. The United Nations says it is following a 
consistent strategy to ensure Iraq complies with 
Gulf War cease-fire terms. 
Since the Security Council decided to strip 
Baghdad of its nuclear, biological and chemical 
weapons as punishment for its Invasion of Kuwait 
three years ago this month, confrontations be- 
tween the United Nations and Iraq have been fre- 
quent, and sometimes violent. 
After Iraq refused to allow unconditional travel 
by U.N. weapons inspectors and guarantee their 
safety, U.S. warships in January fired missiles at 
what Washington said was a factory near Baghdad 
involved in uranium enrichment. In June, the Se- 
curity Council warned Iraq it faced a military 
strike if it didn't allow U.N. inspectors to install 
cameras at missile test sites. 
Experts outside the United Nations say many of 
the problems have occurred because the in- 
spectors are writing the book as they go about de- 
militarizing a country and because Iraq hasn't 
been cooperating. 
APPkoto 
Irma Hadzlmuratovic lies on blood-stained sheets In a Sarajevo hospital Aug. 8. Rescue efforts that 
surrounded the 5-year-old, who was transported from an Inadequately equipped Sarajevo hospital to 
the West, exposed problems in an unwieldy and sometimes corrupt evacuation system. 
Bosnian rescue 'futile' 
by Terry Leonard 
The Associated Press 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina - The res- 
cue of a 5-year-old girl torn by shrapnel has of- 
fered hope to many. But it has also exposed the 
futility of trying to mend all of Bosnia's shat- 
tered lives through an unwieldy and sometimes 
corrupt evacuation system. 
Doctors estimate thousands urgently need 
evacuation, most trapped in the countryside by 
the hatred and suspicion of a war where suffer- 
ing is a weapon and need the subject of negotia- 
tion and blackmail. 
In some ways, little Irma Hadzlmuratovic was 
lucky. The world was moved to save one small 
child from a war that has killed or maimed 
thousands. She lived in Sarajevo where evacua- 
tions are possible, and where her doctor could 
turn to the international press to generate the 
pressure to break the bureaucratic logjam. 
Irma was flown to London two weeks ago, a 
day after her doctor went public. She was taken 
off the critical list last week, is improving and 
showing signs of recovering full consciousness. 
"There are a lot of Irmas here waiting to be 
evacuated," said Mehmed I.juta, the president 
of the Bosnian government's medical evacua- 
tion committee. 
Tony Land, the UNHCR chief in Sarajevo, said 
most of the sick and wounded in the countryside 
cannot reach medical aid. Their evacuations, 
even to regional medical centers, would require 
delicate negotiations. 
Blackmail by one of the warring factions is a 
constant problem. 
In March the Bosnian Serbs demanded the 
evacuation of Serbs in Tuzla before they would 
allow the U.N. to fly critically wounded Muslims 
out of Srebrenica. 
Bosnian Croats now demand the evacuation of 
some Croat patients in Nova Bila, blocked by 
government forces, as a condition for allowing 
humanitarian aid to reach 55,000 Muslims 
trapped in Mostar. 
In the days after Inna's rescue, the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees received more than 
1,250 offers of beds from 17 countries. In the 
next week it sent 39 patients to Britain and Swe- 
den and will send about 20 others to Italy on 
Tuesday. 
But the need is greater than the number of 
available beds, and the wait for evacuation can 
be months long. Waiting lists are sometimes 
padded by bribery, intimidation and political in- 
fluence. 
Dr. Patrick Peillod, who heads the U.N.'s 
committee on evacuations, said code numbers 
instead of names are now used for evaluating 
patients to reduce the chance a patient is ap- 
proved for evacuation because of corruption or 
intimidation. 
Sunken WWII boat 
found in Denmark 
by Jan M. Olsen 
The Associated Press 
German World War II submarine U 534 reaches the surface of the 
Kattegat Sea off the coast of the Danish Island of Anholt on Monday. 
Historians believe the submarine may hold Important Nazi docu- 
trnm 
ment§ and treasures sent from Germany in the last days or the Hitler 
regime. 
COPENHAGEN, Denmark ~ 
Salvagers hoping for Nazi 
documents and treasure hoisted 
a German U-boat "in fantastic 
shape" out of a muddy seabed 
Monday where it sank in an Al- 
lied attack 48 years ago. 
German survivors from the 
vessel and airmen from the 
British plane that bombed it 
gathered on the Danish island of 
Anholt for the recovery. 
Historians have speculated 
that the U-534 carried micro- 
films and paintings sent out of 
Germany in the last days of the 
Hitler regime. The vessel's good 
condition increased chances to 
recover such items. 
"It's in fantastic shape, much 
better than we could have ex- 
pected," said Jonathan Wardlow, 
a spokesman for the salvagers. 
The U-boat's tower had been 
damaged by fishing trawls, but 
the rest of the 255-foot submar- 
ine was nearly intact. 
Wardlow said Capt Finn Lin- 
nemann, a Danish Navy explo- 
sives specialist and the first man 
to board the submarine, found 
shells in deck lockers "in excel- 
lent condition." The hull was only 
slightly corroded and retained its 
original gray-brown color. 
Salvagers had feared that the 
ammunition   might   have   de- 
teriorated and become danger- 
ously unstable. 
U-534 was among the most 
modern German submarines 
when a Royal Air Force bomber 
sank it on May 5, 1945, the day 
after Nazi troops surrendered in 
Denmark, northern Germany, 
Norway and the Netherlands. 
Three members of the 52-man 
submarine crew died. 
The 1,100-ton vessel was 
hoisted from the water by two 
giant cranes, and Dutch crew- 
men from the Smit Tak crane 
company used hand tools to pry 
open two deck hatches. 
Three-quarters of the vessel 
was filled with water, but offi- 
cers' quarters and the radio room 
were dry, behind watertight hat- 
ches closed by German sailors 
before they abandoned ship, sal- 
vagers said. 
Eight German survivors and 
four airmen from the Liberator 
bomber that sank the submarine 
viewed the hoisting of the wreck. 
Salvagers said it could take 
three days to disarm and remove 
explosives. When the submarine 
is declared safe for boarding, 
historians will search it. 
German historian Per Kluever 
quoted World War II British in- 
telligence sources as saying 20 
German submarines with promi- 
nent Nazi officials and precious 
goods left Germany in the last 
days of the Third Reich. U-534 
could be one of them. 
Men accused of Brazil massacre released 
by Jorge Mederos 
The Associated Press 
BRASILIA, Brazil - Federal police 
released three miners Monday who 
were detained for questioning in the 
massacre of 71 primitive Yanomami 
Indians in their Amazon jungle village. 
Police said the miners had nothing to 
do with the massacre last Tuesday in a 
village on the Yanomami Indian reser- 
vation in remote northwestern Brazil. 
Police continued to search for pros- 
pectors blamed for the massacre at 
Hoximu village last week. A warrant 
has been Issued for the arrest of Joao 
Neto, a miner who rents prospecting 
gear in the region. 
Survivors said about 15 miners came 
upon the Indians in Hoximu last Tues- 
day and lured them from their commu- 
nal huts with offers of rice and sugar. 
Then they shot the men and used ma- 
chetes to kill and hack apart women and 
children. 
Investigators with the Brazilian 
government's National Indian Founda- 
tion said 73 Yanomamis were killed, In- 
cluding two fetuses. 
Indian activists in Brazil and around 
the world criticized the government for 
failing to protect the tribe from miners. 
who have been prospecting in the re- 
gion since 1987 despite government 
efforts to oust them. 
The reason for the attack wasn't 
clear. One version said it was a reprisal 
for the death of a miner in a confronta- 
tion with the Venezuelan National 
Guard. Indians were helping the 
National Guard attack that miners in 
that country. 
In Brasilia, President Itamar Franco 
met with the National Defense Council 
to discuss the massacre, Indian prob- 
lems and security in the vast Amazon 
region. 
The council is comprised of the min- 
isters of justice, foreign relations and 
the three armed forces, as well as the 
presidents of the senate and the cham- 
ber of deputies. 
I 
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Plans to 
monitor 
elections 
scrapped 
The Associated Press 
LOME, Togo -- German obser- 
vers scrapped plans to monitor 
presidential elections organized 
by the military dictator, and an 
American team led by former 
President Jimmy Carter was 
threatening to do the same Mon- 
day. 
The credibility of balloting 
scheduled for Wednesday has 
been eroding since major oppo- 
sition candidates withdrew dur- 
ing the past four days, leaving 
Gen. Gnasslngbe Eyadema run- 
ning against only two minor can- 
didates. 
Demonstrators packed the 
streets of the capital Monday, 
some rallying in support of 
Eyadema and others demanding 
the election be delayed. 
Soldiers deployed around the 
Atlantic seaside capital. There 
were no reports of violence. 
Six observers from the Ger- 
man government said they were 
returning home after Eyadema 
refused to accede to opposition 
demands that the election be 
postponed at least until Sept. 5. 
The major opposition candi- 
dates withdrew because they 
said there were irregularities in 
voter registration and that hun- 
dreds of thousands of potential 
voters had not registered and 
should be given a chance. 
Carter said he would announce 
later whether American obser- 
vers from his Carter Center for 
Democracy and the National 
Democratic Institute would 
monitor the elections. 
An International Follow-up 
Committee, formed at the peace 
talks and comprising representa- 
tives from Burkina Faso, France, 
Germany, Egypt and the United 
States, said Monday they had no 
proof of irregularities in voter 
registration. 
Japan to focus 
on social issues 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO - Japan must worry 
less about being an economic 
superpower and more about im- 
proving the lives of its people. 
Prime Minister Morihlro Hoso- 
kawa said Monday in his first pol- 
icy speech to parliament. 
He promised to cut Japan's 
huge trade surplus by opening 
markets to more imports and 
making imported goods cheaper. 
Hosokawa used strong lan- 
guage to apologize for Japan's 
aggression during World War II. 
"We must face up to the fact 
that our nation has, up to now, 
emphasized economic develop- 
ment and not paid adequate at- 
tention to each individual's living 
standards, spiritual enrichment 
and social equality," Hosokawa 
told parliament. 
"Not falling prey to super- 
power ambitions in our relations 
with the rest of the world, it is 
essential ... that we weave a 
highly cultured lifestyle of quali- 
ty and substance." 
Hosokawa said he would cut 
import prices so that Japanese 
could enjoy the benefits of the 
stronger yen, which has risen 
about 20 percent against the dol- 
lar since February. 
Japanese pay about twice what 
Americans do for beef and other 
imported products because of 
complex and costly distribution 
systems and thousands of bu- 
reaucratic regulations. 
President Clinton made the 
same argument during a visit last 
month in pressing for a reduction 
of Japan's $50 billion surplus 
with the United States. He ar- 
gued that opening up local mar- 
kets would benefit Japanese by 
making quality products availa- 
ble at lower prices. 
Hosokawa said Japan should 
take seriously the impact of its 
massive trade surplus on the 
world economy, but he did not 
mention any specific proposals 
for stimulating the economy or 
trimming Japan's $134 billion 
global trade surplus. 
Hosokawa took office Aug. 9, 
becoming Japan's first prime 
minister in four decades not 
from the conservative Liberal 
Democratic Party. 
He leads a fragile seven-party 
coalition government that used 
promises for cleaner politics to 
push aside the scandal-stricken 
Liberal Democrats. 
"There's been a lot of talk of 
ushering in a new era, but I was 
disappointed not to hear much 
explanation of what that new era 
will be or how it will differ from 
Liberal Democratic administra- 
tions," Liberal Democrat leader 
Yohei Kono said. 
Incoming trade minister Hiro- 
shi Kumagai has ruffled feathers 
in his powerful ministry by ack- 
nowledging Western arguments 
that Japanese markets remain 
"extremely closed." 
And the ministry's top career 
bureaucrat, vice minister 
Hideaki Kumano, said Monday 
that Japan remains opposed to 
U.S.-proposed numerical targets 
for reducing its trade imbalance. 
Just one day before, Kumagai 
said the issue deserved a second 
look. 
Given Hosokawa's strong pub- 
lic support many are holding out 
hopes for progress toward at 
least some of his objectives. 
Reaction to the speech on To- 
kyo financial markets was 
muted. Traders said the markets 
already had anticipated the eco- 
nomic positions Hosokawa laid 
out. 
BGSU STUDENTS & STAFF 
Welcome Back! 
BG's Supermarket with hometown friendliness and 
service at competitive prices! Take advantage of 
these and many other sale items! 
1141 S. Main St. 
(across the street from Walmart) 
6 a.m. - 1 a.m. daily 
352-2526 
McDon.ldl 
D 
WALMART 
WOOSTER 
Plm Mul 
KMART 
BGSU 
"t 
H CHURCHILL'S 
Tony's Italian 
Pizza 
Lay's Potato 
Chips 
2/$ 4 
Orville Redenbacher 
Popcorn 
$1.59 
14 oz. 
Ball Park Franks 
Buy One Get One Free 51.2 9/I b. 
Delta Paper Towels 394/roll 
Pepsi Products $2.79/1 2 pQCk 
1141 S. Main St. 352-2526 
Japan's new Prime Minister Morihlro Hosokawa delivers his first policy speech before the lower house 
of (he Diet in Tokyo Monday, as House Speaker Takako Dol listens to him ID the background. 
SPORTS BAR & DELI 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS! 
- — DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY • — — — — - 
UPTOWN 
BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR 
$1 Admission Under 21 With Coupon 
or no cover over 21 
Good Any Nigh I 
YOUR TICKET FOR LUNCH 
SPORTS BAR & DEU 
$1 Off Any Sandwhich Or Salad 
Between 11 am to 5 pm Daily • Open 7 Days A Week 
u — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -^ 
Downtown - Never A Cover - 21 & Over 
Uptown - No Cover 21 & Over All Nite Tues. 
and Before 11:00 Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 
Under 21 - $1 Before 11:00 Every Nite 
New This Fall UPTOWN'S WILD WEDNESDAY 
"The Ultimate Special Nite" 
UPTOWN will be open Sunday Aug. 22, 29 and Sept. 5 
352-9310 
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Nicaraguan hostage negotiation continues 
by Joseph B. Frezier 
The Associated Press 
APPtMa 
A gunman guards a door during a release of hostages In Managua, Nicaragua Monday. Right-wing and 
left-wing forces In the country have been engaged in a hostage standoff since Thursday. 
EL  ZUNGANO,   Nicaragua  - 
Former President Daniel Or- 
tega met with leftist gunmen in 
Managua and a Roman Catholic 
cardinal sought talks today with 
rebels in the north to try to free 
dozens of hostages kidnapped in 
the past week. 
Hope remained high for a ne- 
gotiated end to the crisis after 
the two sides released five hos- 
tages Monday. That left 34 cap- 
tives today, 18 held by gunmen in 
Managua and 16 by the rebels in 
northern Nicaragua. 
The standoff began Thursday 
and involves rival groups of 
former combatants from Nicara- 
gua's civil war. The decade-long 
strife pitted the leftist Sandinista 
government under Ortega 
against U.S.-backed Contra re- 
bels. 
It ended in 1990 when Presi- 
dent Violeta Chamorro and a co- 
alition of conservative to 
Communist parties defeated the 
Sandinistas. But her attempts to 
improve a battered economy 
have failed, and her coalition has 
abandoned her because of her 
government's cooperation with 
the Sandinistas. 
The latest blow came Thursday 
when the rebels in the north kid- 
napped a delegation sent to offer 
them amnesty for past attacks 
against the government. They 
are being held in the remote 
mountain hamlet of Quilali. 
In response, pro-Sandinista 
gunmen kidnapped politicians of 
the conservative National Oppo- 
sition Union, Chamorro's former 
coalition, including Vice Presi- 
dent Virgilio Godoy. They are be- 
ing held at the party's headquar- 
ters. 
Both sides have released hos- 
tages since the standoff began. 
On Monday, the gunmen in Man- 
agua freed three more captives. 
The Contra rebels released two. 
Cardinal Miguel Obando y 
Bravo - Nicaragua's most 
prominent religious leader - was 
to leave for Quilali to seek 
the release of more. Ortega, 
meanwhile, began talks Monday 
with the Managua gunmen, many 
of them former Sandinista 
troops 
The former Contras ~ under 
the command of Jose Angel "The 
Jackal" Talavera - began rearm- 
ing late last year. 
They have in the past attacked 
the government over its broken 
promises of land and money. Ta- 
lavera has also demanded that 
Chamorro purge .he Sandinistas 
from her government, particu- 
larly army chief Gen. Humberto 
Ortega, the brother of Daniel. 
"Nothing is going to happen 
until Ortega is dismissed," Ta- 
lavera told The Associated Press 
on Monday. "The security of this 
region is too important, and to 
assure that security, Ortega has 
to go." 
He also called late Monday for 
the "demilitarization" of Sandin- 
ista supporters nationwide who 
have waged armed strikes that 
have paralyzed Chamorro's at- 
tempts to rebuild from the civil 
war, which claimed 30,000 lives. 
He reiterated that the "depar- 
ture" of Antonio Lacayo, Cha- 
morro's son-in-law and powerful 
chief of staff, and of Sandinista 
army Intelligence chief Lenin 
Cema "could resolve the prob- 
lem." 
Ukraine farmers 
hit hard times 
by Julia Rubin 
The Associated Press 
BURTY, Ukraine - Viktor Sinchenko, director of the Victory 
Collective Farm, has just brought in one of his biggest grain 
harvests ever. So why is he unhappy? 
Soaring fuel prices, poor equipment and government price 
controls mean there is no profit even in good years, Sinchenko 
grumbled. 
"At least coal miners can go on strike," he said, referring to 
the unrest in Ukraine's other major industry. "Farmers can't do 
that or they and everybody else will starve." 
Agriculture is the traditional heart of life in Ukraine, which 
occupies much of eastern Europe's "black earth" belt. It was the 
Soviet Union's breadbasket, but it has had to import grain in re- 
cent years. 
The number of livestock also has declined. About one-quarter 
of the farm animals were slaughtered in the past year because 
feed prices rose and meat prices did not, said Martin Robinson, 
an Iowa agronomist for the U.S. Agency for International De- 
velopment in Kiev, capital of Ukraine. 
Ukrainian fanners say they lack money for machinery, hybrid 
seed, fertilizer and especially fuel, now that Russia charges 
world prices for its oil. 
They also complain about limits on bread, meat and dairy 
prices imposed by the government, apparently for fear of unrest 
as inflation tops 25 percent a month. 
Proponents of economic and agricultural reform say the main 
problem is the persistence of Soviet-style collective farming. 
Although the government wants to encourage private farm- 
ing, Agriculture Minister Yuri Karasik said only 1 percent of 
Ukraine's farmland is in private hands. Eighteen months ago, 
the government set a goal of 10 percent by now. 
On the rich, rolling plains of the black earth region, even road- 
side ditches become miniature cornfields or cow pastures. 
Except for stray chickens, lone cows driven by children with 
sticks, and horsedrawn wagons loaded with workers, the land- 
scape around Burty, 55 miles south of Kiev, resembles the 
American midwest. But the statistics are not as healthy. 
Last year's grain harvest was 29 million tons, down at least 20 
percent from the late 1980s, and Ukraine had to import 2.7 mil- 
lion tons, "high for Ukraine, and rather an embarrassment," 
Robinson said. 
Even with a projected bumper crop of more than 45 million 
tons this year, "perhaps we will have to import a little," said 
Karasik, the agriculture minister. The reason: With prices for 
other foods zooming upward, Ukrainians eat more bread, which 
still costs less than 4 cents for a large, round loaf. 
Victory Farm has 500 workers 18,500 acres and 1,500 cows, an 
average-size collective producing wheat, corn, beets and milk. 
At the tractor compound, drivers said the cost of producing 
food now is higher than the prices it brings. 
AFRICAN  PEOPLES ASSOCIATION 
(APA) 
B, 
GENERAL MEETIr 
Saturday, August 28th, iQi 
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM 
TAFT ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNli 
(Refreshments will be served) 
6plii ot alf-fcChturaj and alhnlc background!, 
who ara interested In Africa. (Atrloan aflelre. 
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Ten South Korean officers executed 
byJu-YeonKIm 
The Associated Press 
SEOUL, South Korea - A North Korean 
defector said today that 10 high-ranking mil- 
itary officers were executed for trying to 
overthrow Communist leader Kim II Sung 
and that food shortages have led to growing 
civilian unrest. 
Im Young-sun, 30, told a news conference 
the officers were executed at the end of 1992 
for plotting a coup against North Korean 
leader Kim II Sung and his son and heir, Kim 
Jong II. 
The report of a coup, the first of its kind 
allegedly involving senior officers, could not 
be confirmed. North Korea, with 23 million 
people. Is the most closed and isolated nation 
in the world and information is tightly con- 
trolled. 
Im, who identified himself as a first lieu- 
tenant in the North Korean People's Army, 
said he left North Korea in July and arrived 
Aug. 11 in Seoul via a third nation, which he 
refused to identify. 
"Quite a few people are dissatisfied with 
Kim 11 Sung," Im said. "We can't do any- 
thing, because if we try, we are destroyed, 
we are killed," said Im. 
He said widespread food shortages have 
led to malnutrition in the military, normally 
the best-fed segment of the population. 
North Korea's army has about 1 million sol- 
diers. 
Food shortages among the civilian popula- 
tion is worse, Im said. 
"The food situation is so miserable.... I am 
ashamed to say that soldiers are sometimes 
selected to raid government food supplies 
meant for the people," he said. 
"That there isn't enough food is common 
knowledge, but if you complain, you and 
your family disappear the next day," Im 
said. 
Keys ID dead Peruvian students 
Dy Lynn F. Monahan 
The Associated Press 
LIMA, Peru - Two sets of keys 
found in clandestine graves fit 
locks used by two students who 
disappeared from a Lima univer- 
sity last year during an alleged 
military raid. 
The keys, found In July along 
with five bodies in two shallow 
graves in Cieneguilla, about 15 
miles east of Lima, opened locks 
Friday at Enrique Guzman y Va- 
Ue University and at the home of 
one of the missing students. 
Nine students and a professor 
were kidnapped from the univer- 
sity In July 1992 by hooded in- 
truders. The military was re- 
sponsible for security at the 
campus, and leading opposition 
congressmen say soldiers con- 
ducted the raid. 
The disappearance of the stu- 
dents is considered a major hu- 
man rights case in Peru. Human 
rights activists and opposition 
politicians have repeatedly 
clashed with the Congressional 
majority and the military over 
efforts to pursue the in- 
vestigation. 
The keys are the first solid 
evidence connecting the graves 
to the disappearances. However, 
human rights activists have be- 
lieved since the graves were un- 
covered that they were related to 
the case. 
A week ago, authorities found 
more secret graves along a beach 
in Chorrillos, on the south shore 
of Lima. They contained at least 
two bodies. 
In June, before the discovery 
of the graves, Congress rejected 
a committee report holding the 
head of the armed forces respon- 
sible for the disappearance of the 
students. Congress voted instead 
to leave the investigation in the 
hands of the military. 
Sudan official warns of alienating Muslims 
The Associated Press 
KHARTOUM, Sudan - A senior govern- 
ment official has warned the United States 
of the consequences of alienating Muslim 
countries and sowing "seeds of hatred" 
against Islam. 
Ghazi Salah-Eddeen, presidential state 
minister, said the American decision to des- 
ignate Sudan as a state sponsor of terrorism 
was unfair. 
"Such a decision will plant the seeds of ha- 
tred" against Islam, Salah-Eddeen said in a 
television interview broadcast Saturday 
night. 
Egypt and Algeria have accused Sudan of 
harboring and training Muslim extremists 
who are then sent home to carry out terrorist 
attacks. Some media reports have linked Su- 
dan with a plot to assassinate political 
leaders and bomb the United Nations and 
other targets in New York. 
The fact that five of the seven countries on 
the U.S. list of alleged sponsors of terrorism 
are Islamic "is not a coincidence," he said. 
This "will in the long run negatively affect 
the American interests." 
Salah-Eddeen said placing Sudan on the 
list Wednesday was "pure political punish- 
ment whose consequences are not calcu- 
lated." 
Salah-Eddeen repeated Sudanese claims 
that none of the countries accusing Sudan of 
state terrorism have any evidence. 
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Falcons set sights on three-peat 
by Mark Leonard DeChant 
assistant sports editor 
Blackney 
Gary Blackney would like to 
forget the last two seasons of 
Bowling Green football. 
For the time being, anyway. 
Certainly 
Blackney, who 
has coached 
the Falcons to a 
21-3 record 
over the last 
two years, will 
always have 
fond memories 
of the consecu- 
tive 8-0 records 
his teams 
posted in that period, along with 
the two thrilling victories in the 
California Raisin and Las Vegas 
Bowls. 
But Blackney doesn't believe 
in living in the past. He would 
rather attack the present, and 
make plans for the future. 
"I have told my guys," he said. 
"The accomplishments we have 
had in the past don't carry over 
to our success in the future. 
"There's certainly some con- 
nections there. But you still have 
to go out and play 11 games, one 
game at a time in '93. 
"Nobody cares what you did in 
•92." 
Blackney was obviously refer- 
ring to the opposing players and 
coaches, as few Bowling Green 
fans will forget the excitement 
the team has generated here 
since 1991. 
The dominance in league play, 
the unforgettable Ohio State 
game, the national-caliber talent 
in White and Szlachcic - it has all 
helped to bring attention to Fal- 
con football. 
So what can one expect to dis- 
cover in Chapter Three of "The 
Gary Years?" 
A few new twists in the plot 
will include the successor to one 
of the best quarterbacks in BG 
history, a revamped defensive 
line, and the most Inexperienced 
defensive backfield in the MAC. 
Quarterback Erik White, two- 
time MAC Offensive Player of 
the Year, is gone, and sophomore 
Ryan Henry will now take over 
the signal-calling duties. 
Henry, 5-foot-ll and 195 
pounds, was impressive in spring 
drills, and has solidified his start- 
ing role with a sharp perform- 
ance in training camp. 
"Ryan's a very poised, confi- 
dent young man who throws the 
ball extremely well," Blackney 
said. "He knows the offense, too. 
He's been in the program now for 
three years, so he really has a 
solid foundation. 
"I think he has done a phenom- 
enal job, and the team has re- 
sponded to him." 
Henry should be one of the 
best-protected QB's in the con- 
ference, as the Falcons return all 
five starters from their offensive 
line. BG also brings back one of 
the best all-around athletes in the 
league, tailback Zeb Jackson. 
"Obviously we are going to uti- 
lize Zeb as much as we possibly 
can," Blackney said. "He is a 
smart runner, and much stronger 
now. The line - barring any in- 
juries - should give Zeb some 
holes to run through." 
Blackney's hoping that his de- 
fensive backfield - devastated 
by graduation - is one area with- 
out too many holes. 
In anticipation of the loss of 
Kenny Burress, Carlos Brooks 
and Dave Bielinski, Blackney 
began working out tailback 
George Johnson at the corner- 
back spot last season. 
Johnson will have the chance to 
show what he's learned, as he will 
be featured in a backfield that 
includes relative newcomers 
Darnell Staten, Steve Hartley, 
Tom Pate and Steve Rodriguez. 
"I think the move of J o'T.son to 
the secondary has grTOO us a 
player who is respected and who 
has game experience,' Blackney 
said.  "There's a lot of of new 
Falcon football players cool off from the heat and exhaustion of pre- season practice. The BG Ntm/rtr«MThom«» 
season, Blackney made a subtle 
switch that he says will make the 
trenches even tougher for his 
squad. 
Hard at work in Miami 
The Associated Press 
"The accomplishments we have had in the past 
don't carry over to our success in the future." 
head coach Gary Blackney 
faces out there, and George will 
be the anchorpoiut." 
The experience on the defen- 
sive side of the (MUi will be lo- 
cated inches fiwjy -.'torn the pigs- 
kin - on the defensive line. 
The Falcon:' return strongmen 
Bob Dudley and Clint Fraziei- 
who started all twelve games for 
BG   last   season.    Before   the 
"We've  moved  Dudley   from 
defensive   end   to   defensive 
tackle. Here we can use his 
strength and his power against 
and offensive guard. Curtis Col- 
lins moved to Bob's previous po- 
sition at end, and Frazier will 
remain at  the other end spot. 
BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL 
1992 RESULTS 1993 SCHEDULE 
BG OPPONENT Sept. 4     at Virginia Tech           4:00 p.m. 
29 Western Michigan 19 Sept. 11   CINCINNATI                1:30 p.m. 
6 
18 
44 
17 
31 
10 
Ohio State 
Wisconsin 
East Carolina 
Central Michigan 
Ohio 
Toledo 
17 
39 
39 
10 
14 
9 
Sept. 25 at Navy 1:30 p.m. 
Oct. 2 TOLEDO* 1:30 p.m. 
Oct. 9 at Ohio* 1:00 p.m. 
Oct. 16 AKRON* 1:30 p.m. 
Oct. 23    at Ball State*                1:30 p.m. 
24 Akron 3 Oct. 30    at Miami*                     1:00 p.m. 
44 Miami 24 Nov. 6     KENT*                          1:30 p.m. 
28 
38 
35 
Kent 
Ball State 
Nevada 
22 
6 
34 
Nov. 13 at Central Michigan* 1:00 p.m. 
Nov. 20 WESTERN MICHIGAN* 1:30 p.m 
10-2 overall, 8-0 MAC "Mid-American Conference. 
DA VIE, Fla. (AP) The Miami 
Dolphins' routine at Camp Simla 
consists of two-a-day practices, 
meetings at night, training table 
meals and lots of sleep. For ex- 
citement, once a week the team 
plays a meaningless preseason 
game. 
Keith Jackson would really 
rather be back home in Arkansas. 
"I'm not a camp type of guy," 
he says with a grin. 
In six NFL seasons, Jackson 
has found a way to miss training 
camp three times. Last year's ex- 
cuse was a contract dispute with 
the Philadelphia Eagles, which 
idled Jackson until a landmark 
court ruling allowed him to sign 
with Miami as a free agent on 
Sept. 29. 
The Pro Bowl tight end has 
been in camp since it opened July 
19, sweating through each work- 
out. He's trying to make 1993 a 
special season. 
"This team is capable of win- 
ning the Super Bowl," he says. 
"If we can get the offense click- 
ing, it's going to be hard to stop, 
and I want to be part of that." 
A month of workouts has given 
the 28-year-old Jackson time to 
become more comfortable with 
the Dolphins' playbook. 
For Jackson, the season was a 
cram course. Five days after 
signing  with  Miami,  he   found 
himself in the lineup against the 
Buffalo Bills. 
In 15 games, including 
playoffs, the tight end caught 57 
passes for 718 yards and seven 
touchdowns. 
"He amazingly picked things 
up about as quickly as anybody 
has picked up our system," coach 
Don Shula says. "Now that he has 
the basics, we just want him to 
continue to work and get the so- 
phistication of the system." 
"He's one of the easiest 
receivers to throw to," quarter- 
back Dan Marino says. "He has a 
great mind for getting open. For 
some reason I have a good feel as 
far as knowing where he's going 
to be. He's easy to work with." 
Wide receivers Mark Clayton 
and Mark Duper have been re- 
placed by Mark Ingram and Irv- 
ing Fryar. 
"They're going to draw a lot of 
coverage outside, and we're go- 
ing to be able to do a little more 
work inside," Jackson predicts. 
Jackson longs for the coverage 
he saw as a rookie, when he 
caught 81 passes with the Eagles. 
His regular-season totals have 
since fallen to 63,50 and 48. 
"I never see much one-on-one 
anymore like I did in my younger 
days," Jackson says. "My first 
two years in the league, every- 
body was like, 'He can't be that 
good.' But the days of me catch- 
ing 80 balls are gone. Teams 
aren't going to let me run down 
the field with one-on-one cover- 
age with a linebacker. 
"I'll have safeties and corner- 
backs talking smack, saying, 
'You can't get open!' I say, 'Yeah, 
but there are two of you on me! 
Give me one-on-one!'" 
Jackson made his share of big 
receptions last season. A 24-yard 
touchdown catch in his first 
game with the Dolphins sparked 
their stunning 37-10 victory at 
Buffalo; two touchdown grabs 
helped Miami beat the San Diego 
Chargers 31-0 in the playoffs. 
"When they vote for Pro Bowl 
at the end of the year, it's not on 
your blocking," Jackson says. 
Last season, Jackson played in 
the Pro Bowl for the fourth time. 
"I cant see any scenario that 
would have been better for me at 
this point in time than to be with 
the Miami Dolphins," he says. 
"It's a team on the rise. With the 
offensive system and the quar- 
terback, I don't think there's an- 
other team in the league I'd want 
to play with right now." 
OVER 140 TANKS FULL OF FISH! 
OVER 30 SALTWATER AQUARIUMS! 
Discount 
prices on 
ALL 
accessories 
PERRYSBURG AQUARIUM 
420 Louisiana Avc. 
(419)874-6504 
10 Gallon Tank $6.99 
20 Gallon Tank $16.00 
29 Gallon Tank $22.00 
40 Gallon Tank $39.99 
50 Gallon Tank $44.99 
AtoZ 
Data Center 
We Ship Via 
Authorized Shipping Outlet 
Packaging available 
for your convenience 
Shipping supplies 
for sale 
148 S. Main      352-5042 
CHI-CHI'S will be opening in 
Bowling Green on September 
13 and there are tremendous 
fb opportunities for 
i/ERYONE: lull-time people, 
students, homemakers and 
2nd family income earners. 
The benefits include 
• top pay 
• uniforms 
• flexible schedules 
° insurance availability 
■ outstanding management 
° paid training program 
Now hiring for: 
ALL POSITIONS 
Apply in Petson at 
CHI-CHI'S. 1616 East 
Wooster, Greenwood Ctr 
Mall. R2A.  Bowling Green. 
Mon-Sat from 9am 6pm 
Proper identification is 
helpful,   eoe.m/f 
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 
Baseball playoffs to be expanded 
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL    Owners and players agree to negotiate format 
PLAYERS The Associated Press 
Union chief Donald Fehr says tbe Player's Association and league 
owners are far apart from reaching an agreement on a new playoff 
system. 
NEW YORK - Both baseball 
players and owners want 
expanded playoffs next season. 
It's the format that could be a 
big problem. 
Union chief Donald Fehr said 
Monday the union wants three 
divisions with a wildcard 
playoff team for each league. 
The owners still aren't sure of 
the format they want, but indi- 
cations are they are leaning to 
four division winners and four 
second-place teams in 1994. 
Fehr said the chances are 
very small that the players will 
agree to a playoff format in- 
volving the four division win- 
ners and four second-place 
teams. 
On a positive note, both par- 
ties agreed it's open to negotia- 
tions. But time could become a 
problem for starting the three- 
division concept next season. 
Of course, there are some 
baseball people who don't want 
to change things at all. 
"It's awful," St. Louis man- 
ager Joe Torre said. "In the 
NBA and NHL you have to look 
in the newspapers to see who is 
in first place. It doesn't mat- 
ter." 
Also, as expected following 
comments from the union last 
week, Fehr said the season was 
not in jeopardy of a strike 
since the owners agreed not to 
hold a lockout next spring and 
not to change the free agent 
and salary arbitration process 
for this winter and fall. Fehr 
said he is waiting for a few 
clarifications from lawyers 
representing the owners. 
The owners approved the 
change in the playoff setup at 
their quarterly meetings last 
June, but have yet to officially 
vote on a new format. The 
owners apparently would pre- 
fer, at least for 1994, the four 
division winners and the four 
second-place teams. 
Fehr said the union is open to 
negotiations, but don't consider 
it likely the players will agree 
to the owners' current version. 
The owners don't think a 
schedule for the players' idea 
of three division winners and a 
wildcard team can be in place 
by next season. 
The additional round of 
playoffs was established by the 
owners as part of the new TV 
venture with ABC and NBC. 
"Everyone wants to see 
a change in the playoffs 
in 1994." 
Richard Ravitch, owner's 
representative 
Next season's playoffs are 
scheduled to be televised by 
NBC, with ABC carrying the 
World Series. 
There also have been reports 
that the owners might decide to 
keep things the way they are - 
four division winners - until 
the 1995 season. 
"It's possible," said Richard 
Ravitch, the owners' repre- 
sentative. "But everyone wants 
to see a change in the playoffs 
in 1994." 
In a letter to Ravitch, Fehr 
wrote, "If the additional round 
of playoffs is a good idea, then 
the additional round of 
playoffs should begin next 
year, in 1994. If it is not a good 
idea, then we should dispense 
with it altogether." 
Ravitch said he was "de- 
lighted" to get the letter from 
the union and wants to nego- 
tiate soon. He added all the op- 
tions, including three divisions, 
have been discussed by the 
owners and anything is still 
possible. 
Fehr said the players are 
concerned the playoffs and 
regular season will be diluted 
if the four second-place teams 
qualify. 
"The players do not believe it 
is a good idea to conduct an ad- 
ditional round of playoffs 
within the traditional two- 
league, four-division structure, 
with the eight playoff teams 
being the first-and second- 
place finishers in the existing 
four divisions. 
"Simply put, the obvious 
damage that format would do 
to the nature of the divisional 
championship races makes this 
approach untenable." 
Fehr said it might take up to 
three months for the negotia- 
tions on the playoffs to finish 
and he hopes things get started 
by the end of September, de- 
pending on what the owners 
decide at their meeting next 
month in Boston. 
Ravitch responded there 
might be a problem with 
schedule changes in 1994 be- 
cause teams must start to make 
season-ticket plans soon. 
Braves trim Giants lead 
The Associated Press 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Terry Pendleton, 
Ron Gant and David Justice homered to 
help the Atlanta Braves pull within S 
games of the NL West-leading San Fran- 
cisco Giants on Tuesday with a 6-4 victory. 
Gant's homer, his 31st, gave the Braves a 
1-0 lead in the first inning. 
Pendleton hit his ninth homer off Bryan 
Hickerson (6-5) in the sixth. Damon Ber- 
ryhill doubled and scored on Mark Lem- 
ke's single for a 5-0 lead. 
In the sixth, Matt Williams tripled and 
Barry Bonds singled, his league-leading 
97th RBI. 
Tom Glavine (15-5) gave up three runs 
on nine hits, but only one run was earned. 
Glavine walked one and struck out seven 
in seven innings. Greg McMichael got his 
11th save, giving up an RBI single to Willie 
McGee. 
Robby Thompson homered in his fifth 
consecutive game to make it 5-3 in the sev- 
enth. 
Justice hit his 30th homer in the eighth 
off reliever Dave Righetti. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Danny Jackson 
became the fifth Philadelphia starter to 
win 10 or more games this season Tuesday 
night, pitching 7 2-3 innings to help the 
Phillies beat the Colorado Rockies 4-2. 
Jackson (10-9) gave up four hits, struck 
out two and walked one. Mitch Williams 
got the last three outs for his 36th save, al- 
lowing a run. 
The 31-year-old Jackson joined Tommy 
Greene (12-3), Terry Mulholland (11-9), 
Ben Rivera (11-6) and Curt Schilling (10-6) 
as Phillies with 10 or more victories. The 
only other time the Phillies had five start- 
ers with 10 or more wins was in 1932, led 
by Ray Benge's 12 victories as a starter. 
Willie Blair (5-10) pitched six innings, al- 
lowing six hits, four runs, striking out five 
and walking two. 
Late American scores 
The Associated Press 
Welcome 
BGSU Students 
Any 6" Sub $1.99 
Try a 3' or 6' Giant Party Sub. 
Great for any party or 
social occasion. 
Call today for details. 
828 S. Main St. at Napoleon Rd. 
354-2608 
and Our Campus Location 
524 East Wooster at Manville Rd. 
352-8500 
FREE 
DOUBLES 
are at 
Pictuife 
Place 
Located in the Sludent Uni6n 
Located In the University Union 
Hrs: 9:30-4:00 Mon. - Thurs. 
9:30-3:00 Fri. 
Alcohol 
impairs your ability 
to operate any type 
of vehicle or 
machinery..      - 
TAKE THE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND. 
CHICAGO - Ellis Burks' two- 
run double in the seventh inning 
snapped a tie as the Chicago 
White Sox defeated the New 
York Yankees 4-2 on Tuesday 
night. 
With the score tied 2-2, Tim 
Raines opened the seventh with a 
single off Jim Abbott and was 
forced at second on Joey Cora's 
groundout. Bobby Munoz re- 
lieved and walked Frank Tho- 
mas. Burks followed with his 
game-winning hit. 
Wilson Alvarez (9-8) pitched 7 
1-3 innings, allowing two runs on 
five hits, walking two and strik- 
ing out eight. 
Chuck Cary pitched one-third 
of an inning and Roberto Her- 
nandez got the last four outs for 
his 29th save. 
The Yankees, who entered the 
game tied for first in the AL East 
with Toronto, dropped a game 
back as the Blue Jays defeated 
the Cleveland Indians 8-6. 
Abbott (9-11) went 61-3 Innings 
and gave up three runs on seven 
hits. He walked three and struck 
out. 
ARLINGTON, Texas - David 
Ilulse drove in two runs and Ra- 
fael Palmeiro hit his 32nd homer 
Tuesday night as the Texas 
Rangers defeated Boston 4-3, 
sending the Red Sox to their fifth 
consecutive defeat. 
Roger Pavlik (8-6) allowed 10 
hits over eight innings but was 
able to work out of trouble with 
10 strikeouts. 
Boston pulled within one run 
when Billy Hatcher led off the 
ninth with a triple off Cris Car- 
penter and scored on pinch-hitter 
Ernest Riles' groundout. Tom 
Henke got the final out for his 
30th save. 
Danny Darwin (13-9) started 
the day with the second-best ERA 
in the league (2.89) and a four- 
game winning streak He allowed 
four runs on six hits and two 
walks and struck out eight. 
TAKE THE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND 
$1.00 OFF      FREE 6" SUB i 
ANY FOOT LONG SUB , with the purchase of another 
with the purchase of a 
medium soft drink. 
828 S. Main St 
354-2608 
524 E. Wooster 
352-8500 
Odor good ol AaM location only 
Nolgcodwilh 
6" Sub of equal or greater 
price & a medium drink. 
828 S. Main St 
354-2608 
524 E. Wooster 
352-8500 
OHor good at ttmm locafconi only. 
W0H„ NOlgood_wiln onj olU< oH«_ 
•SUBUIAV* 
If you don't like the taste of your water there's 
only one thing to do, Try Ours... 
FREE 5 GALLONS OF FRESH DRINKING WATER 
W«t»m»»iH»i»t»mmrl«« 
(Dispenser in Parking Lot) 
Located in front of the OLE Butcher Shop 
(next to Pagliai's Pizza & Heringhaus furniture) 
InFrontofTCBV 
1066 N. Main St. 
FOR YOUR FREE TOKENS .VISIT THESE STORES 
WatermiK Express 
Open 24 HRS. 365 days a year - 25< Gallon 
h Any Coupon f PurduM 
I OfSlOOOOtMort 
OLE Butcher Shop 
989 S. Main St., B.C. 
354-1410 
Mrs: Mon. - Fri. 8 AM - 6 PM 
Sat. 8 AM - 5 PM, Sun. 11 AM - 4 PM 
FREE 
1-lbPkg. 
Thomapple Valley Hot Dogs 
T i 
i 
i 
i 
TCBV 
The Country's Best Yogurt 
354-0281 
1066 N. Main St., B.C. 
Hrs: Mon.-Thur. 11 AM-11PM 
Fri. & Sat 11 AM ■ 11 PM, Sun. NOON -10 PM 
FREE Soft Drink 
w/Waffle Cone or Sundae Purchase 
BRING THIS COUPON 
AND YOUR OWN CLEAN 
CONTAINER TO: 
Tht OLE Butcher Shop 
"TCBY" 
And receive 
5 Free Tokens For 
5 FREE Gallons of 
Water. 
NO PURCHASE 
REQUIRED FROM: 
Watermill Express 
The convenient place for 
water 
(Dispenser In Parking 
Lot) 
Limit 1 Coupon Per 
person 
Offer Expires Sept. 12, 
1993 
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No hitter tossed 
by youngster 
The Associated Press 
WILUAMSPORT, Pa. - The 
Far East's dominance of the 
Little League World Series ended 
Monday night, and behind Sean 
Burroughs' no-hitter, Califor- 
nia's may have begun. 
Long Beach, Calif., defeated 
Hamilton, Ohio, 8-0, to open its 
defense of a title awarded to it 
after the Filipino team was dis- 
qualified last year. Burroughs 
fanned 16, including nine in a row 
after walking the first batter. He 
was two walks away from a per- 
fect game. 
"We just ran into probably the 
best Little Leaguer ever," Hamil- 
ton manager Ray Nichtig said. 
"We can play better than that. We 
were just overmatched." 
Saipan, which replaced Taiwan 
and three other disqualified Far 
East teams, lost 7-3 to a team 
from Germany staffed by chil- 
dren of American military per- 
sonnel. Bedford, N.H., and Pan- 
ama also won Monday. 
Europe had never beaten a Far 
East team in the 31 years they've 
both had team here. A Far East 
team has won 21 of the last 26 
tournaments. 
Long Beach seeks to become 
the first American team to repeat 
as a World Series champion. 
Monterey, Mexico, won in 1957 
and 1958 and Seoul, South Korea, 
won tities in 1984 and 1985. 
In Monday night's game, Long 
Beach appeared to be on the way. 
Burroughs allowed no ball out of 
the infield and walked only the 
first batter of the game and the 
leadoff boy in the sixth 
"I didn't even know I had a no- 
hitter until I went out there for 
the sixth inning," said Bur- 
roughs, who blamed thinking 
about the gem for the late walk. 
"I said 'Forget about it and just 
throw strikes.'" 
On offense, the Califomians 
scored two runs in the first on 
two walks, two Phillip Bell wild 
pitches and a passed ball. 
In the third. Long Beach 
pushed the lead to 6-0 as Alex 
DeFazlo homered, Burroughs 
doubled, Brady Werner and Ti- 
mmy Lewis singled and catcher 
Adam Grissom allowed two 
passed balls. A Lewis double in 
the sixth scored two. 
Toronto ends 
Cleveland streak 
The associated Press 
TORONTO (AP) Joe Carter hit 
his fifth home run in the last 
three games and Darnell Coles 
hit a three-run homer Tuesday 
night to power the Toronto Blue 
Jays to an 8-6 victory over the 
Cleveland Indians. 
Carter gave the Blue Jays a 3-0 
lead in the first inning when he 
followed Paul Molitor's RBI 
groundout with his 28th home 
run of the season, a two-run shot. 
He hit three home runs against 
the Indians Monday, and hit one 
against Seattle Sunday. 
The Blue Jays began the game 
tied for first in the AL East with 
the New York Yankees. Cleve- 
land had its five-game win streak 
and seven-game road win streak 
snapped. 
Todd Stottlemyre (7-9) gave up 
five runs on seven hits over S 1-3 
innings. He struck out three and 
walked two. 
Duane Ward allowed one run in 
the ninth but got his club-record 
35th save. 
Julian Tavarez (2-2), a 20-year- 
old rookie, lasted only 2 1-3 in- 
nings in his fourth career start, 
giving up seven runs on seven 
hits. He struck out one and 
walked three. 
In the second, Paul Sorrento 
led off with his 17th home run of 
the season, a 427-foot shot that 
trimmed the Blue Jays' lead to 
3-1. 
Sandy Alomar, who had four 
hits to match his career high, 
singled to start the third, went to 
third on Carlos Baerga's single 
and scored on Stottlemyre's wild 
pitch Albert Belle then singled 
home Baerga to pull the Indians 
even at 3-3. 
In the bottom half, John Oler- 
ud's one-out single scored Moli- 
tor, who led off with a double. 
After Tony Fernandez was 
walked Intentionally, Coles hit 
Tavarez's next pitch for his 
fourth home run of the season 
and a 7-3 Blue Jays lead. 
Toronto made it 8-3 in the fifth 
when Molitor's high chopper 
bounced off third baseman Jim 
Thome's glove for an RBI single. 
The Indians added two runs in 
the sixth when Reggie Jefferson 
singled to score Belle and Alo- 
mar's double drove in Jefferson. 
Baerga hit an RBI single in the 
ninth 
Alomar is now 28-for-59 (.475) 
with 11 runs, four homers and 17 
RBIs in 17 games since he re- 
turned from the disabled list. 
grr-T.. 
WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND. 
OR GET A RIDE WITH A STRANGER. 
Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse. 
That's if you're lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve ■ 
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a ride' 
with a friend. It's the best call you can make. M1MMI0U SAFETY II—HUH 
• 
Carter's HRs thrice the fun 
But Jays slugger says he 'd ' trade this one in for a win 
The Associated Press 
TORONTO - A place In the re- 
cord book doesn't mean nearly as 
much to Joe Carter as the Tor- 
onto Blue Jays' place in the 
standings. 
The Blue Jays, deadlocked 
with the New York Yankees atop 
the American League East stand- 
ings with only six weeks to play, 
wasted a record-breaking per- 
formance by Carter in a 9-8 loss 
to the Cleveland Indians on Mon- 
day night. 
Carter homered three times in 
a game for the fifth time in his 
career, breaking a tie with Lou 
Gehrig for the most three-homer 
games in AL history. 
Only Johnny Mize, who hit 
three homers six times, has done 
it more. 
"I was aware of the record," 
Carter said. "I've been aware of 
it since 1969 when I had my last 
Uiree-homer  game  against  the 
Texas Rangers. But I'd trade this 
one in for a win. 
"You've got to win the ball 
games at home." 
Carter sure tried. 
He pulled the Blue Jays even at 
2-all with a two-run homer on the 
first pitch he saw from Indians 
starter Albie Lopez in the first 
inning, homered again on the 
first pitch against Lopez in the 
fifth, and "three-peated" with 
another solo shot off Jeremy 
Hernandez on a 3-2 pitch in the 
eighth. 
That homer. Carter's 27th of 
the season, made it 9-8, and that's 
how It stayed, leaving the Blue 
Jays' right fielder feeling bit- 
tersweet about taking a place in 
history. 
"We wasted some good hitting 
tonight," he said. "We play well 
on the road, but we've got to start 
playing better here at home. 
We've got a lot of road games 
left,  but  they  won't  mean  too 
much if we don't win right here." 
For Toronto, Carter's outburst 
bodes well. He'd been struggling 
until about a week ago, and a hot 
bat for Carter could prove the 
difference between another first- 
place finish for the Blue Jays and 
also-ran status. 
SHOWTIME & THE 
MOVIE CHANNEL 
First time ever. 
Sign up for one of these pay channels for the scholastic year and only pay half price 
Get Showtime amd /or The Movie Chaanel for 45.00 for the school year. 
CALL NOW-352-8424 
WOO 
Other restrictions may apply 
PAUPERS 
BOOKS 
will 
drive 
you 
simply 
:HUTS 
I I   III Mil 
• thousands of 
used books 
• discount on 
most new books 
• special orders 
welcome 
206 N. Main 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
43402-2420 
(419) 352-2163 
ll-4Mon.-Sat. 
and by chance 
STUDENT 
RECORDS 
Under the terms of the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 
1974, and University policy on student 
records, Bowling Green State University 
may disclose such personally ident- 
ifiable information from a student's 
educational record as has been desig- 
nated to be directory information. 
Students have the right to refuse 
the designation of personally identifiable 
information as directory information. If a 
student exercises this right, directory 
information will not be released without 
the student's consent except as pro- 
vided by law and University policy. 
Students choosing to exercise their 
rights respecting wihtholding direct- 
ory information should contact in 
person the Office of the Vice Presi- 
dent for Student Affairs by 5 p.m., 
Wednesday, September 1,1993. 
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Green heads 
back to work 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Pro Bowl 
running back Harold Green is 
trying to forget about his bit- 
ter holdout with the Cincinnati 
Bengals. He's back at work, 
but still faces a suspension 
that includes the last presea- 
son game and the regular 
season opener. 
"It's part of business," said 
Green, whose first workout of 
the season was Saturday at the 
Bengals' Spinney Field prac- 
tice site. "There was a little 
bitterness ... but I've just left 
it at that. 
"IVe never spoken against 
anybody in particular within 
the organization, or about any- 
thing disruptive. And I proba- 
bly never will. I hope I never 
will- 
Green led the Bengals in 
rushing and pass receiving 
last year. But as a third-year 
player, he was one year short 
of free agency. 
As a designated "transition" 
player, his options were lim- 
ited. He wanted more money, 
but settled for a reported $4.1 
million for three years. 
His agent, David Ware, had 
claimed during negotiations 
that Green was becoming 
quite upset with management, 
possibily poisoning their re- 
lationship forever, and Green 
said Ware was not merely pos- 
turing. 
"As far as getting upset, that 
does happen," Green said. 
"I'm a human being. I get a 
little disappointed on certain 
occasions, this being one of 
them. 
"1 felt like, "Why me? I've 
been good to this game.' I've 
been, I think, pretty fair to the 
Bengals' organization and to 
this team. I've done every- 
thing that's been asked of me 
or tried to do everything that's 
been asked of me. 
"But it's water under the 
bridge right now. I have an 
agreement to try to fulfill, and 
that's being part of this team 
and trying to make some 
things happen." 
Although the Bengals are 
struggling at 1-2 in the presea- 
son, unable to generate any 
consistent offense, they will 
not be able to work with Green 
in a game situation until Sept. 
12, against Indianapolis. 
"I missed 10 days of camp 
as a rookie, but that's nothing 
compared to this," Green said. 
"This is something that's go- 
ing to be tough, and I'm going 
to have to prepare myself very 
well mentally as well as physi- 
cally. 
How will Ditka handle 
life without the Bears? 
Three things Mike Ditka did on 
his summer vacation: 
1). TOOK LONG, PEACEFUL 
WALKS IN THE COUNTRY- 
SIDE. 
("Yeah, well, my handicap is 
pretty low.... Well, about a 3. But 
I can't play to itl... I don't care 
what people heard! It's a fact! All 
they got to do is play with me). 
2). WATCHED A LOT OF 
FILMS. 
("A lot.... Football? What else? 
... I've got the same setup I had 
when I was coaching. I've got to 
stay in tune with what's going on 
in the league to be able to let 
other people know.... Otherwise, 
what you thought you know, you 
might know any more"). 
3). GOT MORE IN TOUCH 
WITH HIS FEELINGS. 
("I'm not mad at anybody. I had 
a great run. Football was my 
whole life, pretty much, for the 
last 32 years. But not anymore. 
At this point, I really don't miss 
it ... Of course, opening day 
might go by and I'll realize I miss 
the heck out of it. Or that first 
week v»l go by and I'll start 
wondering what the heck I've 
done!"). 
Some people never change, 
which is why it's hard to get too 
much of Ditka. He is still a won- 
derful bundle of contradictions, 
friction and comedy and plain 
talk sparking off him in every 
direction. 
Guest Column 
Jim Litke 
It will be a couple more weeks 
before a button-downed Mike 
pops up on your screen every 
Sunday behind a desk as the 
centerpiece of NBC's revamped 
"NFL Live." But no one should 
have any trouble recognizing 
him. He'll be the ornery one. The 
guy who looks like he's going 
through withdrawal. 
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His official title will be "studio 
analyst," but Ditka figures that 
means he can do or say pretty 
much whatever he wants, 
whenever he wants. Which is 
pretty much what he's always 
done: been Mike. And NBC is 
gambling a large chunk of money 
that will be enough to sack form- 
er Steelers quarterback Terry 
Bradshaw and "The NFL Today" 
in the scramble for ratings. 
In a recent telephone interview 
from his suburban Chicago 
home, the former Bears coach 
sounded tanned, rested and 
ready, as excitable and as opin- 
ionated as ever, often reversing 
field in the span of a few senten- 
ces. 
When he formally took the job 
last April, Ditka told reporters 
that a sabbatical of still-to-be- 
determined length from the side- 
lines might actually make him 
see the game better. Then again, 
he might just have been busting 
chops: "Maybe when you're sit- 
ting on your butt," Ditka said at 
the time, "your mind's working 
better." 
Still, he said nothing that's 
happened in the nearly four 
months since has caused him to 
change that opinion. 
"The main things I wanted was 
to cut down on travel and not be 
speaking to coaches. I didn't 
want to be close to the games. I 
wanted to see what they're like 
from a distance. I wanted to stay 
away for at least a year and see 
how that felt. 
"Maybe I'll stay away for the 
rest of my life," he said. "Maybe 
I won't. But that was my thinking 
for this year." 
Browns' Everitt 
could get nod 
The Associated Press 
BEREA, Ohio - Steve Ever- 
itt, the Cleveland Browns' No. 
1 draft pick, knows he'll make 
the opening day roster. 
He doesn't know if he will be 
a starter on the offensive line 
when the season opens Sept. 5. 
But after his performance in 
Saturday's 21-10 preseason 
victory over the Los Angeles 
Rams, Everitt presents a very 
strong argument for a spot 
among the starters. 
Everitt may only be a roo- 
kie, but according to one 
teammate, he doesn't play like 
one. 
"He plays like he's been in 
this league for a very long 
time," backup quarterback 
Vinny Testaverde said. "He 
goes out there, and he just has 
this intensity about him. He's 
going to be a great leader for 
our team." 
One question is where Ever- 
itt will play. 
Everitt played center 
throughout his college career 
at the University of Michigan, 
but since joining the Browns, 
he has seen action at the 
center and right guard posi- 
tions. 
Everitt started at center in 
the Browns' first preseason 
game - a 41-12 loss to the 
Washington Redskins - and 
didnt start in the Browns' 12-9 
preseason victory over the 
New England Patriots in Tor- 
onto on Aug. 14. 
In the Los Angeles game, 
Everitt found himself back in 
the starting lineup - but at 
right guard. 
Together with Ed King at 
right tackle. Jay Hilgenberg at 
center, Houston Hoover at left 
guard and Tony Jones at left 
tackle, Everitt gave the 
Browns' quarterbacks argua- 
bly their best pass protection 
of the preseason. The 
offensive line didn't allow a 
sack in 31 pass attempts and 
allowed only one knockdown. 
"Steve's come in and done 
just about everything a rookie 
can do," Browns coach Bill Be- 
lichick said. "He's played a 
couple of different positions. 
We've used him on special 
teams to deep snap. He goes 
up against James Jones, (Mi- 
chael Dean) Perry, (Jerry) 
Ball and Bill Johnson every 
day, so he's getting a workout 
in there. 
"He hangs in there," Beli- 
chick added. "He's tough. He's 
smart. I think he has a great 
future as an offensive lineman 
with this team." 
If Everitt doesn't find a 
starting spot on the offensive 
line, he will be a hot commodi- 
ty on the bench. 
"If we have any problems on 
the offensive line, we now 
know that Steve Everitt can 
play guard or play center," 
Testaverde said. "He's a guy 
who can be moved around, so 
we'll have some depth." 
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Breech 
takes foot 
elsewhere 
The Associated Press 
Stan Thomas has joined the 
Huey Richardson club - failed 
first-round draft choices. 
Stephen Baker, the "touch- 
down maker," will have to make 
his touchdowns elsewhere than 
the Meadowlands. 
And Eddie Murray and Jim 
Breech, two of the NFL's all-time 
leading kickers, are again look- 
ing for work. 
All were among the victims of 
the NFL's first major cuts of the 
summer. Most of the other 
players released Monday were 
rookies and free agents. 
"This is the toughest set of cuts 
we'll make this year," said Cin- 
cinnati Bengals general manager 
Mike Brown. 
"Next week, almost all the 
players who are cut will go to the 
inactive or taxi squads, unless 
someone else claims them on 
waivers. But this time, the 
players who are cut will be go- 
ing." 
Among them were Thomas, an 
offensive tackle who was the 
Chicago Bears' first-round pick 
just two years ago and who start- 
ed most of his rookie season. He 
was cut by the Atlanta Falcons, to 
whom he was traded only last 
week. 
Even Thomas hung on longer 
than Richardson, a linebacker- 
defensive end taken No. 1 by 
Pittsburgh in the same draft, cut 
last year by the Steelers and later 
released by the Washington Red- 
skins and the New York Jets. 
Baker scored 23 touchdowns in 
six years with the New York 
Giants, including a notable one in 
the 1991 Super Bowl, but had a 
lacklustre training camp. He was 
the victim of several numbers 
games -- his $600,000 salary, only 
17 catches last season and 141 in 
his career, and an influx of vet- 
eran and youthful wideouts to 
play Dan Reeves' restructured 
offense with the Giants. 
For Breech, released by Cin- 
cinnati, and Murray, cut by the 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, it was 
an old experience - kickers are 
generally perpetual free agents. 
"It's the fourth time I've been 
cut," said the 37-year-old Breech, 
the Bengals' career scoring 
leader with 1,151 points. "It 
never gets easier." 
Breech will be succeeded by 
rookie Doug Pelfrey, an eighth- 
round pick. He also was released 
in 1989 for Jim Gallery, but 
brought back after four games. 
Patriots 
Tommy Hodson, the only quar- 
terback with more than four NFL 
starts on the New England roster, 
was cut along with last year's 
kicking crew, meaning veteran 
punter Mike Saxon, released by 
the Dallas Cowboys after last 
season, apparently won a job. 
Kicker Charlie Baumann and 
punter Shawn McCarthy were 
among the eight other players 
cut. 
Hodson started 12 games and 
played in 20 others in three 
seasons, hitting 171 of 315 passes 
for 1,809 yards and seven touch- 
downs. His departure leaves No. 
1 draft pick Drew Bledsoe, free 
agent signee Scott Secules and 
1992 backup Scott Zolak as the 
team's three quarterbacks. 
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Wash-ed up 
Huskies coach Lambright faces uphill battle 
The Associated Press 
SEATTLE - So where do the 
Washington Huskies go from 
here? 
Losers of three of their last 
four games last season after the 
Billy Joe Hobert loan scandal 
broke, the Huskies now face a 
season without their longtime 
coach, Don James and two years 
of restrictaed recruiting. 
James, 60, resigned Sunday 
after the Pacific-10 Conference 
delivered the most severe penal- 
ties it has ever given to one of its 
football programs, including a 
two-year ban on bowl-game ap- 
pearances. 
"We know we have to be home 
on New Year's Day," said new 
coach Jim Lambright, the long- 
time assistant who succceeded 
James. "The one thing we can do 
is bind together and produce a 
product that will make every- 
body proud and commit a season 
to Don James." 
In 18 seasons in Seattle, James 
was the winningest coach for 
both Washington and the Pac-10. 
He took the Huskies to 14 bowl 
games, including six Rose Bowls, 
including the last three. 
The Huskies will lose $1.4 mil- 
lion in shared Pac-10 television 
revenues for the 1993 season. 
They will also lose 10 schol- 
arships from their annual total of 
25 in each of the next two years. 
Lambright said, "we don't anti- 
cipate that having a great effect 
on us if what we have right now 
stays intact." 
The Huskies face a stern test in 
their opener, Sept. 4 against 
Stanford at Husky Stadium. In 
May, during the investigation of 
the Huskies' program, Cardinal 
Coach Bill Walsh accused the 
Huskies of  running  an  outlaw 
Long-time assistant coach Jim Lambright will succeed 18 year coach 
Don James who resigned amidst NCAA allegations. AP Pt»u 
program with "mercenary" 
players. 
He later apologized and was 
reprimanded by the Pac-10. 
Walsh knows the Huskies will 
be primed for what amounts to a 
vendetta against Stanford. "They 
have decided to destroy Stan- 
ford; we know that," Walsh said. 
The SI-year-old Lambright, 
James' defensive coordinator 
and a 25-year Washington assis- 
tant, officially took over at a 
Monday morning practice. 
"I think from the reaction of 
the kids, I don't think it will be 
that hard," Lambright said. 
"We've been doing a lot of one- 
on-one counseling and they're the 
most important things in our 
lives right now." 
"We have good players and 
they know how to win," Lam- 
bright said. "They've been on 
top. They've been to three Rose 
Bowls." 
Lambright said he doesn't look 
for James to become a head 
coach again. 
"He took a stand against some- 
thing he thought was very unfair 
to his players and his coaching 
staff," Lambright said. "I think 
people who know him know he 
would never quit." 
Lambright said he expects to 
have back three suspended 
players flanker Joe Kralik, tail- 
back Beno Bryant and defensive 
tackle D'Marco Farr. The school 
suspended them from competi- 
tion on Sunday because of their 
role in NCAA rules violations re- 
lated to their employment by 
boosters. 
The school will petition the 
NCAA to reinstate their eligibili- 
ty- 
"It's pretty much a procedural 
thing that has to go through the 
NCAA," Lambright said. "That 
has been quite automatic." 
Kralik and Farr, both starters, 
and Bryant, Napoleon Kaufman's 
backup, could be ruled ineligible. 
Number one ranking 
given to Florida State 
The Associated Press 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -- Florida 
State's players had one thing on 
their minds after learning this 
weekend they would begin the 
season as the nation's top-ranked 
team for the third time in six 
years. 
Kansas. 
That was the response from 
nearly all Seminole players, who 
expected to be No. 1 heading into 
the season and Saturday's date in 
the Kickoff Classic against the 
Jayhawks. 
"This game will show the world 
that we are either contenders or 
pretenders," defensive end Tod- 
drick Mclntosh said. 
"This game is the first rung on 
the ladder," senior wide receiver 
Kevin Knox said. "We can't be 
detoured." 
The Seminoles, who have fin- 
ished no lower than fourth in the 
last six seasons, were a clear 
favorite in the preseason ballot- 
ing of 62 writers and broadcas- 
ters on AP's panel to win their 
first national title after a series 
of near-misses. 
Florida State received 42 of 62 
first-place votes and 1,522 of a 
possible 1,550 points. 
Defending national champion 
Alabama ranked second with 14 
first-place votes and 1,472 points. 
Michigan followed in third with 
three first-place votes and 1,413 
points, while Texas A&M was 
fourth with 1,261 points. 
Unlike Florida State's 1988 and 
1991 teams, this year's club 
seems more comfortable han- 
dling the No. 1 preseason ranking 
as it prepares for a tough sched- 
ule. 
"We know that each and every 
game we have a target on our 
chest," quarterback Charlie 
Ward said. "It's been that way 
since I've been here." 
I 
Bobby Bowden has put together a preseason number one team for the 
third time in the last six years. 
Ward, the school's single- 
season record-holder in total 
offense, will have an experienced 
line and a stable of gifted 
receivers and backs returning to 
an offense that averaged more 
than 600 yards and 61 points in 
its final three games last season. 
"Basically we just experi- 
mented with that offense last 
year," fullback William Floyd 
said. "It's going to be wide open 
and fun to watch. I think I can 
even see the gleam in coach 
Bowden'seyes." 
Florida State's schedule, which 
features seven of the nation's top 
26-ranked schools and three in 
APPh«o 
the Top 10, does concern Bowden 
who nevertheless likes to take on 
all comers. 
"We've made our name playing 
tough schedules, and if we ever 
win a national championship one 
of these years, no one will be able 
to say we backed into it," Bowden 
said. "If we end up doing it, it will 
be with a great ballclub." 
The schedule includes three 
Top 10 teams (Miami, Notre 
Dame and Florida) and three 
other ranked schools (No. 20 
North Carolina, No. 23 Clemson 
and No. 25 North Carolina State). 
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Falcon CC stepping to success 
Experience is key 
to victory for men 
by Andy Durjan 
sports writer 
Challenge. 
It can be found almost any- 
where. In sports. It's the heart 
of competition and it's what 
makes a fledgling group of no- 
vices Into warriors as sharp as 
knives. 
In cross country, the men's 
team faces the challenges of a 
new season. 
According to head coach Sid 
Sink, the team has made some 
transitions from last season. 
Among them are a large 
freshmen class to add depth 
and support to the Falcon 
squad. Sink is hopeful in the 
new teams' possibilities. 
"We've got a good group of 
freshmen this year who could 
step in and really help the team 
out," Sink said. "This season 
will be really interesting. Cross 
country is hard work and re- 
quires team cohesiveness. If 
we work well together as a 
team, we can do very well in 
competition." 
Sink also noted the impor- 
tance of the returning upper- 
classmen who will lead the 25 
to 30 member group. 
"Brad Schaser and Eddie Ni- 
cholson are our two returning 
top runners," Sink said. "Tim 
Arndt, who's been injured for a 
time this summer, should also 
contribute significantly. Deric 
Kenne, Brian Butler, Glen 
Lubbert, and Ray Isco also 
have the potential to really help 
this year." 
Arndt, who was injured this 
summer with a stress fracture. 
agrees with his coach's outlook. 
"A few upperclassmen on the 
team look really strong," Arndt 
said."Eddie has worked really 
hard this summer is probably 
going to be our best runner 
again this season. We really 
need the freshmen to stand up 
and work hard this season. If 
we can do this, we can do really 
well as a team." 
Nicholson agrees with this 
philosophy, but is cautious. 
"My experience has shown 
me not to expect anything as 
far as what we can do as a 
team," Nicholson said "A cou- 
ple of years ago, things looked 
really good at the beginning of 
the season and we got our 
hopes up. But the end of the 
season was very disappointing. 
"This year's team has a long 
way to go and that's why I'm 
not sure what we can do. We're 
young and we're looking to the 
freshmen to stand up this 
season, but we're dependent on 
the older guys, too." 
The Falcons' first two meets 
will be at home this year, and 
the squad is getting ready. 
Many of the practices are held 
out on the golf course and the 
hill. Occasionally, a trip to the 
Toledo metroparks is made to 
add variety and allow better 
exposure to racing conditions 
for the away meets. 
"It's really not bad training 
here in the flat lands of BG," 
Nicholson said. "We've got the 
hill here to work on when we 
need it. As long as you work 
hard here, you can do well on 
any course anywhere." 
In looking at the first two 
meets of the season, Arndt pre- 
dicts some good competition. 
Youthful women 
hope to contend 
by Andy Dugan 
sports writer 
The BC Ntwi/Tereu Thomit 
The recent graduation of Keith Madaras and Todd Black has left an 
opening for new runners, such as Eddie Nicholson and Brad Schaser, 
to step forward as team leaders. 
"Our first meet is against 
Ohio University and Marshall," 
Arndt said. "And our second 
meet is against Kent State. I 
think OV and Kent should be 
real close meets. It'll be inter- 
esting." 
Nicholson agrees with his 
teammate, but is looking far- 
ther down the line. 
"It would be nice if we could 
win the first two dual meets, 
but the end is what counts. A lot 
of the younger guys think this 
is the beginning of the season, 
but we're actually almost half- 
way through it with the sum- 
mer training.   You  need  that 
base from the summer if you're 
going  to do  anything  in  the 
end."Nicholson   compiled   709 
miles throughout the summer. 
The team's first meet will be 
at home on Friday, September 
10 against Ohio University and 
Marshall. 
If last year was the season of 
the individual in women's cross 
country - with graduate Cheri 
Triner winning races left and 
right - then this year is the 
hopeful season of the team. 
Head coach 
Steve Price 
expressed his 
optimism for 
the upcoming 
year. 
"Two years 
ago we were 
eighth in the 
conference," 
Price   said. Price 
"Last year we 
were seventh. This year looks a 
"We are young...but 
strong." 
lot stronger. We took second in 
the conference in track this 
past spring and I think that 
says a lot about what's going on 
here in cross country, too. We'- 
re definately on an upswing 
here." 
Last year Triner led BG by 
winning every race until a 
fluke conference meet per- 
formance, where she placed 
seventh. Her fastest time of the 
season was 17:46 for 3.1 miles - 
almost a full minute faster than 
anyone else on the team. She 
qualified for the NCAA District 
meet, and just missed making 
the national meet. 
"Cheri has definately been 
our outstanding runner for the 
last few years," Price said. 
Despite the tremendous loss 
the Falcons have absorbed due 
to Triner's graduation. Price 
and his squad look to the forth- 
coming season with high hopes. 
"This year our team is very 
young with the bulk of them be- 
ing freshmen and sopho- 
mores," Price said. "And with 
16 runners, the team is aver- 
age- sized." 
Price noted returning run- 
ners Tracey Losi, Kristin Gad- 
dis, Suzanne Isco, Jenny 
Wheeler, and captain Michelle 
Jungbluth as those expected to 
lead the young team. 
Freshmen Laura Hall, of 
Grove City, OH; Jenny George, 
Women's cross coun- 
try star Tracy Losi, on 
BG's freshman and 
sophomore-dominated 
squad 
of Wllloughby.OH; Lisa Llp- 
pencott, of Toledo; Renee 
Strayer, of Warsaw.OH; and 
Jana Woehrmyer, of Min- 
ster.OH are also some of the 
runners Price expects to stand 
up and contribute this season. 
Losi mirrored her coach's be- 
lief that the potential of this 
year's team is great. 
'This year's team is defin- 
ately better than last year," 
Losi said "We are young, but 
strong. And we're really happy 
together. Things seem good so 
far." 
Graduation stings volleyball Bowling Green 
soccer- 1993 by Mike Kazlmore 
sports writer 
Break out the nails, line up the 
2x4's, and grab a hammer. 
It's rebuilding time for the 
Bowling Green volleyball team. 
For the 1992 
Falcon volley- 
ball squad, this 
past year was 
one of many 
great accom- 
plishments. In 
the regular 
season, BG won 
a school-record 
30 games on 
their way to a 
second straight MAC title - their 
third in the last four years. 
\ To top it off, the Falcons cap- 
ped off their year with a very 
impressive second place finish in 
the National Invitational Volley- 
ball Championships held in Kan- 
sas City, Missouri. 
With all of last year's success 
one might be looking for even 
bigger and better things from 
this season's squad, right? Nor- 
VanDeWalle 
mally, this line of thinking would 
be the common one. Unfortunate- 
ly, one obstacle is standing in the 
way, and it's a big one. 
BG's outstanding volleyball 
program has been hit by the in- 
evitability of graduation. Five of 
last year's six starters, including 
All-MAC members Carey Amos, 
Holli Costein, and Angellette 
Love, are no longer eligible to 
play. 
"Right now we're only looking 
at returning one starter from last 
year's team, so obviously this 
will be a rebuilding year for us," 
BG head coach Denlse Van de 
Wallesaid. 
"People that were sitting tin- 
bench last year are going to real- 
ly have to step up the level of 
their play this season because 
they have some very big shoes to 
fill." 
Not only will Van de Walle be 
looking for last year's team 
members to fill the huge void 
created by graduation, but she 
will also be looking for some con- 
tributions from the four new 
players on the squad. 
At the same time, however, she 
realizes that it may take some 
time for this to happen. 
"We have three very good 
freshmen along with one transfer 
student from Iowa State, so be- 
tween the four of them I feel 
very confident," Van de Walle 
said. "But, no matter what any- 
body says, there is a big jump 
from high school to college vol- 
leyball because the game is much 
faster and the players are much 
stronger at the college level. 
"That's going to be a very big 
adjustment that they are going to 
have to make in order for us to be 
successful." 
On the brighter side of the 
spectrum Van de Walle believes 
that there are two things that are 
working in BG's favor. The first 
one is the fact that as usual the 
Falcons will be playing a very 
tough early season schedule 
which she believes will help to 
prepare the team for league 
games. 
"Our first seven matches be- 
fore we even see anybody from 
the MAC are extremely tough," 
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OFFICE-130 FIELD r 
PHONE 2-2464 
IM HOTLINE 2-2650 
• 
• 
SPORT ENTRIES 
• ACCEPTED 
• 
• 
BEGINNING 
• SOFTB ALL (WftC) AUG. 26 
• SOFTBALL (H) AUG. 27 
* I GOLF (M DBLS) AUG. 30 
1 ULTIMATE FRISBEE (M.W.C) AUG. 30 
1 TENNIS (W SOLS, M.W DBLS) AUG. 30 
• FLAG FOOTBALL. (W) SEPT 16 
• FLAG FOOTBALL (M) SEPT 16 
• 
• ICE HOCKEY (FRAT) SEPT 24 
• 4 PLAYER VOLLEYBALL (C) OCT. 4 
• BOWLING (M) OCT. 5 
• RACOUETBALL (C DBLS) OCT. 5 
• CROSSCOUNTRY(M*W) OCT. 7 
• WALLYBALL (C) OCT. 25 
• RAQUETBALL (M SOLS) NOV. 1 
• WRESTLING (M) NOV. 1 
• 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL (MAW) NOV. 8 
• TRACK A FIELD (M,W) NOV. 19 
1 
• CLIP AND SAVE 
DUSE 
9
ENTRIES PLAY                   I 
DUE BEGINS               • 
SEPT. 31 SEPT.   7             J 
SEPT. 1 SEPT.   7 
SEPT. 2 SEPT.   7 
SEPT. 7 SEPT. 13 
SEPT. B SEPT. 13 
SEPT. 28 OCT.   11             . 
SEPT. 29 OCT.   11 
OCT. 4 OCT.   10             . 
OCT. 12 OCT.   18             • 
OCT. 13 OCT.   18             '. 
OCT. 14 OCT.   18 
OCT. 20 OCT.   22             * 
NOV. 2 NOV.     8 
NOV. 9 NOV.   IS 
NOV. 10 NOV.   IS            • 
NOV. 18 NOV.   29             I 
DEC. 1 DEC.     7 
she said. "The whole purpose of 
this is to just get our feet wet and 
play some very tough opponents 
which should get us ready to play 
at the level of competition that 
the MAC has to offer." 
Another factor that Van de 
Walle believes will be working in 
favor of the Falcons is that be- 
cause they have lost five starters 
from last year many people 
aren't expecting a lot from this 
year's team. BG was picked to 
finish   seventh   in   the   MAC 
preseason coaches poll. 
•To me, I think that it's kind of 
funny because I don't foresee us 
finishing that low. It gets me 
fired up and I think that it also 
gets the team fired up," Van de 
Walle said. 
"However, I think it is going to 
work to our advantage because 
people are going to look past us 
thinking that we're going to be 
horrible, and hopefully we're go- 
ing to be able to surprise some 
people" 
Only time will tell how long it 
will take all the new and inexper- 
ienced players to come together 
and gel as a team, but with Van 
de Walle at the helm odds are 
that it is going to happen sooner 
than later. 
Interim Head Coach: Mel Mahler 
KWIK GOAL CLASSIC (Bowling Green, OH) 
Sept.    4 DEPAUL 3:00 p.m 
Sept.    5 KENTUCKY 3:00 p.m 
Sept. 12 at Central Michigan' 2:00 p.m. 
WKU-MITRE CLASSIC (Bowling Green, KY) 
Sept. 17 vs. Western Kentucky 6:00 p.m. 
Sept. 19 vs. Alabama-Birmingham 11:00 a.m. 
Sept. 22 at Ohio State 4:00 p.m. 
Sept. 26 CINCINNATI 2:00 p.m. 
Sept. 29 at Western Michigan ' 4:00 p.m. 
Oct.    3 MARQUETTE 2:00 p.m. 
Oct.     6 at Detroit 4:00 p.m. 
Oct. 10 INDIANA 2:00 p.m. 
Oct. 13 EASTERN MICHIGAN' 4:00 p.m. 
Oct. 17 NOTRE DAME 2:00 p.m. 
Oct. 20 MIAMI * 3:00 p.m. 
Oct. 24 AKRON' 2:00 p.m 
Oct.   27 at Cleveland State 3:30 p.m. 
Oct.   31 at Michigan State 2:00 p.m. 
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4> Falcons expect to 
win despite changes 
Mike Ncmelh 
All-American Rob Martella will be a key loss for the Falcons.who will also be playing under a new head 
coach, Mel Mahler. 
'  I I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I Ill I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I  
"Don't Forget Everyday Discounts 
w/your Student Savings Card" 
'■ill 11111111 11111111 MI 
by Aaron Dorksen 
sports editor 
Mahler 
A lot can change in a year, just 
ask the Falcon soccer team. 
After going 15-2-1 a year ago 
and earning its first NCAA Tour- 
nament appearance since the 
1973 season, this year's team will 
have a new coach, a new confer- 
ence and will be without seven 
seniors lost to graduation. 
The coaching change was an- 
nounced in late 
July when 
15-year coach 
Gary Palmisa- 
no took a leave 
of absence to 
work with 
World Cup USA 
•94 in Pontiac, 
Mich. Long- 
time assistant 
coach    Mel 
Mahler will be the interim coach 
during Palmisano's absence. It is 
expected Palmisano will return 
to his Falcon coaching position 
after his work with the World 
Cup. 
The other big change for Fal- 
con soccer players will be the 
opportunity to compete in sanc- 
tioned Mid-American Confer- 
ence play for the first time in the 
program's 28-year history. 
The Falcons had been in the 
Mid-America Soccer Conference 
(MASC) but it was not the same 
as being tied in with other MAC 
sports, Mahler said. 
"This is a big step," Mahler 
said. "It's a real special thing to 
be able to compete for the MAC 
ring." 
Six teams will field MAC soc- 
cer teams: Bowling Green, Ak- 
ron, Western Michigan, Eastern 
Michigan, Miami, and Central 
Michigan. The other four MAC 
schools- Toledo, Ball State, Ohio 
and Kent - do not have varsity 
soccer teams. 
Despite losing seven starters 
Mahler expects the Falcons to 
maintain the same level of com- 
petiveness as in past seasons. 
"Our very first goal is to win 
the MAC title," Mahler said. 
"That says a lot about the tra- 
dition of this program." 
"The early part of the season 
may be a little rough as we sort 
the bugs out," he said. "It will 
take some time to figure out our 
strengths, weaknesses and best 
combinations but I feel we have 
the returning nucleus to be suc- 
cessful." 
Among the key players lost to 
graduation are All-American and 
first team Mideast forward Rob 
Martella, forward Bob Boyle, 
second team Mideast defender 
Chris Williams and defender 
Pepe Aragon. 
Martella broke the school re- 
cord for goals and points with a 
total of 44 and 113 respectively. 
Boyle scored 22 points to tie for 
second in scoring last season. 
Mahler expects senior mid- 
fielders Brian Ferguson (second 
team Mideast), Tom Kinney and 
Mike Kelly, along with junior 
goalkeeper Dan Traver to pro- 
vide the experience with which 
to build around. Ferguson, Kin- 
ney and Kelly are the tri- 
captains. 
Also helping out in the midf ielii 
will be freshmen Tony Dore, 
Josh Baker and Andy Penoff. 
The only defender with much 
game experience is junior Frank 
Frostino. Mahler will count on 
sophomore David Michels and 
freshmen Joseph Burch, Brian 
Glibkowski, Brian Dorenkott and 
David Kindl to battle for playing 
time. 
Backing up Traver in goal will 
be red-shirt freshman Ryan Wil- 
liams and Barry Schnell, a trans- 
fer from Evansville. Traver fin- 
ished last year the third-ranked 
goalkeeper in the region. 
The forward position, hit 
hardest by graduation, will be led 
by sophomore Ryan McCue and 
junior Tim Concannon, followed 
by freshmen Peter Kolp, Jamie 
Harmon, Michael James and 
Steve Kline. 
Palmisano first worked closely 
with the USA World Cup in when 
he helped plan for the historic 
USA Cup indoor grass match 
held at the Silverdome in 1993. 
Palmisano will act as Deputy 
Venue Executive Director for the 
World Cup USA's Detroit site and 
will help coordinate preperation 
for the Pontiac Silverdome's four 
first-round matches to be held 
next June. 
In 15 seasons as head coach at 
BG Palmisano has led the Fal- 
cons to a 159-91-24 record and 
three Mid-America Soccer Con- 
ference championships. Last 
year he was named Mideast 
"Coach of the Year" for the sec- 
ond time in his career. Mahler is 
beginning his seventh season 
with the Falcons after serving as 
an assitant for six years. 
Mahler came to BG after serv- 
ing as head soccer and lacrosse 
coach at Pfeiffer College in Mis- 
enheimer, N.C., from 1984 to 
1987. 
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Bad news Bengals get worse 
Slow xO' goes 
_ back to basics 
Kinnebrew     Linemen 
rape trial        go AWOL 
The Associated Press The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - Lawyers were 
in court Monday helping to select 
jurors for a retrial of former 
NFL running back Larry Kinne- 
brew on charges that he raped a 
Cincinnati woman. 
Judge Ann Marie Tracey hoped 
to complete selection of the 
12 member jury Monday in Ha- 
milton County Common Pleas 
Court so that lawyers can make 
opening statements and begin 
presenting testimony Tuesday. 
Kinnebrew's first trial ended 
in a mistrial in June when the 
jury deadlocked and could not 
reach a verdict. 
The woman, 31, said Kinne- 
brew raped her Nov. 12 at her 
apartment. The woman told jur- 
ors at the first trial that Kinne- 
brew was intoxicated when he 
came to her home and forced her 
to engage in sexual intercourse. 
Kinnebrew testified, however, 
that they had consensual sex. He 
said he had dropped by the wom- 
an's apartment after socializing 
with friends at a nearby night- 
club. 
He said he stopped having sex 
with the woman after a few 
minutes when she asked him to 
stop. Kinnebrew, 34, of Fort 
Thomas, Ky., said the woman 
wanted money and had asked him 
to pay some of her bills. 
CINCINNATI - Cincinnati 
Bengals linemen Roosevelt Nix 
and Thomas Rayam are absent 
from practice for personal 
reasons and will not be back until 
Thursday. 
Bengals general manager Mike 
Brown and coach Dave Shula de- 
clined to say why the players 
were absent. NFL teams are not 
required to discuss players' off- 
field problems, league spokes- 
man Greg Aiello said. 
Both players are expected to 
be available for the exhibition 
season finale Friday night 
against the Philadelphia Eagles. 
Nix, a second-year defensive 
lineman from Central State 
where he played just the 1990 
season, missed last Friday's 
preseason game against Detroit 
due to what he described as per- 
sonal business. The Cincinnati 
Post quoted two unidentified 
Bengals sources as saying Nix's 
absence was due to his missed 
child support payments. 
There was no explanation of 
Rayam's absence. 
Nix is battling for the starting 
job at right defensive end. The 
Bengals drafted him in the eighth 
round last year. 
Rayam missed Friday's game 
with a sprained right shoulder. 
He is competing with Ken Moyer 
for   the  starting   job   at guard. 
The Associated Press 
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CINCINNATI -- When your 
team is 1-2 and your offense 
doesn't know north from south, 
you go back to the basics. 
That is what the Cincinnati 
Bengals are doing in this late 
stage of the preseason, after a 
particularly dismal showing in 
Friday's 30-7 loss at Detroit. 
Offensive coordinator Mike 
Pope had hoped to be fine-tuning 
the offense by now, not starting 
from scratch as the Bengals pre- 
pare for Friday night's exhibition 
finale against the Philadelphia 
Eagles. 
But immediately after the loss 
to the Detroit Lions, Pope ad- 
vised quarterbacks coach Ken 
Anderson to work on the basics 
with second-year quarterback 
David Klingler, who assumed the 
starting job with the off-season 
trade of Boomer Esiason to the 
New York Jets. 
So Klingler Is relearning how 
to take the snap from center. 
"We're going to start over this 
week in practice with the 
simplest fundamentals," Pope 
said. "That doesn't mean we are 
starting over with what we're do- 
ing. Just with the fundamentals." 
Pope said the offensive scheme 
isnt the problem - execution is. 
"It's not every play, but there 
are a lot of plays where six, sev- 
en, eight guys are executing 
properly and one guy will miss a 
block, or we'll have a dropped 
pass on a third down or a pen- 
alty," he said. 
In the first three exhibition 
games, the Bengals scored just 
two first-half touchdowns, when 
they have usually played their 
offensive starters and opponents 
have played their front-line de- 
fenders. One of those touch- 
downs came on the final play of 
the first half against the Indiana- 
polis Colts when Eddie Brown 
ran between two defenders in the 
end zone to haul in a 34-yard 
touchdown pass from Klingler. 
Klingler has not looked com- 
fortable or effective in Pope's 
offense, which is designed for 
quick-developing, high- 
percentage pass plays and a be 
tween-the-tackles running game. 
Klingler has completed 
23-of-48 passes for 222 yards and 
two touchdowns in the three ex- 
hibition games. 
The Bengals have rushed for a 
respectable 512 yards in three 
games, but have only 355 yards 
passing. They also have had six 
lost fumbles and 19 penalties and 
the end result s are stalled 
drives. Pope said. 
Pope said he changed very - 
little in the Bengals' running 
game from what they had last 
year, when the Bengals ranked 
eighth in the NFL in rushing with 
1,976 yards. 
He installed a quick-drop pass- 
ing game that was designed to 
help mask the Bengals' problems 
on the offensive line. The line has 
yielded 10 sacks in the exhibition 
season, and Klingler has been 
pressured other times to hurry 
throws. 
"We can see where the 
receivers are working them- 
selves open but we can't get them 
the ball, because David doesn't 
have the time to find them or he 
isn't making the proper prog- 
ressions in his reads," Pope said. 
Browns waive 11 
Colts nix White 
The Associated Press 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) The Cleve- 
land Browns waived 11 players 
Tuesday, including veteran 
center Jay Hilgenberg a seven- 
time selection to the Pro Bowl 
during 11 seasons with the Chi- 
cago Bears. 
Hilgenberg, 34, came to the 
Browns just prior to last season 
in a trade. 
The Browns intend to play roo- 
kie first-round draft pick Steve 
Everitt at center. If Hilgenberg 
clears waivers and still wants to 
play for the Browns, owner Art 
Model I said the team might be 
willing to bring him back in a 
reserve role. 
By waiving him, the Browns 
won't have to pay the $1.1 million 
due him in the second year of his 
two-year contract. He would 
have to negotiate a new contract 
as a free agent if he returns to 
the Browns, but he could also 
sign with any other team. 
"If he wants to go elsewhere, 
he will go with our blessings," 
Modell said. "I would like to see 
him stay." 
Modell said Hilgenberg ac- 
cepted the decision gracefully. 
"He wasn't angry. He was emo- 
tional," Modell said. "He's a 
proud, proud person. It's not easy 
after his long run to accept a les- 
ser role, but that's what the 
coaching staff has decided." 
Kirk Ferentz, offensive line 
coach, said the decision was 
based not so much on Hilgen- 
berg's performance in camp, but 
on Everitt's. 
"We obviously thought he was 
a good player when we drafted 
him," Browns offensive line 
coach Kirk Ferentz said about 
Everitt. "The bottom line is he 
has performed a little better than 
we expected him to perform. He 
has handled things with great 
poise He has played with a lot of 
confidence out there." 
The Browns also waived kicker 
Roman Anderson, defensive 
lineman Jerome Brown, defen- 
sive backs Eric Hamilton and 
Richard Johnson, wide receiver 
Kerry Fen-ell, quarterback Brad 
Goebel, tight end Mike Hinnant 
and linebackers Rob McGovern 
and Michael Reid. 
The Browns acquired Los An- 
geles Raiders tight end Dave 
Jones. The 225-pound Jones has 
played one NFL season, but has 
not started a game. 
Placed on injured reserve were 
defensive backs Bernard Ellison, 
Curtis Cotton and Allan Haller. 
Linebacker Travis Hill was des- 
ignated as physically unable to 
perform. 
Meanwhile, the Browns indi- 
cated a willingness to consider 
fullback's Kevin Mack's wish to 
play again, four weeks after re- 
tiring. 
Mack visited the Browns' 
training camp last Wednesday 
and met with the coach Bill Beli- 
chick on Friday. 
"Kevin did contact me and ex- 
pressed an interest in playing 
again," Bellchick said Tuesday in 
a brief prepared statement. He 
said Mack's physical condition 
will be evaluated, but no decision 
will be made regarding his status 
until after Friday night's exhibi- 
tion game with Tampa Bay. 
"We're having some conversa- 
tions with him but we don't know 
where they're going to lead, yet," 
Modell said. 
*** 
In other NFL news the Indian- 
apolis Colts announced Tuesday 
the release of several players in- 
cluding 1993 Bowling Green 
graduate Erik White. 
White quarterbacked the Fal- 
cons to back to back Mid- 
American Conference champion- 
ships and finished his career 
sixth on the conference's career 
list for passing yardage with 
6,027 yards. 
White was named the MAC 
offensive Player of the Year fol- 
lowing his junior and senior 
seasons. 
The Colts offered White a free 
agent tryout after he was not 
chosen In the spring NFL draft. 
Having a motorcycle operator license is more than legal. It's vital. Statistics 
show that unlicensed riders account for 80% of the fatalities in some 
states. So get your license. It's proof that you can ride. And it may 
even keep you from becoming a statistic, MTMOTOU unn FMMMTMN 
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Dunkfest: Shaq attaqs Japan 
Standing-room-only crowd awed by O'Neal's 'sugoi' show 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO - Forget finesse. 
Forget subtlety. When Shaqul- 
lle O'Neal met the Japanese 
media for the first time Tues- 
day, the subject was breaking 
backboards. 
And how to dunk. 
And just why it is that he's so 
big and tall. 
"I've broken five backboards 
and fractured one," O'Neal, in 
Japan as part of a promotional 
tour for Reebok, told a stan- 
ding-room-only crowd of most- 
ly Japanese reporters. "And I 
plan to do it a couple times 
more." 
The Orlando Magic center 
made good on that promise 
immediately afterward, much 
to the delight of a few thousand 
fans at Tokyo's Ariake Co- 
liseum for the all-Japan 3-on-3 
championship. 
His first dunk in an exhibi- 
tion game against a three-man 
Japanese company team 
proved too much for the rim, 
which hung limp and twisted as 
the crowd roared. 
Officials switched the game 
to an adjacent court, where the 
rim held up for about 20 Shaq 
attacks. Each elicited a mass 
exclamation of "sugoi," or 
"awesome." 
Though basketball remains 
far behind baseball, sumo 
wrestling, soccer and many 
other sports in popularity in 
Japan, it has been gaining fans 
rapidly over the past few 
years. 
NBA teams have traveled to 
Japan each year since 1990 to 
play in the only regular-season 
games held outside of North 
America, and sellout crowds 
are the rule. 
But if Tuesday's news con- 
ference is any indication, many 
Japanese are still trying to get 
a handle on the game's finer 
points. 
"What is the secret of dunk- 
ing?" asked one reporter. 
"You get over the rim and 
put the ball in," O'Neal replied, 
deadpan. 
And, a diminutive reporter 
wanted to know, how come he 
is so tall? 
"My parents are both tall, so 
they have big chromosomes, 
big genes," said O'Neal, who 
stands 7-foot-l and weighs 300 
pounds. "I don't know." 
O'Neal was selected the NBA 
Rookie of the Year last season 
after averaging 23.4 points, 
13.9 rebounds and 3.S3 blocks 
for the Magic. 
Fulcher hopes 
to stick with LA 
The Associated Press 
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (AP) The 
Los Angeles Raiders signed 
former Pro Bowl safety David 
Fulcher on Monday to play line- 
backer. 
Fulcher, 28, went to three Pro 
Bowls in seven seasons with the 
Cincinnati Bengals, most re- 
cently after the 1990 season. He 
was released after the Bengals' 
first exhibition game and had 
tryouts with the Phoenix Car- 
dinals and San Francisco 49ers. 
But Fulcher, a Los Angeles 
native who attended Arizona 
State, made it clear he relished 
the chance to come home. 
"This is what I'd hoped would 
happen eight, years ago (during 
the draft)," he said. "Now I'm 
just thankful to get the chance to 
come in and prove I can still 
play." 
Fulcher said he has never 
played the position, but in many 
situations with Cincinnati he 
played near the line of scrim- 
mage, like a linebacker. 
He said the only reason the 
Bengals gave for his release was 
"they wanted a little more speed 
back there." 
"Well, I've never been a guy 
that can run a 4.4," Fulcher said. 
"I never could do that. But I just 
went out and did my job." 
Chiefs, Chargers to battle in West 
The Associated Press 
Kansas City went for the big 
names at the skill positions. San 
Diego opted for linemen and 
linebackers. Any questions about 
how the top two teams in the AFC 
West will go about their duties 
this season? 
The Chiefs have Joe Montana 
seeking one last soaring moment 
and Marcus Allen looking to 
show up the Raiders for dumping 
all over him, then dumping him. 
They are the glitzy guys. Yes, 
right there in the heartland, a big 
dose of California cool just might 
take Kansas City back to the top. 
Coach Marty Schottenheimer 
is counting on it, scrapping his 
two-back, power offense for a 
49ers-style attack based on short, 
precise pass routes, three-step 
quarterback drops and plenty of 
variety? 
Why? 
"Because we're not playing in 
the Super Bowl and that's where 
we want to be," Schottenheimer 
says. 
Which means Montana throw- 
ing to an assortment of backs 
that includes Allen, who fell into 
disfavor with Raiders owner Al 
Davis and was buried on the 
bench the last two seasons. 
New offensive coordinator 
Paul Hackett, once Montana's 
quarterbacks coach in San Fran- 
cisco, has Installed most of the 
elements of the 49ers' splendid 
system. 
That should create a comfort 
zone for Montana So will having 
a solid corps of running backs. 
Fullbacks Christian Okoye and 
Barry Word must show they can 
catch as well as crunch, while Al- 
len and Harvey Williams should 
be particularly dangerous carry- 
ing Montana's tosses. 
Although he won't find any 
Jerry Rice, John Taylor or Brent 
Jones on hand, Montana's 
receivers aren't bad. Tim Bar- 
nett, J.J. Birden and Willie Davis 
have modest credentials, but 
they were working with Dave 
Krieg last year, not the master. 
Davis led the league with a 
21.0-yards-per-catch average. 
The offensive line is somewhat 
unsettled on the right side. 
Center Tim Grunhard and left 
tackle John Alt are solid. 
With all the attention being 
paid to the offense, Kansas City's 
defenders might get peeved 
about the lack of notice. Getting 
Derrick Thomas, Neil Smith, Ke- 
vin Ross, Albert Lewis, Dino 
Hackett and Dan Saleaumua 
riled up is not a good idea. 
Kansas City ranked fifth in de- 
fense last year, second against 
the pass. Montana will enjoy that, 
too, along with excellent special 
teams. 
Given all that, the division still 
can't be given to the Chiefs in a 
walk. The Chargers should push 
them all the way. 
The first team to win a division 
after starting a season 0-4, the 
Chargers are a gutty, grind-it-out 
group. Fullback Marion Butts 
rams his 248 pounds at opponents 
behind a hefty, relatively experi- 
enced line led by veteran tackles 
Harry Swayne and Stan Brock. 
For reinforcements, they drafted 
245-pound Natrone Means. For 
speed, they have Ronnie Har- 
mon, the team's MVP last year. 
Other than Anthony Miller, 
however, the receiving corps is 
mediocre. 
Stan Humphries guided the 
1992 turnaround and, according 
to coach Bobby Ross, "showed 
me as much guts as anyone has" 
by playing two playoff games 
with a dislocated left shoulder. 
Humphries made good on his 
first opportunity as a starter 
after sitting in Washington. 
San   Diego's   defense,   which 
was better than Kansas City's 
last year and blanked the Chiefs 
in the playoffs, might have got- 
ten even better with the signing 
of linebacker Jerrol Williams and 
the drafting of comeback Dar- 
rien Gordon. But a season-ending 
knee injury to secondary star 
Gill Byrd will hurt. 
Junior Seau has been hearing 
comparisons to Lawrence Taylor 
lately and linemen Leslie O'Neal 
and Burt Grossman are terrific. 
Watch for a big season from free 
safety Stanley Richard. 
The Broncos, Raiders and Sea- 
hawks don't figure to keep up 
with the top two and won't con- 
tend for wild-card slots. 
The preseason focus in Denver 
has been on how happy John El- 
way and his teammates are that 
Wade Phillips is in charge and 
Dan Reeves is in New Jersey. 
Happiness helps, but better per- 
formances on the defensive line 
and a couple more receivers and 
runners would help a lot more. 
In Elway, the Broncos have the 
game's most dyanmic offensive 
creator. Except for the emerging 
Shannon Sharpe and Arthur Mar- 
shall, he doesn't have much es- 
tablished aid. Second-round pick 
Glyn Milburn could see plenty of 
running and receiving action at 
halfback. 
The Raiders should be the 
fastest team in the NFL, especial- 
ly if they get Rocket Ismail. They 
also will be one of the oldest, with 
11 key players well into their 30s. 
Seattle's defense, anchored by 
1992 Defensive Player of the 
Year Cortez Kennedy, might be 
good enough to contend. 
But the Seahawks can't score 
(140 points in 1992) and figure to 
have a rookie. No. 2 overall 
choice Rick Mirer, at quarter- 
back. Can Kennedy carry the 
ball? 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
FALCON CLUB 
Fool ball "Meet-thS-Taam" 
Thursday, August 26.1903 
Doyt L Psny Stadium East Side Seals 
6:00pm-7:30pm 
SAMMELENDEZ 
Independent student 
for Bowling Green 
City Council 
SAMMELENDEZ 
Independent at udent 
for Bowling Green 
City Council 
SAMMCLENDEZ 
Independent student 
for Bowling Green 
CHy Council 
SERVICES OFFERED 
BABYSITTER AVAILABLE 
Local   teenager  available  ID watch   toddlers 
through grade school aged children 2-3 eves. 
•   week    in   your   home.    Eiperi- 
enced/reasonabte rates 354 4604 
CLOTHING NAME TAPES - Black ink on white 
fabric. Limit 20 letters/spaces per name - ALL 
CAPS. 1/2" wide name tapes are pre-cut and 
cost only ts 75 tor 100 sew-on name tapes 
and $6 75 tor 100 iron on name tapes. Prompt 
delivery on all orders. Sand orders to Glenside 
Tape ft Label. P.O. Boi 775, Dept BG. Frazer. 
PA 19355 (2151647-7288. 
PREGNANT? 
We can help. FREE ft CONFDENTIAL preg- 
nancy tests, support A information. BG Preg- 
nancy Center Can 3S4-HOPE 
Royal Cleaning Services tor your home. 
Thorough, reliable, experienced A insured. 
Free estimates. 3532006. 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION FIGURE SKATERSI 
Tryout for BGSU's Precision Team on 8/26 
and 8/31. Meet at lea Arena at 10PM both 
nights Call Mrs. Barber at 352-2264 for more 
information. ^^^^^^ 
WOMEN'S SOCCER TRYOUTS 
Aug. 25.26 at 4 30 at fields by Stadium 
Any questions call 
Knssi Schneider 372-5420. 
SPRING BREAK ** SELL TRIPS. EARN 
CASH ft GOFREEIII Student Travel Services 
is now being campus reps. Call & 
8004)48-4849. 
WANTED: A FEW GOOD MEN 
Guys interested in becoming a member of this 
year's cheerleadtng squad should contact Brad 
Browning at 372-7093 right away. 
Photographers Needed 
for Fall 1993 
Must have general 
knowledge in photography 
and have own equipment. 
Applications may be filled 
out in 210 West Hall. 
For more information, contact The BG News 
at 372-6966 or 372-2601. 
NEEDED MALE CHEERLEADERS 
Guys interested in becoming a member of this 
year's squad should contact Brad Browning at 
372-7093 right away 
Attention Registered Senloral 
Applications for homecoming King and Queen 
are available nowl Drop by the UAO office - 3rd 
floor of tie Union tor your application today. 
Don't delay • applications are due Sept. 1 by 5 
pjn.l 
BGSU Purchasing needs So., Jr. or Sr. to 
work part-time (18-20 hra/wk) tall semester. 
Must have taken Mgmt. 330. Volunteer. 
Bring resume to 231 Ad Bldg X-2451 for de- 
tails. 
Tour Guides "Tour OuktesTour Guldee 
Mandatory Office of Admissions 
Tour Guide Meeting. 
Tuesday. Aug. 31, 4:0O-5:30pm 
or Wednesday, Sept. 1, 5 00-6 30pm 
Assembly Room. McFail Center. 
Campus Tour Guldee 
Office ol Admissions Kick-Off 
Mandatory Tour Gisde Meeting. 
Tues . Aug. 31. 4 00 5 30pm OR 
Wad., Sept. 1.5:00-6 30pm 
MOFall Center. Assembly Room 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Woman & 
Coed Softball - Aug 31; Men's Softball - Sept. 
1: Men's Doubles Golf - Sept. 2; Men. Women. 
Coed UtDmate Frisbee - Sept. 7: Women's 
Singles, Men, Women's Doubles Tennis - 
D Sept- 8 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD 
HOUSE BY 4 00 P.M ON DUE DATE  
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: MAN- 
DATORY SOFTBALL OFFICIALS CLINIC - 
0 SEPTEMBER 1. FIELD HOUSE MEETING 
ROOM- 7:00-10:30PM APPLY IN 130FIELD 
HOUSE BY SEPTEMBER' 
FREE DOUBLE PRINTS 
Aug. 2Sth to Sept. 9th 
35mm FILM SALE 
$1.49 after rebate 
THE PICTURE PLACE 
in The Student Union 
Inside Rummage Sale. St John's Episcopal 
Church located at the corner of E. Wooster ft 
Mercer Rd. August 27.9-4. August 28.9-3 
Welcome Back GreeksH ft Congrats to the new 
sisiors Slop in at The Greek Mart, the one 
slop Greek specialty store that's just tor you1* 
(Open every dayl) 
The Greek Mart 
119 Easl Court Street 
WANTED 
Female to share apt with 2 girls. 
Private bedroom ft bath. Sixth St. 
Call 1-216-221-4178 
Male housemate Non-smoker, quiet, mature 
lo share large front floor of lovely old house. 
t242 56.mo ft elec Call 353-1922.  
Noo-smoking leniW noodod 10 sha-e modern 
apt. w/ skylight $167 50 mo. Close to cam- 
pus. Please call Kim 1-382 5175  
nr 
%: 
W€lCOM€ 
BACK 
STUDCNTS!! 
If you're still looking for a place to live 
stop by and ckeck out our listings! 
Greenbricir, Inc. 
884 C. Wooster 
358-0717 
W kCl S: s .1 ■* j ;:;a:;:;::;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;::;;;;:::::;;:;::;:::;;:::::;::;:::;::::::::; 
Sublease or share very nice 1 bdrm. A/C, new 
everything, S370/mo. to sublease or 
S200/mo. in exchange for allowing me 5-6 
nights per mo. at the apt. Heat is tree. 
3545807 
HELPWANTED 
ft EARN $2500 ft FREE TRIPSI 
SELL ONLY 8 SPRING BREAK TRIPS AND 
YOU GO FREEI GREAT RESUME EXPERI- 
ENCE! BAHAMAS, PANAMA CITY. CANCUN. 
JAMAICAI BEST TRIPS ft PRICES. 
1-800-6788386.  
$287.50. Sal 50 hilarious, outrageous A otlen 
alcohol related collage T-shirts ft make 
$287 50 Al shirts 100% guaranteed A nsk free 
program. 22 designs available. Can now lor 
tree catalogue 1-800-304-3309.  
Babysitter needed lor belore ft atler school 
Mon-JlroughThurs. Call 352-6883.        
„       -   , llllllli 
——* (I 1 /I I    III  Kill 
SOW.JNG CSfIN • 3SJ ')4I 
$3    
Welcome Back Students 
NOW SHOWING! 
SLEEPLESS 
IN    SEATTLE 
TOM 
BANKS    Nightly at 7:15 ft 9:30 
MEG     Sat. ft Sun Mat 2 00 ft 4:i 5 
RYAN ^ 
4?\ Free Pop & Popcorn 
With This Ad Valid 
Thru 8/29/93 
DO YOU DREAM OF A JOB IN 
BROADCAST NEWS? 
WE CAN GIVE YOU A GREAT START! 
RADIC^EWS 
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN NEWSWRITING, 
PRODUCTION, BROADCASTING, SALES AND 
PUBUC RELATIONS. 
COME TO OUR FIRST MEETING AUGUST 30TH AT 
8 PM IN 204 WEST HALL 
page thirty-two The BC News Wednesday, August 25, 1993 
Accepting application all shifts. 
Barney » Convenience Mart & Video. 
Apply Wed. Thurs. 1-4& Fri. 9 am Noon 
at 1811/2 S. Main. Bowling Green. 
Accepting application* tor bar person or wait- 
reu, dayi only Apply in person. Kaufman* 
Downtown between 2 « Mon. through Sal. 
Alter school owe tor 9 yr. old. M, W 2:30-8pm; 
T 2:30-10; R 2 30- 6pm Transportation re- 
quired. 354 1500 
Bartender and watlretsing positions available 
Must be available to work evenings and week- 
ends Mutt be 21 to bartend and 19 to wait 
ress. Apply at Gamers. 893 S. Main St. 
BOUNCERS NEEDED 
2-3 nights a week 
Club 21 '352-1395 
EARN    US    WHILE    TALKING   ON   THE 
PHONE" 
Gain valuable experience in Marketing, PR. & 
Salesl Apply lor Fall Telelund now through 
Aug. 31 horn Bam to 5pm at The Mien Alumni 
Ctr. The next call you make can mean t$ in 
your pocket. 
Oil ice cleaning, evenings. 
10-12hours per week. 
Call 352 5822 
OTSEGO HIGH SCHOOL has an opening lor a 
part-time Industrial Technology teaching posi- 
tion. Certification is desired, but not required il 
individual meets qualifications. Contact Bob 
Nicholson or Tom Bartee at 823-4911  
Reliable resp. student w/ carlo care for 7 4 10 
yr. ok) boys alter school M-F; 3.30-5:30 Ret 
Roq May leave message. 352 8809 
Restaurant Help: 
Part-time lunches & closing shirt. 
Apply at either Perrysburg Subway locaoons 
Shearson Lehman m Toledo needs So, Jr. 
Business student ml excellent typing, familiar 
*/ WORDSTAR. Part-time (all semester 
ISmr Call ail Stevens 259-5541 ASAPI 
SPRING BREAK t* - SELL TRIPS. EARN 
CASH & GO FREEIII Student Travel Services 
is   now   hiring   campus   reps.    Call 
@ 8006484849 
Student needed lor childcare. 
Call 353-7203. 
Landscape Design & Construction Company. 
Flexible hours - transportation he.pful 
Call 686- 7865 
GAIN EXPERIENCE 
Admm. Assl/PR Major needed 
Downtown Business Association 
PAID INTERNSHIP 
Call 354-4332 
3 easy chairs. Twin bedroom set. 
9« 12 oval braided rug. 
354-6476 
Telemarketing positions now available. Must 
be reliable 8 motivated. Guaranteed $4 25 plus 
commission based on sales abilriy Minimum ol 
15 hrt. per week, evenings 8 weekends re- 
quired. Apply Mon through Fn. alter 4pm al 
ii3N.MsanSI. 
EBSCO TELE MARKETING SERVICE 
Thayer Chevrolet ol Bowling Green is looking 
lor sales secretary applicants. A positive am 
tude 8 wiUngness to work are required. Call 
Tom. Mon. through Fn, 9am-1 pm at 353-5751. 
1969 Windsor mobile home, 2 bdrm.. air, re- 
frigerator 8 stove. Only minutes from campus 
Call 352 3248.  
2 Tandy 1000 computers 
Call 66» 2004 
Chevy Chevetle 1981. 
$1000 or best oiler 
354-4750 
The BO News 
needs an experienced typist/proofreader 
10 typeset classified advertising 
Fri'sonly,11am-2pm 
-• REQUIREMENTS " 
Computer expenenos-Accuraie 8 Speedy 
FVotaent Speller 8 Proolreader 
Apply al Student Employment 
Toledo tiockbroker needs Jr/Sr. Finance. 
Bus., or Sales majors to work pan-time tall 
Semester. Volunteer. Bring resume to 238 Ad. 
Bldg.X-2451 lor details 
Van driver, pt time position Provide transporta- 
tion to and from social service agency. Must be 
between ages 21-65, have a valid driver's li- 
cense 8 excell. driving record Submit resume 
to POBOX738BGOH , 
FOR SALE 
10 speed ladies bike. EC. (75  Call AM or 
leave message 693-3152. 
Rtdtemable hv 
Hn. I5lk 1993 
8-PIECE FRIED 
CHICKEN III Will 
-All  DARK" 
1068 K. M1IN    *^l 
FREE DELIVERY 
354-7262 
I I 
WHEN DRINKING, 
GALL 
A FRIEND. 
Drinking and riding can lead lo a 
loss "i license, a conviction, or 
even worse. When you drink, gel 
a ride with a friend. It's ^ 
tin' best call you can make. 
MOTORCYCLE SafETY FOUKOaTIO* 
[CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
Confidential Health Care For Women 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
• Caring friend or 
relative allowed 
for personal 
support 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo, OH 43604 
1 -800-589-6005 
BUCKLE UP! 
1980 Kawasawki K2750 
Runs well, 8550 
1985 Dodge Ram Ek Conversion Van 
A/C. Runs well. $2,800 
352 5549. 
1983 Toyota Celica GTS Red. sunroof, new 
exhaust, good condition Si.600. Call 
354-8871. 
1984 Nissan Sentra, 2 dr, hatcfiback, mint 
eond., auto. AMrFM stereo, rear defrost., like 
new radiator, ores, battery 8 shocks, no rust. 
very dean in 8 out Asking 82300. call 
353-3226.  
1984 Toyota Corolla. 
Asking$120O.00.OBG. 
Call 354 7347. 
1987 Ford Escort, flew brakes, new dutch, 
new battery. Good condition $1E00 Call 
352-4828. 
CAMERA. 35mm. Pentax Super Program 
w/Uls of extras. 
Call 352-7392 
Dorm/Apartment Furniture 
3 cu. ft. refrigeraax. small kweseat. TV/Stereo 
stand, end table. 354-6105.  
Loft. 850. 
Call AJ at 353-5014 
CINEMARK THEATRES 
CINEMA 5   M.u 
Couch, chair, coflee table Good condition 
8200 for all Superb stereo system, $500 Call 
3533141.  
Single futon lor sale. 
Like new frame and firm mattress. $100. 
Call 353-3433. 
STUDENT DESKS-$39 
4 Drawer chest - 849 
Miner Woodworking 
330 S Maple ' 352-7929 
Tandy 1000-SL2 IBM compaible 3 5 disk 
drive Hard drive Software Make offer. Call 
354-0702. 
BG Noon Kiwanis Club largest garage sale in 
town. Sat, Aug 28lh. 8-5 Kton Flower Farm. 
906 Napoleon Road (at the end ol S. College 
Dr.) Something for everyone! 
ATTENTION STAR TREK FANS 
II you love Star Trek or are looking for Star Trek 
memorabilia give me a call at 372-1362 ask lor 
Adam. ,  
FOR RENT 
1 8 2 bedroom furnished apts. 
352-7454 
2 barms, avail, m 3 bdrm house. Mature fe- 
males. Available immedialely. 8185/mo. Cal 
352-2197.   
2 bedroom furnished house 
within one block of campus 
3527454 
Beautiful new duplex. 2 blocks from campus. 
836 Scon Hamilton. Rent negotiable. Ph 
287-3233 days, or 287 4255 after 5pm  
Carty Rentals ■ 352-7385 
2 bdrm. apt., large 8 quiet 
Single rooms 8 subleasing lor students 
9 or 12 mo. leasing • near campus. 
For Rent 
Duplex, adjacent to campus. 
352-0000 
Remodeled 3 bedroom house. 
Call 353-1731. 
Rooms available in BG home. Grad students 
prelerred. 352-1631 or 354-6701, leave mes- 
Single room, private bath, cooking facilities. 
quiet residential area one mile from campus 
No pets, no smoking. $i95/mo. mo util. Call 
352-18320/352-7365. 
Space Savers 
Lofts, Refrigerators. Sofas 
and Sweaterboard Rentals. 
352-5475 
354-0558 
s. 
> 
Ae37 
DMMV 
OPENING WORSHIP SERVICE 
and PIZZA PARTY! 
Join us for a special opening 
worship celebration followed by a 
fabulous feast of FREE PIZZA on 
Sunday, Aug. 29 at 10:30 a.m. 
We hope to see you there! 
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL 
1124 E. Wooster 
The Fugitive - PQ-13 
Harrison Ford. Tommy Lee Jones 
430.7:10,950 ■ 
Men In Tights -PG-13 
Mel Brooks. Ctr, EMS 
7O0. 020 - 
> 
Free Willy - PG 
LonPWr 
435' 
H 
H 
J 
Surf Nlnjas - PG > 
Em* Hoyst Jr.. Rob Sot>n«4»r 
4 45. 7:15.9X 
Jason Goes to Hell - R 
KaneHoddsr 
4:50.720. 025 
< 
Hard Target - R 
VanDemme Movw 
440.7.05.9:18' 
' NO PASSES 
NO PASSES SUPfllSAVFRS 
< 
Greenwood Coin Laundry 
Q       1616 E. Wooster 
Next to College Station 
• Lot us do your dirty work. 
• Drycleaning service available Monday - Friday 
Introducing Bowling Green's... 
COOL BLUE Box Recycling Program! 
It's for Apartments, 
Mobile Homes & Condominiums. 
IT'S NEW! IT'S FREE! 
IT'S EASY: 
WE 
RECYCLE! 
l/Fill the Box WTake it to the Recycling Center. V 
ASK your Landlord how you can 
recycle or call the 
Recycling Hotline: 352-5446 
Landlords call 354-6226 for Information and containers. 
r. r\ r\ r\ * 
WELCOME BACK 
University Bookstore 
Used and New Textbooks 
CONVENIENT LOCATION ON CAMPUS!" 
• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE 
• CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
• BEST SELLERS 
• PAPERBACKS 
• STUDY AIDS 
•MAGAZINES 
• CALCULATORS 
• COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
We Buy Back Books Everyday! 
• BGSU SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS 
• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• FILM & DEVELOPING 
• GREETING CARDS 
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS 
• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
• COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
•GIFTS 
SPECIAL OPENING HOURS 
OPEN 
SATURDAY 8/21 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
SUNDAY 8/22 Noon - 6 p.m. 
ij * ^    ^ 
8/17 
8/18 
8/23 
8/24 
8/25 
8/26 
8/27 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
8 a.m. -8 p.m. 8/28            Sat. 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 8/30            Mon. 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 8/31            Tues. 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 9/01            Wed. 
8 a.m. -8 p.m. 9/02            Thurs 
8 a.m. -8 p.m. 9/03            Fri. 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
9/07 Tues. - Resume Regular Hours 
9 a.m. -5 p 
8 a.m. -8 p 
8 a.m. - 8 p 
8a.m. -6p 
8a.m. -6p 
8 a.m. - 5 p 
m. 
m. 
m. 
m. 
m. 
m. 
REGULAR HOURS 
PHONE: 
419-372-2851 
CLOSED 
Sun. 8/29, Sat. 9/04 and 
Mon. 9/06 (Labor Day) 
The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University 
Mon. - Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
8 a.m. -6 p.m. 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Closed 

Rapid Printing 
186 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
352-9118 
Multi-Color Offset Printing • Copies 
Macintosh DTP • CD ROM • Graphic Design 
Brochures • Flyers • Posters • Tickets 
Table Tents • Postcards • Programs • Forms 
Rubber Stamps • Business Cards • Laminations 
Resumes • Fax Service • Spiral Binding 
Wedding Invitations & Supplies 
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED       ^B^ 
CELEBRATING OUR 25TH YEAR!   d- 
PRESENT THIS AD FOR     * I 1  * 
$5.00 OFF YOUR NEXT ORDER!! 
DOWNTOWN BG 
ADVERTISERS 
Ben Franklin pg-8 
Blue Ribbon pg. 16 
Copy Shop pg.12 
Cycle Werks pg. 10 
Downtown Business Association pg. 10 
Easy street Pfrll 
Falcon House pg.13 
Finder's pg. 13 
Flower Basket pg. 12 
The Greek Mart pg. 10 
Grounds for Thought pg. 10 
Holiday Travel pg-11 
Howard's pg.13 
Kaufman's pg.12 
Klever's Pg-11 
Madhatter Pg-11 
Merchant's Fair Pg-6 
Natty Threads Pgl2 
Occassions Pg-8 
Pisanello's Pg-3 
Quick Print pg.13 
Rapid Print Pg-2 
S&S Barber Shop pg. 11 
Society Pgl2 
True Value pg-9 
Uhlman's Pg-4 
Uhlman's Salon Pg-11 
Village Preacher Pg-2 
Young's Newsstand Pg-2 
r 
_Vil tage Preacher_ 
Christian   bookscore 
$5 off any T-shirt purchase 
or 
Free Poster with the purchase 
of a cassette tape or CD 
with this Ad. 
133, South Main Street, Downtown B.G. 
Bowling Green-OH 43402 419-352-3709 
Piscinello's Pizza 
Free Delivery 
When it's gotta 
00 Pizzo, it's 
gotto be 
Pisanello's, 
ond Subs too! 
Recording to o 
BG5U 
preference 
surveu, students 
prefer Pizzo to 
Homburgers. 
According to 
Notional 
Restaurant 
Association 
tests, Pizza is 
the better 
nutritionol value. 
Pisanello's 
has served more 
Pizza than anu 
pizzeria in 
Bowling Green. 
Vou know we 
have to be 
good!! 
8) 
.-Pisanello's 
1*^17 J?Q    203 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green's Most Award Winning Pizza 
Free Delivery 352-5166 
Minimum for Free Delivery—$3.00 - Limited Area 
Open Daily 4:00 p.m. - Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
These prices are not valid 
with any otner coupons/offers 7" 
Mini 
10" 
Small 
3.25 
.50 
12" 
Medium 
4.50 
.75 
14" 
Large 
5.25 
1.00 
16" 
Ex. Large 
6.25 
1.25 
Our Blended Cheese Pizza     1.75 
Additional items or Chicago Style 25 
Pepperoni • Mushroom • It Sausage • Ham • Bacon • Gr Beef • Ex Cheese ■ Ex Dough • 
Cheddar • Pineapple • Diced Onions • Pepper Rings • Olives • Green Peppers • Tomatoes 
Ex Sauce - Free • 1/2 and 1/2 equals one item 
Combo Pizza (any 3 Items)     2.50 
Deluxe Pizza     3.00 
(Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, 
& Green Peppers) 
Meatzza Pizza    3.00 
(Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Bacon & Beef) 
4.50 
5.25 
5.25 
6.50 
7.50 
7.50 
8.00 
9.50 
9.50 
9.50 
11.50 
11.50 
Hot Submarine Sandwiches 
10" Large 
Italian Sub (Ham, Salami, Bologna. Mozzarella Cheese)      $3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.65 
Ham or Roast Beef (with American or Mozzarella Cheese)  
Turkey Sub (American or Mozzaella Cheese, Lettuce)  
Pizza Sub (Pepperoni. Mozzarella, and Special Pizza Sacue)  
Veg. Sub (Am., & Mozz. Ch., Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Lettuce, & Onion).... 
Club Sub (Turkey, Roast Beet, Ham, Mozz., Mayo, Lett., Tom., & Bacon). 
SALADS, BREADS & WINGS 
Chef Salad (Ham, Turkey, Pep., Mozz., On., Tom., CrTons., Rings)       $3.50 
Tossed Salad         1.25 
(Dressings: French, Italian, Ranch, Bleu Cheese) 
Breadslicks         2.00 
Garlic Fingers w/Cheese         2.50 
(Butter garlic spread on a 10* pizza dough with Mozzarella cheese) 
Garlic Bread (6 sices) 1.00 with cheese 1.50 
WINGS (Hot. Mild. BBQ) S 10 20 30 40 SO 
1.75      3.50      6.00      8.50     10.50    12.50 
Papal, DM Pepsi, Ml. Dew, Coke Claaelc. DM Coke, Sprite (tax IncL) 65 
Chips (Regular, BBQ, Nacho)    JO 
Hours and Prices subject to change without notice 
DOUBLE PIZZA DOUBLE PIZZA 
(~ Small 10" Pizza and Pop      ] 
I^aajaaaajajBaBaw For any SrTMl On* 
^Ty^f^^^^f* tmtr, Palm mM ga 
^^aj             ■ or»c<-olPopfnEE        I 
I^^B         aBBeW' CNcaBoStyteor 
v"~-v fa.a-r.KJe.*        | 
   ipete^o,    •»] 
VCoupon not needed! B.G. ONLY Expires 12/31/93 J   V. rfcaaaMs^ewa-Mefg   M ONLY J 
. . • Special Prices • • • 
2 Mini   2 Small   2 Medium    2 Large    2 XLg. 
Cheese     3.50        6.00 7.75 9.50       11.50 
Ex. Items (covers both pizzas)..     .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
Coup
352-5166 
fTXiJfonNiA WHITE PlZZA^ 
^- -* at   r»,l  Ulkll. am -.-    . _j 
I A Great White Sauce And Mozzarella Cheese, Plus 
II • Muthroom • Bacon • Cheddar • Chicken • Almonds 
mn 'am of add 'em 
Any Iwoltemi: 
•T - $2.25 -Med. -18.00 
•Sm.-t4.2S     -La,.-$7.25 
•E.  l(J - $8.75 
I Ml* 
. Pizzo' s-« .... te-s J 
CT\ Item & 5 Wings 
I'T 1 Item & Breadslicks 
•7" 1 Item, Sm. Salad & Pop 
•Breadstix, Sm. Salad & Pop 
I -Lg. Sub & Pop/Club Sub 
. F^ZZct' ±— »•« I BOWLING GREEN 352-5166 J 
\_ Hal yaW —my Ohm otler Em. 12131/83 _y 
m 
Free Delivery I 
Limited Area ' 
(-2 Large 1 Item 
! -1 Lg. 1 Item & 20 Wings 
I-1 X-Lg.2 Items* 10Wings 
. -2 Medium 2 Items 
I -1 Med. 2 It. & 20 Wings 
YOUR 
CHOICE 
811 
Free Delivery I 
Limited Area ■ !P§»SS 
BOWLING GREEN 352-5166 I 
V Nei eJI mm at— eHeffan i2/3i<83 _J 
(~U&\. 12" Pizza and 2 Pops~"^ 
I^^^^^J^r^^^^^ fw ■"» ****) °°*B#m   i 
^H^^Il\^P Ptfrtandg* ?csn* 
^■■■■F c-PopFRFE 
ICHcaoo sty* Ptz2a 
or Free Delivery   I 
^.m-* 352-5166 
-J^UCaOCJiO'S Explnw 12/31*3 iPSfiPiSrS: B.G. ONLY I 
\_ Net y»»i)««h any etm peer _J 
C   1 Kern Pizza & 2 Ltr. Pop      ] 
14" Lg. $7.50 
Ex  llomSl 
16"Xlg $8.5 0 
For any Rag. on* Ham 
Pizza and gal a Fiaa 
2 Mar boMa ot Pop 
Chicaoo Styta ER. fearn 
Ex  Mom $1 25 
,pB»"!bl 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
lafkas 12/31/w | 
^d^^or,^    B.G.OMY   J 
UJC DO PRRTICS, CATCRIMG RND FUND RAISING 
CALL FOR SPCCIfll DISCOUNT DCTRIIS! 
(races «ND HOUKS SUBJCCT TO CMMNOC mmioin NOTKC) 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26 THROUGH SUNDAY, AUGUST 29 
Thurs./Fri. 10-8      Sat. 10-5:30 Sun. 12-5 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Thousands of Fashions for Men, Women, Children, and the Home! 
CONSOLIDATION SALE 
Corner of Main St. & Wooster 
Downtown Bowling Green 
SAVINGS  __^7     js,**. %   75% Off* ORIGINAL PRICES 
V 
All fashions with a 
RED DOT 
on the Price ticket 
Take An Additional 
30% Off 
The Last Marked Price 
SHOP 
LOCALLY! 
The 
money you spend 
helps Bowling Green grow and prosper 
A part of everything you spend in local stores goes to 
make Bowling Green a better place in which to live. 
Merchants pay taxes, donate to community and uni- 
versity projects, and generally support local institu- 
tions. The merchants want to work to improve and 
support good life in our community. 
When you shop locally, everyone benefits. It's more 
convenient so you save gas and time. And you get 
good service in Bowling Green because local busi- 
nessmen appreciate your business. They depend on 
you to keep your business. They depend on you to 
keep their stores going strong. And some of what 
you spend goes back into the community in the 
form of taxes to help pay for the services needed to 
keep a community attractive and strong. 
Remember ... Your money buys more when 
you shop at a local store.  It's good for you, 
good for us, good for the community! 
Brought to you as a public service by Tbe BG News and the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce 
BOWLING GREEN 
Students, Faculty and Staff: 
Well see you at the 
1993 BG MERCHANTS FAIR 
This is your chance to see what's in 
Bowling Green.  Over 57 local merchants 
will be bringing you a sampling of their 
products and services. 
On Tues, August 30 
11 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
BGSU University Grand Ballroom 
Sfc- 
Your Potential 
There is no better or more cost effective 
way to reach the BGSU market with 
information about your goods or 
services, your group or event 
than with The BG News. 
Market research has shown that 
The BG News is read by more than 
90% of our potential readers on 
any given day. 
No other newspaper, radio or 
TV station can make that 
claim. No other medium is 
even close. 
So reach your business or 
service potential with The 
BG News. Call 372-2606 
for help with your 
advertising needs. 
THE BG NEWS 
204 West Hall 
ON SALE 
n f-^ I   f •        August 24th thru September 13th Ben rranklin open *-* paiiy s»n 11 -5 
1 54 S. Main St.   Downtown B.C 
Sketch and Drawing Pads. 
25% OH 
Assorted Calligraphy Pens.    9 
77 < 
f-i 65S5S ^=~ 
• y^ \^ 
»cco- BlnO.fi you.    g%g% ,i 
chwca a ixeiiooard   MUG 
Of p«y tvrKWfs         u    W       •*. 
GOOSENECK DESK LAMP 
Gttiii for atudant daak. tabla   ale.     ' ' 
ML 360° lla.ibla nack In whM w black. 
99 
! COUPON 
Free Film or Processing 
Pay for the 1 st roll and the 2nd of the same size is free - 12-24 exp. 
or 
get a free roll of film - 12-24 exp. 
Example:   12 exp. processing entitles you to a 12 exp. film. 
good thru Sept. 20,1992 
COUPON L 
Poster Frames 
8x10 to 24x36 size 
20% OH 
Oc 
MS 9-< 
Join ou 
Buy 10 cards ai 
Purchase can 
or 
Personalize y 
Create z 
Specializin 
Sculptur 
Balloon de 
occasior 
Balloon Im 
Special Ev 
Party Banr 
Complete J 
and plas 
Theme a 
Bulk party 
Gift Wrapp 
Wrap 
Wedding S 
casions 
i1 S. Main 
J52-2100 
Sun. 12-5 
COUPON 
ir Card Club 
nd the 11 One is FREE. 
be made one at a time 
all at once. 
our own card with our 
i Card Computer 
g in Balloon 
es 
corating for all 
is 
printing 
ent Imprinting 
lers 
Selection of paper 
tic Table Ware for 
nd Seasonal 
supplies 
|ing and Classy 
upplies 
Birthday 
Balloon 
Bouquet 
6 Latex 
1 Mylar 
499 
C 
O 
u 
p 
o 
N 
Coupon 
expires 9/30/93 
MAIN STREET 
■"■■• — ^    HARDWARE 
OPEN 7:30-9:00 Mon. thru Sat. 
10:00-5:00 Sunday 
136 South Main. Downtown B.G. 
352-0251 
 •#—fe—•#—fo—•#—<J»—•#—%  
Baclc - £0 - Softool NO 
elastic Measure. ? c»c 
astlng Spoon, izsn 
Slotted Spoon. UHin. 1 
Pancake Turner. 12% in. 
Daap Ladle, 10 ■/,» „„. 
Kitchen Tongs. ;■.m —. » „,-, „ 
Miracle Can & Bottle Opener. - m- ■■ 
"Nee Action" Peeler. sw_ . mm a 
Apple Corer. SU»UM_  » „,„, „ 
SAUDER- 
woodworking 
20% off all Sauder 
Furniture in stock 
choose a dresser, TV, 
stand, desk, etc. 
Galaxy 
7.99 
6 in. Desk Fan 
20% Off all 
Handi - Baskets & 
lids assorted sizes & colors 
7toul/a£u£» 
::::■ 
3.99 
Combination Padlock 
great for lockers, etc. 
181768 
290 
Vinyl Grounding Adapter 
add convenience 
245-803 
I ••59 your choice 
Alkaline Batteries in 2 pk. CD. 
or1 
4 pk AA or AAA 2.29 
2.50 
Storage Crate Assorted 
Colors 10x14x13 Inch. 
10for$lM 
Tubular plastic hanger 
stock up and save. 
2.77 
8-Digit Solar Calculator 
613612 
5.99 
Heavy Duty Broom 
284711 
790 
3pk. Soft White Bulbs 
choose 40, 60,75 or 100 
watts 390658/781 
'V 
DISCOVER 
DOWNTOWN 
You can choose 
from a wide 
variety of stores 
to fit any need. 
Excellent Prices 
Within walking 
distance 
• Plenty of Parking 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Back to School Sale 
Now in Progress till Sept. 18th. 
TREKUSA 
American B-cyda Ttchnotoffr 
CCjcic— 
FlDcrks 
248 S. Main Street 
352-8578 
MART^ 
YOUR COMPLETE 
SOURCE FOR FRATERNITY 
AND SORORITY 
APPAREL AND 
ACCESSORIES 
DON'T GO RUNNING AROUND TOWN 
LOOKING FOR YOUR GREEK NEEDS!! 
COME TO THE ONE STOP SHOP ! 
OFFERING: 
A Full Line of Custom Lettered Sportswear Featuring Champion. 
Lee. Fruit of the Loom and Many Others With Lots of Fun 
and Unique Pattern Letters 
Custom I'addlcs and Paddle Accessories 
Gift Items 
Jewelry 
Party Favors 
Custom Scrccnprintcd clothing 
Embroidered Muiiogramnimjj 
119 E. Court St., Bowling Green, 353.0901 
omwmmmnuiHa 
Call Us Now For 
Ej^Your Thanksgiving 
& Christmas 
I Reservations. 
Welcome Students! 
| We take care of the planning . . . 
All you have to do is pack and enjoy 
yourself. 
Airline tickets, trains, cruises, 
hotels, package tours, group 
arrangments, and bus charters. # 
BARBER SHOP 
164 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 
We specialize in short hair styling. 
Walk-Ins Welcome !- 
MTRF 8:30-5:30 p.m.   Sat. 8:30-3:00 p.m. 
Wed. & Sun. - closed 
\l   EASYSTREET   $ 
104 S. Main St. 353 - 0988 
ISow liny fpi-t'oii's Mosl Complote 
Hilling anil Enter! aiiimoiif 
Establishment* 
i pi 
Kujoy a Greal lasting . Affordable meal ill our 
turn-of-the-century style oafe. 
We Feature : • 17 different sandwiches.  • Homemade 
BOU|>S, Salads «S Desserts • Appetizers. 
• Over 71 Domestie ami Imported Deer's 
We Are Open Seven Days a Week tat serve You. 
C'ni'r.voiil St'pviet' Y\ tillable* 
Don ntow ii !6o%\ liny f*r«'«'ii 
Imports 
Posters 
1%      l.l|M'S 
(   1*11(1.1.   I     I >ist   \ 
Indie-Labels 
Local Music 
T-Shirts 
Stickers 
45's 
$1.00 otl 
w / this AD 
,        On items priced $6.00 or more. No limit!!! 
f Expires 10/31/93 
Sale, special order, consignment, or trades excluded 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
l»N  MAINS! 
■OWUNMCMM *• <»i *»*': 
Hi**> i<t MVI 
When Words Fail 
Klevers Jewelry offers a variety of quality jewelry for any 
occassion. 
•Watch & Jewelry Repair • Engraving 
•College & Greek Jewelry •Watches 
•Batteries 
125 N.Main St. Phone 353-6691 
Located Downtown across from Tuxedo Junction 
Hot Heads 
Cool Looks 
The Hair Salon 
at Uhlmans 
Ovi// 
Hot Heads Student Discount Card. 
Cool looks for back to school... 
and all yearlong. 
20% off haircare products. 
All year. All the time. 
Back to school Hot Heads deal! 
Get cut, clipped, permed or colored. 
20% off all sevices through Sept. 30 
with selected stylists. 
Watch for other Hot Heads deals 
throughout the year. 
Bring your friends, and pick up your 
Hot Heads card in The Hair Salon 
When you come in to pick up your Hot Heads card be sure 
to register to win: 
$25 worth of "Balance" Hair Care Products 
$25 worth of "Balance" Hair Care Services 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 10-8 Sat. 10-5:30 
Sun. 12-5 
Uhlmans Department Store 139 S. Main 
352-5615 Second Floor 
Your friends at.  
THE FLOWER BASKET (Downtown) 
Welcome you back to Bowling Green 
IF YOU NEED.... .Fresh Flowers, Stuffed Animals, Balloons, 
Candles, Wreaths or other fun gifts & Decorating 
items. Stop By & see us  
PLUS don't miss our 
"IS SUMMER REALLY ALMOST OVER?" PLANT SALE! 
Healthy Live House Plants in all shapes and sizes. 
TheJfoweT'Basktt 
169 S.M.In 
downtown, 
next to Kaufaman's. 
Wt Deliver. 
Free Parking 
352-6395 
Open: Mon - Fri nig hi till 8:00 
Tue, Wed & Thura. till 5:30 
Sat till 4 
THE 
COPY      SHOP inc. 
117 East Court St. B.G.   352-4068 
more than lust copies! 
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting • Screen Printing 
Word Processing • Trophies • Plaques • Certificates 
'Welcome 'Bock.StiuUnts 
'Restaurant 
'Doumtown 'B.Q. 
Welcome to BG! 
•Cocktails »Snacks • Salads • Appetizers • Sandwiches • 
Complete Dinners • Mexican Food (Mon., Wed.) • all you 
can eat Baked Chicken Dinner $5.95 (Tues.) 
• Prime Rib (Tues., Thurs., Fri.) 
• Smoke-Free Room Available 
163 S. Main St. 352-2595 
Mexican Nights 
Monday & Wednesday 
4 Tacos only 01.95 
w/ beverage purchase 
8p.m.- closing 
No coupon necessary 
Enjoy our deluxe 
i SALAD BAR FREE 
I (with the purchase of our 
I famous Carved Roast Beef 
Sandwich) 
Mon.-Fri. 11a.m. - 2p.m. 
Hot Roast Beef 
Sandwich 
with mashed potatoes 
& gravy 
750 off 
Va»d only with coupon. Not valid 
with other coupons. Expires 10/15/93 <0^ 
One 
"Appetizer" 
50% OFF 
(with beverage purchase) 
V . 
Ifif'* 
L£L1 
Valid only with coupon. Nol valid 
witn other coupom. Expires 10/15/931 ^K Valid only with coupon. Not valid with other coupons. Expires 10/15/93 
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Natty Threads 
Clothing Exchange and Design 
Now at our new location 
116 S. Main 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Need Cash Fast  
Look for Green Machine 
Green Machine® offers convenient 24 hour 
banking with over 700 locations throughout Ohio. 
Enjoy nationwide banking, too. Because Green 
Machine® is part of MONEY STATION™ and 
CIRRUS automated teller machine networks. 
Look for these symbols at thousands of ATMS 
throughout Ohio and the U.S.- 
CIRRUS. 
For fast cash, stop by any one of Society Bank's 
two Green Machine® locations in 
Bowling Green -1098 N. Main St. and 327 S. Main St. 
Member FDIC Society 
CORPORATION 
HOWARDS club H 
210N. Main 352-9951 
Live Music Thurs. - Sat. 
Featuring BGTs largest and coldest 
selection of Draft and Bottled Beer 
Happy Hours! 
Mon. - Sat. Noon - 9 p.m. 
Sun 2 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Pin Ball Video games Pool Ping Pong 
Jeff Rice's Quick Print, Inc. 
Letterhead • Business Cards 
Continuous Forms • Wedding Stationery 
Brochures • Posters • Resumes 
Newsletters • Flyers • Envelopes 
Pens and Pencils • Matches 
Photocopies • Rubber Stamps • Cups 
Full Service Darkroom • Graphic Layout 
Photo and Laser Typeset 
M ^s 
Quick Print, Inc. 
HIS. Main St., Bowling Green, OH (419) 352-5762 FAX (419) 352-9572 
FALCON HOUSE 
Sporting Goods 
See us for all your sports needs 
Rollcrblodcs 
Large Selection 
"We service what 
we sell" 
POSTERS 
Sports 
Novelties 
Sports 
toustrated 
SWEATS 
Hoods-Crews 
Pants-Shorts 
Plain a Printed 
• i.mie 
ATHLETIC 
EQUIPMENT 
UHEoOTV 
JACKETS 
Nylon Quilt-Lined 
BGSU & Local 
Schools 
-Lettering- 
IllHolloway 
BGSU 
imprinted 
sweatshirts, 
T-shirts, 
hats, novelties 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
XU   /C   OFF all merchandise 
-E»p. 1OT1 - 
sale items and other discounts excluded 
I 
1123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
•3610 
our 
22nd 
Anniversary 
our 
22nd 
Anniversary 
ISIAND       N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION     oTtTa 
OF COMPACT DISCS! 
(JLn,) 
(IVI I< I)< JTvclf >r n ontana 
$AVE $$$$ 
WITH COUPONS 
H 
m 
> 
3D §i 
1% ■nO 
o^ 
m 
30 
m 
> 
30 
New Miserable 
Experience 
jl    micuN>i»iis 
•O WHY CU. 1 Wl | 
*   \4 
•::* 
"D 
$ 1 ABE       EACH OFF     ITEM on the purchase of 1 or 2 CD"s, or pre- recorded cassettes 
(all sale items & 
specials excluded) 
$ '■■■3 ■ on the [ 
^ej| ^or mofe 
^f       |recorde 
EACH 
ITEM 
purchase of 3 
or mor  CD's, or pre- 
record d cassettes 
(all sale items & 
specials excluded) 
Mix or Match! 
Coupon Expires 9/20/93 «W9 
Mix or Match! 
Coupon Expire* 9/20/93 
"Your Music Library" 
N.W. Ohio's Largest Selection of Compact Discs 
OPEN 7 
403 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY 
Mon.-Thurs. 10a.m.-10p.m. 
Fri.-Sat. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sundays 11 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Gift 
Certificates 
available 
in any 
amount 
DAYS 
128 N. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/B.G. 
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Fri.-Sat. 9 a.m.-12 a.m. 
Sundays 11 a.m.-7 p.m. 
DOWNTOWN 
1. Ben Franklin 154 S. Main 8. Finder's 128 N. Main 
2. Blue Ribbon 157 N. Main 9. Flower Basket 165 S. Main 
3. Copy Shop 117 E. Court 10. The Greek Mart 119 E. Court St 
4. Cycle Werks 248 1/2 S. Main 11. Grounds for Thought 174 S. Main 
5. Downtown Business Association 121 E. Wooster 12. Holiday Travel 140 N. Main 
6. Easystreet 104 S. Main 13. Howard's 210 N. Main 
7. Falcon House 123 S. Main 14. Kaufman's 163 S. Main 
Just a Short Walk 
MAP 
N. CHURCH ST. 
Parking 
L o o 
c 
3J 
H 
a 
15.       2. 
N. MAIN ST. 
19. 
O 
23 
O 
r- 
> 
-< 
3 
3 5. 
8.   12. 13. 
m • 
o 
C 3- 
3] 
HIO. 
• i 
16. 5 
Parking m 
o 
> 
S3 • 
N. P R0SPE1 :TST. 
15. Klever's 
16. Madhatter 
17. Natty Threads 
18. Occassions 
19. Pisanello's 
20. Quick Print 
21. Rapid Print 
125 N. Main 
143 E. Wooster 
116 E. Wooster 
181 S. Main 
203 N. Main 
111 S. Main 
186 S. Main 
From Campus 
22. S&S Barber Shop 
23. Society 
24. True Value 
25. Uhlman's 
26. Uhlman's Salon 
27. Village Preacher 
28. Young's Newsstand 
164 S. Main 
1098 N. Main & 327 S. Main 
136 S. Main 
139 S. Main 
139 S. Main 
133 S. Main 
178 S. Main 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
MORE THAN JUST A 1 HOUR LAB 
BG's ONLY FULL LINE 
PHOTO STORE 
* 
Canon  Nikon,   OMIW 
FUJI wmm MINOLTA 
5 % DARKROOM DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS CURRENTLY ENROLLED 
IN PHOTO CLASSES 
3 hrs BLACK & WHITE SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Double Your Prints For $1.00 r 
J-s: afld Si 00 to ma regular pnce end we w« grve 
you ■ second Ml of color prints' 'Off* OjooO at rhe 
am* of o**v*ry on standard 3V tat 
poms from 1 to. One. 126. or 35mm (C-41 
oractw). 12. 15. 24 or 36 exposure roae 
Tr.s Offer not VaM «nm any other special 
L-i On* Rod Par Coupon 
$3, *2, M Off 
on Film 
Developing 
I Expires 9/15/93 BGN 
Good on 110. 120   35mm and <*ac 14m 
(C-41 procaut Oat »3 off on 30 e*o . "2 of 
On 24 **p    or M o*f on 12'15 ««p   Trus coupon 
mutl accompany order Trua coupon not vaM 
any om*r emu   On* rot par coupon 
r. 
m I 
4 x 6 Big Shot 
Color Prints 
j [Expires 9/15793_ BGNj 
ICSHnQar iMMDiytcrrict 
See us tor available processing 
time Good on 35 mm C.41 
process 4" x 6" color prints only . 
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY 
ORDER. TNs coupon not valid 
with any offer. 1 roll per coupon 
«•« e~ prints not available In 1 
hour. 
9/15/93      BGN 
12 
EXP 
24 
EXP 
36 
EXP 
— 1 
599 
899 
ll9!] 
^ 
FILM   DEVELOPING •  CAMERAS • 
• 
157 N. MAIN B.G. 
S       We will gladly 
accept checks 
VIDEO 
Ph. 353-4244 
(ACROSS FROM UPTOWN) 
